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RULES AND REGULATION S

Passed at Tico Special General Meetings of the Members, held at

27 Sarley Street, W., oti February 7 and April 3, 1876.

Objects and Constitution.

This Association is called tho Musical Association, and is formed
for tho investigation and discussion of subjects connected with
tho Art, Scioncc, and History of Music ; and is intended to bo
similar in its organisation to existing Learned Societies.

It is not intended that the Association shall givo concerts, or
undertake any publications other than those of their own Pro-
ceedings, or the Papers read at their meetings.

Membees.

The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been directed

to the science of acoustics, the history of tho art, or other kindred
subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into tho Association

mnsfc be proposed by two members.
Elections will take place by ballot of the members present at

any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four shall

exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings nntil the annual subscription be paid.

Subscription.

The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become dne on the Erst of November in each year.

Should members desire to withdraw from tho Association,

they should give notice to the Hon. Sec. on or before the 31st of

October.



RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Meetings.

An ordinary meeting Bhall ba held on the first Monday in

every month, from November to Jnne inclusivo, at 5 p.m., when,
after the dispatch of ordinary business, Papers will be read and
discussed.

An annual general meeting of members only shall be held at

4 p.m. on the last Monday in October, to receive and deliberate

on the Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and officers

for the ensuing year-

Special general meetings may be summoned whenever the

Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall bo at all times
bonnd to do so on receiving a requisition in writing from five

members, specifying the nature of the business to be transacted.

At least one week's notice of snch special meeting shall be given
by circular to every member, and tea members present at any
general meeting shall constitute a quorum.

Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one
visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a book
provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.

Communications.

Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of any
subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of Music,

Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will be received from or through any member of the

Association.

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of tie Paper read.

All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall have been some
previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think
proper.

Repoets.

A Report of the proceedings of the Association, including

the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of the

Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the members as

soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Honorary
Secretary, under the direction of the Council.



EDLES AND REGULATIONS.

Council and Office bb.

The management of the affairs of the Association shall ho
vested in a Council, to bo elected bj ballot at the general meeting
of tho members on the last Monday in October.

The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, and
ten ordinary members of the Association.

Tho President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and live ordinary
members of the Council shall retire every year, but shall bo eli-

gible for re-election.

At the annual general meeting in October, the Council
shall present a balloting list, showing the names of the persons
whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Presidents,

and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing year. A copy
of this list shall he given to each member present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or names from
the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names of any
other nerson or persons whom he considers eligible for each
respective office ; but the number of names on the list, after such
erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number to be elected

to the respective offices as above enumerated. Those lists which
do not accord with llu'si: Jiruytious shall be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting papers

to be collected, and after they have been examined by himself and
two scratineers, to be appointed by the members, he shall report

to tho meeting the result of such examination, and shall then

destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall be appointed at tho

annual general meeting by the members, and tho statement of

accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer to the Auditors, and bo

remitted by them to the Secretary in time to enable the Council

to judge of the prospects of the Association, and to prepare their

report in accordance therewith.

The Council and officers shall meet as ofton as tho business of

the Association may require, and at every meeting three mcmbors
of Council shall constitute a quorum.

Enactment oh Alteration op Rules akd Regulations.

No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or rescinded,

except at a special meeting of members summoned for the express

purpose, the summons stating distinctly and fully tho matter to

be brought under consideration.
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REPORT
OF THJ COMMITTE E.

Bead by tlie Honorary Seer

the Annual General M,

Street, Cavendish Sjwb Monde

[AM.es K. Salastah, Esq., at

Members, held at 27 Sarley

>da>j, October SO, 1870.

Your Committee have the pleasure of presenting to the

members of the Musical Association their Second Annual
Report.

Notwithstanding unavoidable losses from death and retire-

ment, they are happy to state that the numerigal strength of the
Society remains unimpaired, and now amounts to 170 members.

New rules and regulations have been passed at two special

General Meetings, hold n'.'-pfr.hvrly on !.'Vt>ru;ii-y 7th and April

3rd. They are published witli the volume of proceedings Ltoly

issued, and may be obtained, with the list of members, in a
separate form of Messrs. Chappell A Co., SO New Bond Street.

The following have been the Sessional Arrangements for

First Meeting—Monday, November 1, 1875. Paper by Charles

Kensington Sataman, Esq., Hon. Mom. Acad. St. Cecilia, Rome,
' On Musical Criticism.'

Second Meeting—Monday, December 6, 1875. Paper by
William Pole, Esq., V.-P.R.S., Mus. Doc.Oion., 'On theGraphin
Method of Rt'|i!vsi;!i!-iiiK Mu.-ir;il Inli-rviils. With Illustrations

of the Constniction of tho Musical Scale.'

Third Meeting—Monday, January 3, 1876. Paper by the

Rev. Sir Frederick Gore Ousoley, Bart., M.A., Mns. Doc. Oxon.,

Professor of the University of Oxford, President of the Associa-

tion :
' Considerations on the History of Ecclesiastical Music of

Western. Europe.'

Fourth Meeting—Monday, February 7, 1876. Paper by Victor

de Pontigny, Esq., 1 On Kettledrums.' Paper by Professor W.
H. Monk, of King's College, ' On some Points in the Received
Method of Writing an Orchestral Score.'

Fifth Meeting—Monday, March 6, 1876. Paper by Dr. W.
H. Stone, F.R.C.P., M.A., ' On Standards of Musical Pitch.'

Sixth Meeting— Monday, April 3, 1876. Papor by Lord
Rayleigh, M.A., F.R.S., ' On our Perception of the Direction

of a Sourco of Sound.'

Seventh Meeting—Monday, May 1, 1876. Paper by Professor

William Grylls Adams, F.R.S., ' On the Musical Inventions and
Discoveries of tho late Sir Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S.'



Minnies of the Annual General Meeting of Members.

Eighth Meeting—Monday, June 5, 187G. Paper by Lennox
Browne, Esq., F.R.C.S., Edin., Hon. Surgeon and Anral Surgeon
to the Royal Society of Musicians, Surgeon to Her Miijcsfy's

Italian Opera, &c, ' On Medical Science in Relation to the Voice
as a Mnsical Instrument.'

It will be seen by the foregoing that the Association has been
able to maintain the high standard of scientific interest in the
communication b addressed to it which was originally contemplated
on its institution. At the same time the Committee beg to

suggest to the members generally that much individual activity

on their part is needed for the perpetuation of so desirable a
condition. Thoy venture to hope that short papers, several of

which might be taken on the same occasion, and provoke inte-

resting discussion, may bo frequently contributed in tie course

of the ensuing session.

The financial position of the Association is unusually satis-

Tho accounts have been audited by Dr. W. H. Stone and Mr.
Arthur D. Prondergast.

In accordance with the new rules and regulations, the

members have this day to elect a President, Vice-Presidents,

ordinary Members of Council, and two Auditors.

The Executive has hitherto consisted of nine members, termed
the Committee.

By the now rules this number is to be raised to ten, to be
called the Council—five members of which are to retire each
year.

The President, Vice-Presidents, the ordinary Members of tie

Council, and Auditors, are eligible for re-election.

The Chairman said the next business was to ballot for the
Council and honorary officers for the ensuing year.

Dr. Stajner said they bad now such an excellent list of

members, that he felt some diffidence in retaining office, nnless

the members really thought it desirable ; and he wished to say

most distinctly, that he should not feel the slightest disap-

pointment at finding his name left out on this occasion.

Mr. Prekdeegast expressed himself to the same effect.

The Honorary Secretary said ho had received a letter from
Dr. Pole, who was travelling in Italy, anticipating in effect what
had been said by Dr. Stainer.

Dr. Stone said he shared tbe feelings of the gentlemen who
had already spoken. Tboy were quite willing to go on doing
their duty as membors of the Council, but they did not think it

desirable that the same members should remain on the lists so

long. It was not that thoy wished to shirk their work in any
way, for they would still be willing to do their best for the Asso-
ciation, but they had now such a good list of members, that they
did not think themselves entitled to hold office any longer. He



Minutes of the A:<viw! Geiwi-n! Meeting of Members.

should therefore beg leave to retire, if he might be permitted to

do so.

Mr. Stephens said he should vote for all the presont members
of the Council, hut he hoped that on futnro occasions the list

would be prepared in such a way that tho members might soo

which five of the Council wcro to retire according to tho rule.

The whole of tho Council wore then re-elected for the ensuing
year.

Chas. E. Stephens audW. H. Cummings, Esqs., wcro elected

Auditors for tho ensuing year.

Otto Goldschmidt, Esq., was oloctod a Vice-President.

The Honorary Secretary said he hoped that tho members
would oiert themselves during tho coming session to procure

practical papers, and that thoy would do so without being

more specially invited. Ho then read a list of papers already

promised, the first of which would be read on the ensuing
Monday, by Mr. Alexander J. Ellis, P.R.S., F.S.A., on 'The
Sensitiveness of tho Hainan Ear for Pitch and Change of Pitch of

Notes in Music.' He also begged to draw attention to the

suggestion in the Report, that short papers be brought forward,

two or three of which might bo taken on the siiine evening.

Dr. Stoke agreed that it was very desirable to have short

papers, even notes on subjects likely to lead to an interesting

discussion. It was not at all necessary that they sbonld always
have a long essay containing ft subject, a counter-subject, a stretto,

Mr. Stephens proposed that Mr. Salaman be requested

kindly to continue his services as Honorary Secretary. In
making that proposition, it was hardly necessary to detain the

meeting to point out the inestimable services he had already

rendered to the Musical Association. They knew the great

demands that snch an office made on his valuable time, and
when thoy found Mr. Salaman so willing to give that time to the

Association, they must see that he was heart and soul in the

work, and that he was ' the right man in the right place.'

Dr. Stone seconded the resolution, which was carried

unanimously.
Mr. Salaman said he should be happy to continue to perform

the duties of Honorary Secretary as long as his health and
strength would permit of his doing so. The Musical Association

was always in his thoughts, and he would use his best endeavours
to promote tho continuance of its bucccss. Ho wished that

musicians would come more prominently forward, and actively

take part in its proceedings, and he also hoped that every
member wonld induco his friends to interest themselves in the
objects of tho Association.

Thanks were then voted to S. Arthur Chappell, Esq., for his

services as Treasurer; to Charles K. Salaman, Esq., for his ser-

vices as Honorary Secretary ; to the Auditors and the Members
of the Council.



SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR 1870-77.

First Meeting.—Monday, Norember 6, 1876.

Paper by Alex. J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S., 'On the Sensitive-

ness of the Ear to Pitch and Change of Pitch in Music'

Second Meeting.—Monday, Dccombor 4.

Paper by W. H. Cummings, Esq., 'On Henry Purcell and
his Family.'

Third Meeting.—Monday, Fcbrnary 5, 1877.

Paper by James Higus, Esq., Mas. Bac. Oxon., 'On John
Sebastian Bach's Art of Fugue'

Mirliiiy.— Monday, March 5.

Paper by William Pole, Esq., Mus. Doc. Oxon, F.B.S.,
' On the Philosophy of Harmony.'

Fifth Meeting.—Monday, April 2.

Paper by W. A. Bareeit, Esq., Mus. Bac. Oson, ' On Music
in Cathedrals.'

Sixth Meeting.—Monday, May 7.

Paper by St:;['hi:n S. Stiiattdn-, Esq., Ili,;ni>irjha,m, ' On tho

Gymnastic Training of tho Hand for Performing upon
Keyed Instruments.

'

Seventh Meeting.—Monday, Jnne 4.

Paper by Ciuhles K. Salaman, Esq., Hon. Mom. Acad. St.

Cecilia, Rome, ' On the English Languago as a Language
for Music'

Eighth Meeting.—Monday, July 2.

Paper by H. Bassett, Esq., F.C.S., 'On Improvements in

Trumpets,' illustrated by his ' Teleophonic Trumpet.'
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illustrated by his Enharmonic Harmonium.'
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November 8, 1876.

GEOBGE ALEXANDER OSBORNE, Esq., in the Cbaib.

ON THE SENSITIVENESS OF THE EAU TO PITCB
AND CHANGE OF PITCH IN MUSIC.

By Alexandeb J. Ellis, Esq., B.A., P.R.S., F.S.A., &c.

The principal aim of the present paper is to bring before the

Musical Association some results obtained last, autumn from
numerous and very careful experiments by Dr. W. Prayer, Pro.

fessor of Physiology in the University of Jena, because tbose re-

sults are not accessible in an English form, and seem fo have a
very practical bearing upon tuning and singing,* My subor-

dinate purpose is to exhibit a method of representing pil rh and
itslf rv:i!s, which shall be more consonant t.u the habits of iniisiiriiins

than that adopted by Dr. Preyer for the statement of his results.

For the idea of this method I am indebted to Mr. Eosanquet,

though I havo worked it out somewhat differently from him.

Considered arithmetically (as diarii;f;iunriwl from pLysiclocri-

cally), the pitch of a note depends upon the number of (double,

or complete, backwards and forwards) vibrations or gmng-ttcongt

as De Morgan termed them, made by a particle of airinono
second. As this vibration depends on the length of a path de-

scribed in a given time, wo may readily talk of any fraction, or

even any incommensurable part of a vibration which would bo

represented by that fraction, or part, of the path described. A
pitch is higher or lower according as this numbcrof vibrations is

greater or less.

Considered arithmetically, likewiso (again, as distinguished

from physiologically), an interval is measured by the ratio of the

pitch of the lower to the pitch of the higher note, and is usually

represented by an impropor fraction in which the larger number
is the numerator. The principal large intervals which will be

* Ueler die Grewi th? V!';iW,,wW;i// (-.m \\k T.iimts of ttie ppr-

ccr-inn " f Musieii! Tun ), .Jena,
;

[irefm-c (lilted 'Autumn 1876,' 8vo.

pp. viii, 72,



On tka Sensitiveness of the Ear to

here considered ore tho Octavo f , the- Fifth ij, the Fourth the

major Sixth tho major Third J, the minor Third J, the minor
Sixth

;;
iiijd tho uiiijor Tono |. Tho minor Tono 'jp, the diatonic

Semitone and intervals groator than an Octavo (for which the

fraction exceeds 2), and tho intervals involving 7 will not bo

considered, bocauso Dr. Preyorhas not investigated, them. But a
largo number of intervals differing from the abovo by very small

intervals which havo no regular namos, will require attention.

By means of beats wo are probably able, under favourable

circumstances, to determine Pitch to tho tenth or tho hundredth,

or oven, as Scheibler imuained, six-hundredth part of a

vibration : that is, under favourable conditions we can appreciate

one beat in ten or a hundred seconds of timo—or, to take Scheib-

ler's estimate, one beat in ten minutes; and consequently, tho

interval between two notes with the same exactness, since ono
beat represents a difference of one vibration in that time. But
then subsidiary notes are required, and we must be able to sustain

two notes together without any alteration in either for ten or one
hundred seconds, and to count the beats accurately for that time.*

Under such favourable circumstances, therefore, we can approxi-

mately realise the meaning of arithmetical pitch and ariUntn ( ion.l

interval. But tbe perception of beats requires nothingmore than
the power of hearing. A so-called ' musical ear ' or sensitiveness

of ear with regard to pitch and chango of pitch is not required.

The determination may therefore be called mechanical. It is

by such mechanical observations alotio that we can cheek tho

judgment of the ear, and henco arrivo at a mode of measuring
sensitiveness in estimating the intervals between two notes

sounded in succession, and not at tho samo time. The existence

of beats, I may remark, indicates only that the beating tones

are not of the same pitch, and does not point out which is the
sharper. To determine this we have to make one note

sharper or natter, and then sco whether tho number of beats

increases or diminishes. As they increase by enlarging, and
diminish by contracting the interval, this gives a mechanical
means of determining which is the sharper. In tho case of

tuning forks, placing one nndor tho arm for a minute will

generally flatten it sufficiently, when two forks aro nearly of tho

samo pitch, beating not more than twice in a second, to deter-

mine whether the beats incroaso or slacken in speed ; if tho former,

tho warmed fork was already tho flatter ; if tho latter, it was tho

sharper. Sonsitivoness of ear is thus required sololy for judging
of melodic intervals : that is, of the difference of the pitch of two
tones sounded in succession. Before examining this, however, it

* In verifying Appunn'a Tonometer in tho Loan Exhibition of tfiiiomStic

Ins(ni:ni!iits, 1 (::iiin:o:l Ih.r. lirrilf <l'i:ir>!j 20 sreijnds. An error of one oeat
i-iu^l "Jiltl-I'ti; inivo "'i!y ! !:]'.! ul^.\: i.iL < jr il oinv: v.-:'t:i of a vibra-

tion in a second. Any <k-ecnl- ( uni ni.--fi>: k will i;iv« inulible beats with
a neighbouring tono for 6 or 10 seconds, and hence allow of measurements
to one-fifth or ono-tcntli of a vibration.
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is necessary to havo a means of noting small deviations of pilch

in a way which, while It is consonant with the existing habits of

musicians, shall rest upon n strictly arithmetical basis.

All musicians ai'c familiar with tbo Octave, and accustomed

to divide tho wholo rango of musical sounds into Octaves. This

amounts to selecting a series of tones on the principle of continu-

ally multiplying tbo corresponding numbor of vibrations by 2.

Arithmetically, wo arc therefore bound to begin with less than 2

vibrations in a second, which, not being miilt.iplii-d by 2 :lI all,

may be said to commence tho Zero Octave, and tho simplest such

number that can bo selected is 1 itself.* Then from 2 up to 4,

we multiply the formor number of vibrations once by 2, and have
the first Octave. At 4, or twice 2, we multiply twice by 2, and
have the second Octane. The Octaves will there correspond with

tho numbers of vibrations with which they begin, thus

—

OctO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Vib 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096.

And so on.f Supposing tho notes C, D, E, &c. to occur in any
Octave, tho number of tho Octave is prefixed : thus 8E means E
in tho 8th Octave. Tho Octavo being always supposed to begin
with C, 8C will bo a note having 256 vibrations. Tho difSculties

arising from habits of using different slandards of pitch and
temperaments arc met by assuming some fraction (as l^*) in

place of 1 for the initial number of vilirations. But what is

commonly called I lie '
t lieorH ical,' or as I prefer to term it the

'arithmetical' pitch fiC= ii-j[i vib is the only ono suggested by
pan! arithmetic. When any other initial pitch is nsed, wo may
accent the letters: thus, 8C'=2G4 -vib gives 0C'=33-t-32 vib.

In Table III. 1 givo the values of 0C for such values as 8A' and
9C, as cover the whole range of usual vibration of pitch.

This simple contrivance for marking the Octave variation of

standard pitch obviates a vast number of difficulties. Observo
the following synonyms:

—

40=10 vib means 0 in the Sub-Contra Octave, or doublo

under-accented or under-lined Great Octave, Cn or C
or twice indexed Great Octave C2 , or twice negatively

indexed Great Octave Cs or C~2
, or 32-foot Octave, or

triply repeated Great Octave CCC.
5C=32 vib means 0 in the Contra Octave, or once nnder-

accented or under-lined Gieni Oetave C, or 0, or once
indexed, or once m gal ivcty indexed Great Octavo C,, C,

or Q~\ or 16-foot Octave, or donbly repeated Great
Octave CO.

* This selection of 1 as (he mil ial phi-h in made on pamly aril :iiui:( iwd
grounds. Tim rr.ale v.t 1 i-i tli o:i:cr cases v.ii: be explained immediately.
There is here no inlenikm of ikeUlinp; on (In: best standard pitch foe
practical |jv,r'ia-e-.

t 9ee also the bollom of Table I. In iierhrr ariilinn l io Hie number of
the Uc:ave :s the index e£ the j.i:v.-fr of 'J- iiv.u irivt-s the number of
vibrai ii>ns with iitiicJi li.i: Ortiiv,! hi",de«, Tha.-. S.

r.t}-2> l>t!i;ii;s iho ath

Octavo.

»2
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4 On the Semitiveness of the Ear fa

60=64 vib means C in the Great or 8-foot Octave, with
one large C, without accents or indexes, the lowest note

of the Violoncello.

70=128 vib means 0 in tbe Small or 4-foot Octave, with

one small c, without accents or indexes, the lowest note

of the Tenor or Viola da Braecia.

8C=256 vib means C in the once accented or 2.foot

Octave, with a small c and one acute accent as c', once
over-lined c as e, or two small c's as cc; commonly oalled
' middle C,' being on tho one legor line between the baas

and treble staves.

90=512 vib means C in tho twice acuontod or twice over-

lined or 1-foot Octavo, with a small c and two aonte
accents aa c", or two lines as J, or threo small o's as ccc.

100=1024 vib means C in tho thrice accented or |-foot

Octave, with a small c and three acute accents or over

lines as o"', org.

And so on for higher Octaves, the number of the Octave being 7

more than tho number of acute accents or over-lines.

The next division, with which the pianoforte in recent times
linn rendered nil irmsicinns pci tVci Iv tUrailinr, is that of the largo

interval of an Octavo into twclvo smaller intervals called Equal
Semitones, which I shall contract into tho word sent. Anyone
who plays np the chromatic scale on a piano has a sensation of

Bomeness of interval in passing from any one note to the nest in

succession. But the actual sensation of the interval Bern is very
indistinct, and few, I apprehend, if any, would venture to tune a

piano by that interval only. It happens to be one of those in-

nearer than any human, ear can detect, we may apeak of it as

or lT
'

l:

,
';!

i
,* m that it' wc know the number of vibrations, or

vib of anv note, say 8C=256, wo have only to multiply it by
].<)i>, pivin]. iio f

;r,n, divide this by 1682 to two places of decimals,

giving 15'22, and add it to the vib of the lower or 250, giving
271'22 vib for 8 Ott , which is correct to two places of decimals.

Honce we obtain ;i pcHVci.iy clear arithmetical conception of a
still or the twelfth part nf an Octave.

Now take an imaginary fingerboard of a pianoforte, 40 feet in

length, and at Hie beginning and at the end of each 40 inches

introduce a single string which on being struck vibrates exactly

100 in ltiS2 vib. more than its predecessor. We shall then have a
fingerboard which may be represented by the annexed diagram
(Table 1.),+ in which, for convenience, the long lino of 40 feet is

* O! course this has been obtained by higher arithmetic, and is a close

by
a

Table
P
n.^ool. Ji, below, that the vibrations of A are 'to those of Aj™

],Ml,7!i:t to 1,7-11,7117. wiiio.li t-ivoH :!ie ahovo ratio. A whole Tone is very
nearly indeed I

Of''! t si n >f, .-.ii-l i- dliviim-ly less than the Major Tone
9 -!-«,' ami creator ihan the .Minor Tone 10-!-9.

t When the paper was read, a diagram, having the dimensions here
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Vilck and Change of Pitch in Music. 5

divided into 12 lines of 40 inches each, and tho noto which ends
anj one alao begins the next, as indicated by tho usual namo which
is placed at tho beginning and end of each lice.

But this ia sti 11 a very rough division. Wo can readily

imagine 9 other strings introduced between tho extremes of each

line, at equal distances of 4 inches, and giving notes proceeding

by equal intervals, which repeated ten times produces a sem.
Such an interval, which may bo called a tithe * is represented with
great exactness bv

\
!:';i= l

,
JK-j. So that to find a tone which

is a tithe higher than SC=2oti, we multiply by 1", giving 2;.tK.>,

and divide, to threo places of decimals, by 172(i, giving 1*425, and
then add this to 256, giving 257*425 vib. Tho mode of noting

this will be given presently.

We must carry this division further, nud suppose that between
each pair of strings, which give notes separated by a tithe, we
introduce 'J other strings separated from each other by 4 tenths

of an inch, and proceeding by equal intervals, which repeated 10
times will produce a tithe. Such an interval, which will bo
naturally called a r.e.nt, is iv [in 'sent oil almost precisely by

j
=

l-rrVri ao ^at to find an interval which is one rent sharper than

80= 256 vib we divide 250 by 1731 to 2 places of decimals,

giving "15, and add to i!-~><>, giving 256'15 vib.

For maiiT llmm-tie'd emulations we reqnire to go further,

and find an interval which is the tenth part of a cent, and may
be called a mil The ratio of a mil is or 1 tttW We
even find it necessary to imagine an interval which is the tenth

part of a mil, and may bo called a dime, having the ratio
j

j',
1

,

or 1 xT3
1
nnr*'t Such intervals are, of course, far beyond all power

of ear to appreciate when the notes are struck in snccession,

and can scarcely be heard by beats except under wonderfully

favourable circumstances, yet in accumulating a large number of

intervals we should often commit very appreciable errors in cal-

culation, if we did not use the mil, and occasionally the dime.

But the cont is tho practical limit.

In tho diagram the tithes are marked by alternate black and
blank parallelograms, tho upper boundary forming the lino con.

sidered. The separation of tho colours gives tho position of each

indicated, was exhibited. It is by no means large or unwieldy, hut for tho
pi:poses of j rim ins it, ti:c Irn^iii of ihr imn'.'ir.i-j-v i-a y-board has been
reduced to is indiec, <Uvid. il into II! parts of 4 inches each, that in, it

appears as one-tenth of iis actual eize. Tho statement of the actual
liiniensions is, hu^vtver, retained in Tiie text,

* Tithe, of course, means a t-nth, tint tin: ivord tenth itself had to be
omiiiiil liftiiUMj i: i- tins mono of wi;li-tu"ni; intervals, the major Tenth,

*t To reduce these relations' to one common standard, suppose that the

starting note usakis ] .01 1: h,0: K vi!.r;ii i::],s in M in.- ktite.vn intcrvnl of time.

Then a note which is a sem hieher than the starling m. to makes B9,462
vibrations more in tho same time

; a note whieh is a tiiho higher makes
enlv si,7:C vibiiii ions i:n-ro i one a eem higher only B78 more ; one a mil
hie: er oniv S3 ; and one a dime higher only 6 vibrations more than the

starting note, in the same time.
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tithe as a geometrical line. Tho cont and mil are determined bj
a, scalo, easily drawn, each cent being represented by a space of

4 tenths and each mil by one of 4 hundredths, that is 1 twenty-

fifth of an inch ; but a dimo, occupying ./-,-0- inch, is far too small

to bo noted even on a keyboard of V' feet to the Octave. To
mark the position of any particular string or note terminating a

cent or mi), a pointer is used, in the shape of half a square, or

two half-squares superposed.* Where the vertical edge of the

pointer cut* [.lie line of sem we have a mathematical point, which
exactly shows the interval, even in a largo diagram.

Any pitch can therefore lie fixed to tin: nearest mil or dime
by stating that it is so iminj Ools, rio many sen is, so many tithes,

so many cents, and so many mils, or so many dimes : as 8 Oct, 5

sem, 3 tithes, 7 cents, 9 mils, and (i dimes. Bat since 8 Oct
contain 8 times 12 or 96 scm, and 96 sem+ 5'scm. is 101 sem,

this result can bo more convenient k- represented by the decimal

fraction 101-3736 sem or to the nearest cent (in which ease acent
mast be added if there are u mils or more over) as 101-38 sem.f

It is evident thai, by a laborious cale^ation, this number of

sem would enable us to find the exact number of vib, jnst as a

number of vib would giro ns tho complete result in sem. By
Table, n. this calculation is reduced to simplo multiplication and
long division, which, though rather lengthy when we wish to go
as far as dimes, is really shorter and simpler than the usual pro-

cesses as far as eeni:-, ami involves no reference.-, to oilier tables.

In writing any note, then, we may use such a form as 101 "881

som, or, since 5 Bern corresponds to equally tempered F, and 9(5

sem to 8 Octaves, we might write 8F-P381, (hat Li, 381 mils

sharper than 81'' to the standard .1 C= 'l~>u mil. Suppose, however,

it was moro than half a scm, or ,100 mils sharper, such as 101'G83

sem or 8 F+ '683, it would be more inLifligibio ueucrally to con-

sider it as 8 Ft —'317, that is, as a Eat FB, to which it is nearer,

rather than a sharp F from which if is more dislunt. But, sup-

pose that wc want lo represent. I.hepit.eh with reference to another
standard as 8 C'=2G4 vib. Then we must find t he interval ;<•-

1 TV='533 scm; and having laid down thai C D' Ae, now mean
notes sharper thaa U D&r. by ->:!:} sem, we have 8 F'=8P-(--533
first, and hence 8 F'--l.ri2=8 F + -;;nj, w that the pilch willbe ex-

pressed as a Hat rather than as a sharp F. The difference '152

sem is clearly found by deducting '381 from -533. Similarly

101'683sem=8Ft--31'7=8F+ 083=8 F'+ '1504giyingasharp
F' instead of a liat FS . It is quite evident, however, that if we
conBne our notation to %uves, as 1 01-381 sem, or 101-683 sem,
we avoid all confusions dependine- >ei variable pitch, aud obtain

a clear and distinct representation of any pitch, from which we

* In order te he vl-fililr, the [-.ilnl were really n.lovu ,*-ineh wide at
the bottom, lull the meaH.uvmciil.'i v.imv ili trriiiinee l>v

I lie ven ieal side.

t Sec ex.imp!' s ef Hii* ea.r.ln of e^p'ewiiiL.- pitch in JViIljs IV. and V.

I In Table 171. a means is srivcii fur liudiu- 0 0 fn.m nut value o£ g A'
Or 9 C that is usually employed.
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can form any number of intervals following anj given relations

of intonations with cage and certainty. Supjius.iiiLT «v sloppiM

at cents, the ideal Octavo would consist of 1,201 strings each 4
hundredths (or one-twenty fifth) of an inch separated from its

nearest neighbour, and covering 40 feet in length, as in the dia-

gram (reduced' to 48 inches in Table I.). If this were continued

for 12 octaves, we should have ft keyboard 480 feet long, cimt fin-

ing 14,401 strings. Kbw, preposterous as this may appear, it is

a very close representation of the actual constitution of the cocli-

left in the internal ear, which is of course microscopic in detail.

This contains (according to the latest calculations of Henson, as

cited by Dr. Prcycr, p. 41), about 10,400 capillary nerve fibres,

which act as the single strings of our ideal monster piniiiiforti',

and are struck, not by hammers, but by the vibrations of a pecu-

liar fluid in which they float. When we ascend on a piano, wc
pass from the left to the i-i;_"lit hy ih'i.'i'eeB, and we lis the pitch

by stopping at a certain digital. Thus also in the car we pass

ovor the nerve fibrils in succession, and fix the pitch by stopping

at ono of them. The only difference appears to be this : that on
Our ideal piano wc Lave made the number of strings in each

octavo, and the interval between the not es, exactly the same, while

in the ear it is probable that the intervals differ, and that the

number of nerve fibrils is different in each octavo. Wc must also

remember that very few musical tones arc simple, so that the

motion of the fluid affects a nnmber of fibrils at the same time

and with unequal force. Tlio old cipcriment of raising the

dampers on a flat piano, and shouting a vowel on to the sounding

board, which will be in a small, but appreciable fraction of a

second re-echoed from the strings, exhibits tho action of tho

whole mechanism with sufficient exactness to moko it compre-

hensible.

The arithmetical pitch of a compound note is that of its low-
est constituent or partial simple lone, but all the other partialshelp

to give individuality to the sensation, and it is found that differ-

ences in the quality of tone, in the loudness, or duration of the

notes, or even in tho length of silence between two notes, materially

affect the estimation ofpitch and interval by the ear. It is therefore

for many purposes advisable to construct a table which gives the

exact interval between the lowest and any other partial. This I

have done in Tablo IV. at the end of this paper, up to C4 reckoned

to dimes. By adding these sem to the sem of tho note, as far as

wo please (it is seldom necessary to proceed beyond 12 or 16, or

higher than 12 C=144 sem) we obtain a very precise indication

of tho real phenomenon presented by sounding a compound musi-

cal note. Thus, if wo sound a strong reed tono of which tho

lowest partial is 77 sem or 0 P, wo really hear to the nearest cent

the simple tones 77, Si'. W\v2, 101, 101-86, 108-02, 110-69, 113,

1 ir. 01 116-86, 118-51, 120-02, 121-41, 122-69, 123-88, 125 : that is,

OF, 7Y, 8C + -02.8F, 8 A--14, 9 C+-02, 9 DB --31, 9 P, 9 G'04,

OA--14,9AS+51,10C+-O2,10 C« +41, 10 Bs -31.10E--12,
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10 F. Anil it is evident that theso numerous fired points, or at

least the first 8 of them, winch do not in general beat together,

will be very instrumental in determining the sensation of piteh.

In fact, for simple or neatly simple tours I lie sensation of pitch is

found to bo very imperfect, and for diilbrent qualities of tone it

is apt to be rery different, even when their arithmetical pitch is

identical.* On the diagram (Table I.) I have given tho odd.

numbered partials only, reduced to the same octave, because tho

evenly numbered partials will always he octaves of eonii' of these.

The murks for these are double wedges wiih the number of the

partial placed near them, and, if they correspond to any named
note, its namo is placed below. A single glance at their position

will show that the harmonic theory ul' thr scale implies a selec-

tion of tones as well as any othor. I have also marked by single

wedges (when they are not in the harmonic series) and with

names below, a series of -s2 just ,\nti's arranged systematically,

with the pitches attached, in Table V. These exhibit inastriking

manner the differences of a great comma of 235 mils, an ordinary

comma of 215 mils, and a skhisma of 20 mils which frequently

occur, and hence become the stalling points for temperament.

Having spent so much time over the representation of inter-

vals, by a musicianly process, on an arithmetical basis, I use tho

seni, cents and mils thus obtained to represent the results obtained

by Prof. Preyer in comparing iho ne.-uu-l physiological powers of

exceptionally good and highly cultivated ears, in approximating

to these arithmetical results.

First, What are the lowed »u>.<kal tone* andihh '! that is, What
is tiir. sum I lest -atinhi r of cibi\iSii'ii < in a second which can be heard

For this purpose Dr. Preyer had an instrument constructed

by Kerr Appuun winch was shown in the Loan Collection of

Scientific Apparatus in 187Ei. It consists of a series of metal
tongues vibrating from 8 to 32 times in a second, and increasing

by I vibration for each note, and then increasing by 2 vibrations

for each note to G4 vib, and then by 4 at a time to 128 vib.f It

mnst be remembered I hat the resulting tones aro very compound,
and give numerous disagreeable beats. But it is the lowest

partial only on which attention must be fixed, and Dr. Preyer
found that if tho wind were allowed to die out gradually this

lowest tone was heard best just at tho moment of disappearance.

The result is, that Dr. Preyer could hear a tono of 15 vib, and
could not hear one of 13 vib. For 14 he was uncertain. Most
ears conld not hear below 2-1 vib.J When I played down the

"See Dr. Stone's olrt.-naii.ms mi ilie diJliculij nf dial inguislnng a
difference i>F jiildi in l;ie obi.,- ar.d i./Jaiinc". aivl Mr. llipkins'a remark on
pianos I lined In I lie sum: pile], inn ),avii!^i[[|tr]iiii. tpiaiii its of lone. Dr.

Slone, in I 'mn unlit:, (In 1 nnir.- an Orchestra.

'

t This histrninmii v.;i- pmubastd liy lUe i*.julli Ki.-nsinyloii Museum at

the close of the exhibition.

J Dr rrej-er jjivi's tin- f(i]1f,n-ii:jj ;ia the final result of [ipi'rimei'.ts re-

peated hundreds of times when the listener did not know what number of
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BoricB on Appann's instrument, most persons heard quite well to

32 vib bat after that, somewhere about 30 vib (varying with
different persons), the tone suddenly seemed to jump np an
Octave ; this aroso from tho lowest partial ceasing to bo audible.

Those who, applying tho ear carefully to tho bos of tbo instrument,

seomedtohearadecp tone, were generally hearing tho Octave above
that which they really fancied they beard, if the lowest partial

were strongly reinforced by resonators, possiuly the lowt r tone

would be heard better. But tho means of producing easily audi-

ble simple tones, which aro lower than 23 to 15, seem to bo not
as yet discovered.*

The result is, that the existence of tho simple tone 4C=16 vib

is a very doubtful, but it may be musically effective when as-

sociated as a compound tone with higher partials, and that 5C=
32 vib. is the lowest compound tone of which the lowest partial

can bo made musically effective.

The nest question is, Wlial is the higlmt musical tone that can
be heard

?

vibrations he hud to hear, 1ml was somewhat acccuslomed to observe, and
listened with his car close to tho wood of the instrument as tho wicd waa
allowed lu die out:—

8, 9. No musical tone ; an intermittent frictionnl noise is heard, and

10, 11, 12, 13, 14. No musical tone ; the tremor is tclt, and the vibra-

tions are visible ; the rattle is feebler.

15. No musical tone ; some perceive an obscure sensation of sound.

16, 17, 18. The sensation of musical lor.e eotmneijees ; in addition to

the tremor of the air, which is sensible to tbe touch) many hear an obscure

19, 20. With many tho sensation of tone is distinct ; tbe tone itself

buzzes gently.

21, 22. Many bear a humming tone.

23, 2*. Everyone iviifM- f( nation of hearing is not impaired now hears

a very ilsqi, mild, beautiful tune.

25, S7, •!», SO. -is the pitch of tbe tone increases it becomes le6s

tasily beard, because tin: h-l:e;lh of I hi! I '.mi: fur whieh it. lasts, as Hie wind
dies off, becomes shorter, ljut it- is distinct.

31, 32. The tone U still disl incl . but sl.ort.

31, 36, 38. Tin.' tone is verv sbo:; a;al dbber.lt to hear.

40. Impossible in heat anviliin^, heoausi! tin- vibrations of the recti, as
tbe wind bios oat, have become loo feeble.

* The case is different, for beats. If a majnr Third J be sounded, the

beats arising :'rum the .lib nail ial it' tin; lower ami Llii! Sid (if I bo upper
mile, relatively 16 and IS, are uell hearii n'jiara'clv, abd their number is

exactly i of the mother !! vibrations made by tin: lower :ioti: in one sccand.

But at tbe same time the dhb'reni ial nun; arising from sounding 4 and 5

in a second as the be;*:.-; which an; henrd as tepnrale sounds. I havis beard

this distinctly for the just major Third 256 : S20, boating 64 times in a
second by its |:nr!ia.is, and pn ibiei:.^ the iV. Cerent ial tone 64, on Appunn's
Tonometer. Or. I'reyur iliiuks that different parts of the car bear the

discontinuous beats and tbe continuons tone. But in the case of an
original tone itself the separate beats arc not heard. I believe the two
phenomena to bo totally distinct, and that beats and differential tones

have no physical connection. They seem to me to havea different origin

and to follow different laws.
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This is not solved. Heir Appunn lias made 31 ttming forks,

forming jnsfc major scales from 11C= 2048 vib to 15E—-139 or
183-863 scm=409G0 vib. These were shown at the Loan Exhibi-
tion,* and I could hear them all distinctly, when carefully bowed,
at tho distance of 100 feet. Up to 140=10384 vib thoro was
no difficulty at all, but 15C, 15D+-040, 15E--13t were not
easy to hear. They were very distressing to many ears, though
not to mine. Captain Douglas Galton exhibited a means of pro-
ducing still higher tones, but witli less power. For musical pur-
ports tones higher than 12C=409G vib become useless, on account
of the difficulty of recognising their intervals, and the mere
mechanical tuning of such tones presents enormous difficulties.

f

Hence the researches of Or. I'reyer I ttul to make the practical

musical scale extend over 7 Octaves from 5 C to 12 C (32 to 409G
vib), though for the purpose of strengthening partial*, as in organ
mixture stops, 9 Octavos from 4C to 13C (1C to 8192 vib) may
be available—certainly no more.

The next question is, //(.« ua;uruUhj am we estimate piichly the

ear only ? Which is quite different from the question, Bote accu-

rately can we measure pilch ? The estimation of pitch deinamls

a musical ear. Tho measurement of pitch is purely mechanical,
and requires simply tho power of hearing and counting beata.

The be.st nutans of measuring sensitiveness is difficult to

determine. But without declaring it to be, for a given- pitch,

inversely proportional to the smallest number of mils perceived
or the largest number of mils ttoi percoived, it is evident that

cither set of numbers will serve us a very convenient scale for

the purpose of comparing the sensitiveness of different persons.

Observe that I have inserted tho words 'for a given pitch,' for

the sensitiveness of ovory car seems to vary with the pitch of tho

note under observation.

To examine ilic ^L^itL.etiess of tho ear for pitch, wo must
sound two notes in rapid succession, with either the same or

different pitch, tho exact diffcreneo having been first determined
mechanically, and must tako caro that the quality of tone, loud-

ness, duration, and steadiness of tone, should be as nearly as
possiblo the samo in each case. An alteration in any one of theso

four points confuses the car. Then arise two questions—first,

Are the tones different! secondly, If so, which is the sharper!
These two questions are ontirely different. Many ears will answer
the first correctly which will not answer the second correctly.

To prevent any influence on the judgment of the ear, no person
shruikl be prMenfc except the examiner and examinee, and the
latter should not see what keys or valves are touched to produce
the sound. Every precaution has to be taken, also, to have the

ears and the whole nervous condition fresh and unwearied.

* These forks n,s rJ. : -t. purchaser! by I he South Kensington Museum
at the d' « of itiu inhibition.

t lien App.ir.n j in'orMto me i'.ia! a l.u urn-id pnincas would not pay him
for tho mere labour of mukiiii; tlit;»« :il f.a-ks mentioned in the text.
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To try his experiments Dr. Prcyer had two instruments con-

structed by Herr Appntin, a Tonometer and a Differential

Apparatus. The Tonometer containod 3;5 tones, from 7 C = 128

vib to 80 = 266 rib, procce:;iii:r 1 j v diligences of 4 vibrations, so

that any two adjacent tones boat with each other 4 times in a

second. But as this would have Riven a succession of perfect

consonances, Dr. Prcyer slightly altered the pitches, and care-

fully measured the result by counting the beats. The exact pitch

of each note is therefore given in Table VI. in vib, and the scm
between each and the lowest is annexed. The Differential

Apparatus had 25 tones, from 500 to 501 vib proceeding Uv

teuths of a vibration, and then 5!.4, 508, 513, luuO, 1(H.1U'3,

1000-4, 1000-6, 1000-8,1001,1008, Km;, 1024, 304H, 4096 vib re-

spectively.* Both were constructed with harmonium reeds and

a wind regulator, to give a lone which could be depended on,

and bntli were constantly proved by counting beats. Wil ii these,

including Delczenno's results, Dr. Prcyer found (p. 31) that

—

a difference of I sTiiiiii; an interval of

250
BOB

|

150 , 10 I pen;i'[vi:d.

The intervals in the two cases are the same, but tho pitch in

the latter case was about an Octave lower than in the former,

and hence tlio difference in tho numbers of vibrations fortlic same
interval is very different.

Combining all the results, wc may state generally that

throughout the scale J vib is not heard
;

bntfrom6GI to 6G(
, | vib "]

• 100,

These differences, however, givo very dLToront intervals. Thus

= 11

, =13G
9C
BOB = O-80

8GJt =400-37 „
On examining the smallest intervals which conld oceurinjust

* Tho' Tonometer ivilii ;t:s reeii^ (proper tur.e and not altered 03 for Dr.
Preyer 'b piirpofi's), iriwrtior with ; iier wilh (i.i ruuils (Ci»r> to CS12
proceedi:iL- l.y l vLb-r.iur.s t.: a iimel, csjiiliiicd at die Loan Collection
i,f SiiiuiitLlii: Apf,.™: i;?, liiid i.nih we:v jr.;iv!ias.Tl at dm close of the ex-
hibiuon by t he Njudi Kl.i-.-ui.-lu!-- SU^u^ia. The Dilkrotr.ul A:n.;i.r;i-.ui

Was not exhibited.
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intonation, from the great Limma 11 = lyJU, or T332 sem, to the

sMiisma jj S f °J or 20 mils, we sce'thai it is only the last which
runs any danger of not being heard by good ears. When the

nnmbor of vibrations is less than l^U, that is, whon a note is be-

low 7A, and two tones are Eonnded which are but a skhisma
apai't, they will differ only by \ vib, and hence the boBt cars may
fail to detect the difference. Hut from 440 vib, that is from 8 A
upwards, tho difference will be ^ vib or more, and will bo always
detected. The fooling of a si.io:er.~howcvei', will allow him, even in

the7thoctavo, to take a Fifth with such precision, that, on sounding
atompered and just i'ifth with bis note, boats will be immediately
heard in tho tirst caao and none in the second. 1 had an oppor-

tunity of witnessing this at a lecture given by Dr. Stone, at the
South Kensington Museum, on July 25, 1876. Tina is, however,
& different caso. The same singer might not have detected that

two notes, differing by a skhisma and sounded in succession at
the pitch of the higher of his two notes, actually differed in pitch.

In harmony, the beats produced by a skhisma arc very distinct

above 8 0, and without them we could hardly hope for equal
temperament at all.

Tho abovo results refer principally to tones between 7 C and.

10 0. Beyond these limits the sensit ivini'ss of the ear decreases

materially. Below 5 E = i'Ki'l vib practised earn will not recog-
nise a whole vibration (which even at 5 E amounts to 424 mils),

and unpractised oars will mil, perceive '2 or -i vib (the lirst gives
839 mils, and the second 1*248 sem at 5 E). Above 10 C the
sensitiveness probably diminishes, and after 11C the judgment
becomes very uncertain. Unpractised ears, including those of

although the different was more than 1000 vib. Much of this

want of sen s i I ivon ess, however, depends upon want of practice.
But it is also very singular that many of those who can tell that

tho pitch is different in the two cases cannot say with certainty
which note is the sharper when tho interval is small. Out of 398
trials, in 11 cases the ear could not say which tone was sharper,
the difference amounting to j, 2, and

-f\T vibration out of 1000 or
500 (giving in the former case about 7, 10, and 15 mils, and in the
latter 14, 20, and SO mils respectively). But these 11 observers
were better off than 1 others, who pronounced the flatter tone to
be the sharper, or conversely, liven in the case of 1000 and 1001
vib (17 mils at 10 C— '41), the very best observers have sometimes
raistabon tho sharper for the flatter tone. (See P.S., p, 24.)

Ono practical result of this investigation is thai, as already
indicated, in comparing the relative sensitiveness of two ears, we
must give not only tho number of cents which they failed or
succeeded in distinguishing, but also the pitch, or at least the
approximate pitch, of tho tone on which they were tried. It will
be quite enough to give this pitch to tho nearest whole number
of sem, which can always be determined with sufficient exact-
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iicbs by a common harmonium or pianoforte. We may say that

a good ear for unisons hears an error

:

100 mils lit 60= 04 rib, and gradually less on ascending.

8 „ IOC -1021 „ not quite bo little „

For intervale greater than a unison it will bo enough for

musical purposes to note the semitone nearest, to the lower note,

and the amount of error heard or not heard in the upper note.

In the following tables error will ho always expressed in mils,

and the marks
Jf, t>, placed before the number of mile respectively,

will indicate that tin! upper note was too sharp or too flat by that
amount. It does not always follow that the same amount of error

was heard in lioth cases. The degrees by which the error was
perceived will be distinguished by the expressions 'unheard,
scarcely heai-d, just heard, heard, well heard, very well heard,

very distinctly heard,' and the statements of observers, as given
by Dr. Preyer, are interpreted by this scale. Sometimes the

observer states whether the second noto appears too sharp (C) or

too flat {». Tho principal opinions cited are those of Horr
Gfeorg Appunn, of Hanau, marked A, and those of Herr Michael
von Davidoff, of Moscow, professional violinist, marked D, both
men of a vory great degree of sensitiveness of ear, highly culti-

vated by long practice. The letter U marks the judgments of

other less practised ears. When no let ter is annexed tho observer

is not named.
For the Qdavc tho two first experiments are from Dclezcnnc,

tho othors from Dr. Prayer's own researches. In all tho other

intervals tho Tonometer from 128 to 25t> vib was used, enrcfully

and constantly verified by counting the beats. All tho lower
tones, therefore, of tho intervals are in the 7th Octave ; hence tho

number 7 is omittod for convenience. Tho actual notes aro in.

dieated by the numbers explained in Table VI. I have given all

the results contained in Dr. Prayer's pamphlet in this entirely

new form, because, without examining them as a series, it is im-
possible to feel tho great difficulties experienced in hearing an
error, and still more in determiiiiiig whirli direction it takes.

Strange contradictions in this respect will be Found in the minor
Third, minor Sixth, and major Tone. The experiments are by
no means sufficient for many intervals, especially for the Octave,"

* Mr. Hcmnan Smith writes to mc thai very few pcr;ons are able to
diseriminatc be^v.-ce]i ;. imrlVct ;mil a slijditly imperfect interval of an
Octave. It is only,' adds he, • by inlctpoain;; another interval that you
can bo cerlain oi exaclitude. I have often proved I he best tuners at fault,

to their L'rcai astonb-i-.m.-ol.' A :uisi nurd bo.irlb above any note is a mis-
timed Fifth below the (Iciair i.f thai note, and mates the .-amo number of
beats with each. Harmonium tuners I hctieve, use :his property to tune
Octaves by. liul Ibis regards noles ivhieh art struct ai. [he samo time,
iinl in sue cession, and merely shows tiic difficulty of observing the instant
of the disappearance of heals, in 1 !ie seusil heuess of tl ar in recognising
precision of iotcrv.il ivlien I be notes arc Bounded successively.

80 7U- V2&
sc= -27a;

110- 512
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Fifth, and major Sixth, It is to bo hoped that Dr. Preyer may
ba able to complete them by a larger tonometer of two Octaves,

7 C to 9 0, which will enable the observer to take intervals ex-

ceeding
i

important.

Octave, becauso al] these aro very interesting and

Octave -2+1 vib^

9805 sem. 7

unheard, D
lnirit'iird, I.)

unheard, D
unheard, D
unheard, A, D
heard, A, D
just heard, A, D
heard, D; a trace t

well heard, D, O

onboard, D
unheard, D

unheard, T)
;
extremely littl

wrong, A
mim-iinl, II

; a trace too 8 ,

f.-iin'civ heard, A, D
heard, A, D
too s . A ; just heard, D
well 1:. :!!(!, DADb
too I , D,
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MAJOli 8IXTU-5+ 3 vib = 8-8436 sem. Tth Octave.

Approiimate S!iiu™Er,tiotOtacmin

0.21

a.26

C.31

0
D
dh

b 83

b 3G

b 121

heard, A, D ; vory wrong, A
jiisi beard, n ; too b, D
wull heard, A; too b, A

5.30

2.35

li.33

3.27

0.22

D
c

I 73

1 109

S 1S7

1 135

t 230

heard, A
;
just heard, D

unheard, 1); too S, A
too it , A (this is the tempered

major Sixth)
well licard

well hwird, cvon by D

M.uoit Tiiiku = s-=-4 vi!j = :;*::;! «

unheard, I); too b, A
unheard, I

) ; too b, A
heard, A, I); too b, A
licard, A, D ; too b, A
well heard, A, D ; loo b, D
well heard, D
well heard, A

; just heard, D ;

too b, D
ery well heard

unheard, A, D
heard, A, D ; too J , A
well heard, A, D
well heard. A, D
well hoard, A, D; too b, D
well heard, D
unheard, D; scarcely heard,

A
;

a. little b, A (the tem-
' aajorThird is

~

aajor Third, i)

jwhat b, 11

aid, D ; a very little t.

168)

heard, D ; too b, A (t

pcred minor Thinl
milliard, II ; too b, A
unheard; M'arc.'Iy licard, 11

a little too b; too b, A
heard, D
just heard, D
heard, D
o b, D
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Mihoe THIBD=0-r6 vib = 31661 sera—continued.

U 14

B 66

S 83

unheard, A, D
unheard, A ; heard, D
unheard. A ; hoard, LI

J, A, D
heard, A, D; too b, 1>

unheard, A; scarcity ::earil, D
heard, A, D

'"tie |, A; heard. A, H

;

Minor SixTK = 8-^r> vf

unheard. I) ; 1c

hoard, D
heard,

D

= 2 0332 scm. 7th Octavo,

unheard, A, D
unheard, D
unheard (P) j too b, D (Iho

^

lemiKrea majorTone is b3!J)

heard, D; unheard, A
heard,

D

heard, D
scarcely heard, D
heard, D
heard,

D

unheard, A
unheard, A ; a little too I , A

;

just heard, D
ul;h;ard (!')

;
heard, D

heard, A
;
unheard, D

a lillle (, D
heard, O
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The order in which the above resnlts are given is not that

which Dr. Prejer lias adopted, nor exactly that in which he sub-

sequently says that the ronsnuances seem tii arrange themselves

in respect to sensitiveness of the ear, for I have reversed the

order of the major Sixth and major Third. It will ho aenn that

in no case is any error detected when it does not emend a cent

or at least 8 mils. This justifies as in using the convenient cent

as the practical nnit for small intervals. We have no proper
indications of sensitiveness for the unison and Octave in the 7th

Octave, and hence these are coujecturally placed in the following

Table, which for the other intervals gives the actually smallest

intervals heard, and actually greatest intervals unheard by any
observer in the 7th Octave, as recorded in the preceding Tables,

and then in the last column subjoins the equivalent of Dr. Preyer's

mean. This mean does not represent the precise mean of the

recorded observations, but is obviously founded upon other trials

in addition, and is, perhaps, partly theoretical. This is acknow-
ledged to be the case for tba Fifth, and is certainly so also for

tho major Sixth. At present tho jump from the Fifth, to the

Fourth is quite surprising

:

Through the 7fch Octave (128 to 256 vib).

Octavo

!

Fifth

Fourth
Major Sixth
M:J..r Tliinl

Minor Third
Minor Si.tlli

Major Tone II 8, b

The great difference which practice produces in the judgment
formed by the ear, lead.1

! me to snpp.^i' t'i;it its i-c:-:il sensitiveness

depends not only upon original constitution of the ear, but, as in

most other Cases of nervous action, more especially o:i steady,

continued exerciso, and that consequently with the same original

constitution those intervals most frequently nsed are most ac-

curately gauged. Now of unisons in melodic succession we havo
comparatively little practice, excopt in tuning tho piano, (and
then tho notes are often struck together,) for in playing music a

unison is produced generally by repeating an excitement under
tho same circumstances without any judgment of the ear. I

observed that the unison reeds on my English concertina wore
tuned as Fifths to the same note, and not as unisons to each

other, and the tuner told me that he found that tho easiest plan,

although such reeds could 1m easily made to sonnd simultaneously,

and thus to give beats. In the unison-strings of a pianoforte it

seems to me that the tuner relies more on the Octavo than on

the unison itself, bat here I may he wrong. The Octave when

Digitized by Google
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played or sung requires totally different preparation, and hence

the attention of the performer is early and constantly directed

to it. He is also constantly hearing it in the voices of men and
women, or men and hoys. Would equal sensitiveness he shown
for the donblo Octavo, which doas not lie within the compass of

perhaps the greater nnmber of singer's voices ? The Fifth is the

very foandation of the musical scale, and to master it thoroughly

is a necessity of life to the violinist. We should, therefore, aspect

that for all singers and violinists, and especially for such men as

Horr Appnnn and Herr Davidoff, the sensitiveness for the Fifth

would bo abnormally high. We see, indeed, by the tables, that

it is widely distinguished from all other consonant intervals and
is only approached by the dissonant interval of a Major tone.

This, again, is merely an Octavo lower than the donblo Fifth, and
is more likely to be heard correctly than the semitone. In or-

dinary equal temperament it is only 4 cents too flat, and this is

precisely the amount of error marked as heard and unheard for

the interval. This leads to the conception that the habit of
hearing equal temperament and of singing and playing to equally

tempered instruments has probably much concern in determining
the sensitiveness of the cultivated, us distinguished from the un-

cultivated but naturally sensitive ear. The other intervals, except

the Fourth, arn „;.. n:u cHiilly alfected in character by tempera-
ment, that we are even surprised to find any observers who detect

the tempered Thirds and Sixths as false. Possibly singers

brought np to sing jnst intervals only would feel the error more
acutely. I have noticed that in trying to judge of a tone or in-

terval given by any instrument, the observer almost mechanically

sings it to himself, that is, translates it into the quality of tone

with which ho is most familiar, and he seems to me (I may be

quite wrong), to found his judgment rather upon this imitation

(which, of course, is liablo to differences) than npon the original

sounds. I would thus account for the seizure of intervals between
simple tones, which in themselves have so slight a hold npon the

internal ear, on account of the absence of upper partials.

The principle by which tho consonant intervals arc peretiveJ,

seems to me to be that conjoctured by Helmholtz—the remem-
bered identity of a partial tone in tho second note, with a partial

tone in the first (Helmholtz, 'Sens, of Tone,' p. 394). This
conception has been somewhat differently carried out by Dr.
Preyer (p. 60), who, reckoning each noto as having 8, or 12, or
16, or 24 partials, determines how many partials would be iden-

tical in the two tones. But I think thero Is more than mere
repetition. Tho tones compared have rarely more than 8 or 12
effective partial tones, and the higher of these are generally so

high, and weak. th;U ihcv wonld prolisl/.y nor. mndi ntii u'. the

judgment of the car. In the following Table- each tone is sup-
posed to have only H p.i'lin] (ones. For convenience, tho 7 just

tones 6 c, 7c, 7g, 8c, Se
lt 8g, 9c* arc taken so that the numbers

* C, D, (to. are used for the equally tempered notes of the arithmetical
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assigned to the various 6n 7o 7g So Bo, &f Hr

partials, when multiplied }

by 64, will give their vib. 3 3
Now observe that 7c ooa- 4 j _._ 4

tains exactly 4 partial a fl 5

(2, 4, C, 8) the same as « 6 6 6

those of Gc the Octavo 1
••• — -

below, but 7g contains g
only 2 partials (C, 12) tho iij io
same as those of the Fifth 12 vl ia ... 12

below 7c, aud 8c also con- 1*

tains 2 partial (12, 24) ;••
15

;
-

lfl - ••

the same as those of 7g
10

,g
16

\" £ .

the Fourth below. Honce ... 20 20
this principle does not 21

distinguish tho Fifth :md 24 24 ... 24 24

Fourth without taking
28

more partials Into consi- 3q 30
deration. Again, in all the 32 32
other intervals the major 88

Third 8e to 8e„ the major - a6 :-

Sixth 7g to 8c,,therainor " 4U £ 40

Third 8e, to 8g, and the 4$ jg
minor Sixth 8e, to 9c, the B6

upper tone has only 1 par- 64

tialin common with the lower. It seems, therefore, necessary to he
satisfied with one common partial only, and to suppose that tho

differences depend upon the position of that partial with respect

to the others. Now the higher the partial the less distinctly it

is perceived and the moro it is veiled by the lower and louder

partials below it. This is bat an illustration of Prof. Alfred

Mayer's recent investigations on the extinction or at least voiling

of a higher weaker tone by a lower and si ronger tone, while con-

versely a higher stronger tone does not extinguish or veil a lower

weaker tone.* Now for the Octave f
the first identical partial is

the lowest in the upper nofe and the lowest but one in tho lower

note. For the Fifth £ itis
l," n-J ~" u;"1,

with the 3rd of the lower
difficult to pereeive than, ii

that more special practice is generally necessary to recognise a
Fifth than an Octavo. I recommond this point to the attention of

teachers of beginners in naming intervals heard, and distinguishing

whether the second note is too sharp or too flat. For the Fourth

J it is tho 3rd partial of the upper tone, which is identical with

scale, where OC marks 1 vibration in a. second; C, D', Sc., are used tor

the equally tempered notes when the initial pitch OC is nut 1. Similarly

the small letleis c, <1, ,
with iliu aildi: i:iim.l cimvunl im;* Awn in Tabic

V., represent just tones, beginning; with 01! and 1', d', sc., with the same
additional convent i. .1,1, tl e just. Inin^ iMimisMn-ing with OC.

* See his paper in Nature, for 10th Aug. 1-176, p. 318.
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the 4th of the lower, and this mast require very much more
attention and care. The Fourth is also an interval much mora
seldom practised now, us we do not usually tune by it, so that it

is best known as the inversion Fifth, and not as a substantive

interval. Possibly when the old Greek Tetrachord was founded
on the Fourth, the ear was practised into much greater sensitive-

ness for that interval. In case of both the major Sixth 5 and
major Third £, the common partial is the 5th partial of tha lower
note, but it is the 3rd partial of the upper note for the major
Sixth, and as high as the 4th partial of the upper note for the

major Third ; this would certainly cause it to be best perceived

for the major Sixth, and best remembered ; so that we should
naturally expect the ear to be more sensitive for errors in the

major Sixth than in the major Third. But the major Sixth is

the worst tuued of all the intervals in the equal temperament,
being 16 cents too sharp, and it is of much less frequent occur-

rence than the major Third, hence there is a possibility of the

latter being better heard, notwithstanding that it is 14 cents too

sliarp in the equal temperament. On account of the few ex-

amples of mistniicd major Sixths, which Dr. Preyer could pro-

duce on his altered tonometer, it is not possible to decide between
the cultivated sensitiveness of the ear for these two intervals.

For the minor Third % and minor Sixth 4 tho common partial

lies so far up in each case that it is only surprising that so much
sensitiveness was met with. In the examples of minor Thirds
and minor Sixths, obtained by Messrs. Cornu and Mercadier (see

my translation of Helmholtz, p. ?91), they were always taken too
flat. For the minor Third their amateur violinists made the
upper noto from 13 to 35 cents too flat, and a professional

violoncellist made it 5 to 21 cents too flat. For the minor Sixth
the amateurs were from 12 to 33 cents flat, and the professional
violoncellist once only 4 cents, but three times 20 cents too Sat.

These serve to show how very imperfectly fixed this interval is

in the minds of performers.

If we carried ont this principle for tho ordering of intervals

according to sensitiveness, including intervals of more than one
but less than two octaves, we ought to arrive at the following
natural order, which, however, would he materially affected by
practice. Instead of using fractions, as j, &c. to express the
interval, the equivalent expressions S-f-2, .">^-4, &c. are employed,
as they are easier to see, and as these numbers show the order of
the common partials, the higher number giving the partial in the
lower note, it is important to see them at a glance. These are
placed in tie column headed ' vib.' The name of the interval
and an example occupy tho last column. The cross line
separates consonant from dissonant intervals. This would
of course not necessarily be the order of tho comparative value
consonances and dissonance, the feeling for which depends on
other matters.
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16+ 3

16+15

19-0196
7-0196
4-0805

ffl-8436

1-8240
15- 11564

1-1173

Unison, 8a to 8a
Octave, 8o to 9b
Twelfth, 8 a to 9a
Fifth, 8 a to 8a
Fourth, 8?to9o
major Tenth, 8a to 9a,

major Sixth, 7a to 8a,

major Third, 8a to 8a,

minor Third, 8e, to Sff

Kkvcntli, 7u to 9a
minor Sixth, 8b, to9o

major Ninth, 8a to id
large minor Seventh, Be, to 9d
major Tone, 8e to 3d
major Thirteenth, 7g to 9e,

minor Tone, 8fl, to 8d
minor Thirteenth, 8 B, toSg
major Fourteenth, 8a to 9 b
major Seventh, 8a to 8i
minor Thirteenth, 8s, to 10c
imall minor Seventh, 8 d to 9o
iiatonio Semitone, 8s, to 8/

There are at least four popular ways of teaching to sing : first,

by the feeling for intervals, between two auccessiyo notes, which
is Mr. Hullah's plan

;
next, by the feeling for diatonic succession

only, the successive notes being mentally connected by such a
chain, which is M. Chove's plan

;
thirdly, by the mental effect of

each tone in the major and relative minor scales, which is the

Tonic Solfa plan ; and last of all, most general I fear, by playing
the air on a piano, and imitating it. The extreme variety of

intervals in just intonation confines tho first plan to tempered
intonation, and yefc it is only in jnst intonation that the principle

of an identified partial, giving tho trno feeling of an. interval, is

possible. The second plan was originally developed for a tem-
pered scale, differing from the nsnal equal temperament,* and it

is hardly applicable to jnst intonation. The third method was
suggested by the practice of jnst intonation, to which it appears
exactly suited. The fourth plan redncos everything to learning
' by ear.' There is a fifth plan possible for those who can
remember every tone within tho compass of their voice. Deter-
mining what is

known interval ft

and probably the second is much easier than the first. Dr.

Preyer is, however, dealing only with the first.

* Galin.the introducer of the method, advocated Iluyghens' cycle of 31

notes to the Octnvi-, ivilh nearly pirf..c' rniijur Tliirils ami Hat Fifths
(Ej-JMitiilll llvnr Knai-rUe Mrlhmh: p„nr /;,,;;,/„. 1,1,1,1. ili: la Wvtiqvr,
1*1 ii; ri r rinu-rt lSiiL', p. Euiile Uicv,-. its chief jimr^aior, uses the

cycle of 21! li> ih" Oi:iiw, uliicli civc-i j! iirfn-r iusijdi- Thirds than the
Greek, and also sharp Fifths, of iviiLch III- v. as apparently not nivarp, for

in, ime emilil iiavt cnihiM.I i Ih-iii ( Mi-IJin,/.- EU-.nentaWr de Munyiie Yin-ale;

this division results from p. 292).
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For the 6th Octave the sensitiveness is less than the 7th,

which ie that to which all the above experiments on intervals

relate. Below the 6th Octave, sensitiTsnesB decidedly diminishes.

In the 8th and 9th Octavo sensitiveness increases, hnt in thelOth
it decreases, and from the 11th upwards it is very smaE indeed,

one reason being, of course, that the ear is little practised in esti-

mating such sounds with accuracy. The following results actu-

ally obtained by observation show how exceedingly uncertain aro

the judgments of the ear, on such unusual positions.

In the first list referring to the 4th and 5th Octaves, only
erroneous judgments are given ; the correct opinions were, how-
ever, more numerous than the incorrect.

Lower Tona in 4th Octave, 16 to 32 vib.

32+ 16

48+ 16
as-;- is
38+ 10

19-03

IS
Twelfth doubtful

doubtful, Octave

/about
\ t> 7'02

?

:-m--ji\

50-=-aa

50+30

12

12

8-84

Octave
Fifth
Octave
69 cents sharper

major Sixth

Octavo of the Fourth
doubtful, Octave

minor Sixth

| 4!»8

b 316

t> 1-29

Lower Tone in 5th Octave, 32 to 64 vib.

In the riost tulilc (lie opinions of fulir of Dr. Preyer's best

observers, distingaished as A, D, N, and Z, alone are given,

ncd they possess much iulerest as being the judgments formed
by excellent musicians, cm ln.-armg such tones for the first time.

The intervals were all just. The trials were made with Kijnig's

rods and Appnnn's forks.

The Lower Tone in the 12th Octave, 4096 to 8192 vib.

!, flth

Ocuive

; (ith)

ujj.u- ami

4th'
;,]-',Y Cnsur,

|M-tn+

12268^
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Tho Lower Tone in the 13th Octave, 8192 to 16384. vib

Unison
r

Gth,?

Unison

This table, however, doea not represent the full amount of

confosion. From 7 C=128 vib, to 10 0= 1024 vib, the four

observers never once stated the intervals incorrectly. The
observers were -Au-n in doubl, shown by (?) in the above lulilis.

A never doubted, D doubted 35-4 times per cent, N 36*3 times

per cent, and Z 7'X times per cent. But when they did not
doubt, A was wrong 54-5 times per cent, D 42 3 times per cent,

N G3'G times per cent, and Z G4"2 times percent. Or taking the

actual nombers, out of 43 eases where no doubt was expressed,

31 judgments were wrong (or 64-D per cent). Of these 31
errors, 20 gave tho interval too small, and 11 too large.

Dr. Prayer deduces from, this investigation, that a ' physio-

logical temperament' would bear to havo greater errors below

6 C and above 11 0, than elsewhere. It is evident, however, that

no treatment would be useful for harmonic purposes, in which
the Octave was not treated in the same way throughout. That
such a proposal could be made, shows the fundamental differences

between melody, or successions of tones, of which no two aro

sonnded together, and harmony, or the simultaneous sounding of

two or more tones, Tho question of temperament, therefore,

depends upon a multitude of other considerations, which do not

come within the scope of this paper. But it is evident that, when
an ear is constantly exercised in hearing and using any tempera-

ment, its sensitiveness for consonant intervals must necessarily be
impaired. And, from experiment made on the differences between
the harmonic effects of a major Tone $, a minor Tone V, and
even a diatonic semitonej-gi when taken just, or slightly mistuned,

I am led to think that the same is likely to be true for dis-

sonant intervals.

To sum up by a single question, What is re qantl ear for Mitsic,

considered merely in its melodic relations ? "We may, perhaps,

give the following partial answer.* A good ear is one which,

* The limitation 'partial ' must not be ovcrlookrd. An far as my own
opinion goes, si vi-s-y ;srnit ilral mnre is n-ijiiirfd. Tint Isnrf il was necessary

to contine myself io tho matter brought out in this paper.
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within the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th Octaves appreciates, both in

existence and direction, an interval of one or two cents in Unisons,
Octaves, and Fifths, and ten to fifteen cents in other intervals.

Such an ear most in the 8th and 9th Octaves appreciate that an
equally tempered Fifth is flat, and an eqnallj tempered Fourth
is sharp, and in all the Octaves that the equally tempered major
Sixth and major Third are decidedly mnch too sharp, and, por-

haps, but not so certainly, that the eqnally tempered minor Third
and minor Sixth are too flat. As regards tho equally tempered
major Seventh, there is such a habit of using a still sharper tone for

tho 1 leading note,' that no ear of singer or violinist can be treated
for it.* A good ear ought also in these Octaves to distinguish a
minor from a major Tone.

In conclusion, I would observe that I did not answer the

question by saying 'a good ear knows when a note is in tune,'

because the meaning of ' being in tune ' is at present unfixed both
as to standard pitch and desired interval.

* III Messrs. Oornu and Mercadier's expcrimcnls, cited in my 1 rinslal ion

of Hclmholtz, there are very few specimens nf major Sevcnlhs. hul tin: four

instances amateurs are 21, 17, ;12, nil cents mi) sharp, and the four of

t J if professional violinists are 31, it) (thrice] eenls list sharp as compared
with the tonii which makes a jl'.sl main: Thin"; ivilli I he f'ifth nl' [lie sealc,

or i = 10-86 .Hem
;

tile actual pilches wi:r,: 11 (HM !<>:, 11 -Si), 1U7 (Hie lilst

harmonic duly reduced) for amateurs, and 11-22, 1 1 L!S (thrice) for pro-

Fessio rials. This is aliimsl us bad as rhn sliani ]" (1 I'll harmo-iic, 5.1 ecu's

(ih> sharp) cm the trumpet, ami in all chords ..i (he dominant in which it

occurred the eli'eel would bo In in iiie. Hut it- is evident that ears attuned 10

such intervals are likely to iic oaended at jus', major Sevenths intended
fur harmony, and still ninrc at (la: major Sever:! lis nl' the mean (nlle. (om-
pctnmcm which are ii rptarter uf a temia-.a nr r>J e.'ttts tintter still, as I had
occasion in temiirk when Mr, Husntuinet played a specimen of mean tone
temperament (the 011lve.ee used hv Handel) before the Musical A==ccir>t;ori.

(Proceedings for 18"t-5, p. 128, note.)

P.8.—To show the difficv.lH lit a:n rcehu inc slhjhlly disturbed ..misor.s,

as mentioned on ji. 1L>. I exhibited (w'i> furks and asked fur opinions as

to which was the sharper. Dr. Staiticr, Dr. Stone, and many others were
of one opinion, and Mr. W. H. Cummin. is and many others held the

contrary opinion. In ray- hiirrv 1 said li.a: .lie tir-i were vyrone: and (he

second Vi:;!,!. (See Ibc'iliscussiou ,m p. 3(1.) Bui on subsequently very

carefully provint: tin: fork.-- I i'or.ird tiiat I was in error, and that. Dr.

proofs of the forks to the Association. :i:rou~h [)r. <.:<mr. a: the nexr.

meeting. The absolute pilehes, hv Appuuns loeouuiler, were, nS'J-3 and
r,2>r,, a.! near!;.- a- 1 co-aid 1 :--.-:cr-;:i ii a.-. Dial is, ike clili'creuco was at the

limit of the power of the ear to de( ermine (p. 11). T (ried the same two
forks on another occasion I.eF.uv very -ensidve ears, with a similar division

of opinion. Some other oicolloul ears, which Ihialiy decided correctly,

were .1 lotiL' while hi tore they cuuid conic to a o- in elusion. 1 decided by
slightly wareiiiii! --ach

:ny'i ailerniitely under lav arm, whieh uallened its

pitch, and then observin; whether l ire belts were, inetcased 1. r diminished
in frequency, as prn]>osed on p. 2. A. J. B.
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i,ini],i.n;

i,(«i].r:i4

[,(m.',:n:i

1,000,000

I.5K7.U1I

l,fiK1.7!i:l

i,7.si,-:i7

1,887,746

DlBBCTrONB FOB USING TABLE H.

1. CakntatiwivfaPUcAUIHine*.—Given any pilch as 440-57; look in A:
for the nest least vib,2&6; this detfirmiists [In: nwc lies in the Octave
begun with 8 C, or !)6 sem.

Multiply tljf.
i

. L ; ej

I

l :.>- l.i.KHi.nii", ii— 1 1
1 70,000, and divide by the

2S6 j-.isi f.wl, hi [hi- nnmsi unii. Thai is, if (hi: Liai. remainder is less

than half the divider, nc-uiei ii : if as much, or mote, increase the quotient

by one. This qunlit'ni will alwiivs li:ne 7 litres, iiiid in this case is

1,7*4,410.

Look in B. fortlienes! leas: ,
|
u- .1 i.'ii:,I,iWI ,T.W, giving 9 sera. Multiply

the previous qiuHirtil In- ] ,i
;
i )-.).: >i .-: i. aul .lividi: - in: refill hv I his nczt least

quotient to the nearest unit. Then 1,744,410,000,000 divided by 1,68I,7U3

gives 1,037,2.18 as quotient.

Look in C. fur the next least unoiii i:!. I ,(););>, 1Y..1, o.i-rusponding to 8

tithes. Multiply the greater quotient by 1 ,000,000 and divide liv i i.r. lr.-M-r

to the nearest unit. Then 1,037,238,000,000 divided by I,03B^66 give*
1,001,906 as quotient.

Look in D. for the next least quotient, 1,001,731, giving 3 crn'.-,

Subtract this from the last quotient, giving remainder 172.

Look in E. for the nest least remainder, or a larger remainder, not
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differing by more than 3. Wc find 173 giving 3 mils, and as this is in
i'Ke», Jj it!, ilnfs not ilillW by so much as It, [li.-n: jirt; in. dimes. If it had
differed by 3 or more, m shuuld have reckoned one dime leas.

Result, 44<J .-,7 vi:,, gives n Octa^s, •< r, iii]„-s. :! cents, 3 mils, aticl

no dimes; or, since S Octaves - in; scni. ii gives 105-6330 sem.
2. angulation iff Pilrli In Ceatt, —If iln; rcsuli is only wanted to the

nearest cent, much labour may be saved by multiplying nt first by 1,000
only, for B. and G. : that in, ujjiii i it:- i 1.. thiec last [i-n r.-.-i Ln -.be iiuotie.us

of li. and C, and then multiplying by 10,000 1 that is, omitting the two last

figures in D., taking care always m inert use l be last ligure retained by 1,

if the tirst figure omitted is 5 or more. Thus in the last case, dividing
4,+85,700 by 256, we have 1,711, to wbieh I,Wl .

e-iving r, sm . is nearest in

U. Dividing 1,741,000 by 1,682, we have 1,037, tu which l.Oilo, Riving 3
tithes, is nearest in C. And dividing 1,037,000,1) by l,o:*i, we have 1,0(11,0,

make the frac

add' 24 sem.
W

L:>,O0O-s-8giv<

the preceding. Tin

By D., 8 cents gives

giving 1,052. By C
we have 1,874,664,

omitted, giving 1,81

the expression of

5. (MculatUntk

this from 70'07Ei', tl.c omul.er found i'mi SI, we have -SI 51 sem. The pre-

ceding processes (1, a, ;i> nocd tlurciore enly be used for unusual com-
binations in which the numbers are not the product of others less than 64.

Table III.

TO FIND THE INITIAL KUUBBB OF VIBRATIONS FOR ANY
STANDARD PITCH.

DivUion A.- The column 8 A' contains the extreme range of the valueaof

8 A' 111 use, uroceeiiin;; by lour vibral inns a I a I ilre. The columns (10' anil

OC give tin' eoi^r-.n-ir-.HinL- valces of UC and 0 0', and the column 'mils
'

the number of mils by which ibe pi^n starKhuil is Hotter or sharper than

the Arithmetical Standard. For intermediate values multiply the number
in the columns D by the difference between tl.e value i>f S A', given, and
the next least value of 8 A' in the table. Thus, if 8 A'=. 437 27, the rest

least value in the table is 436, and difference 1-27. The prodncts of this
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1-27 by MS, '00232. and 40 (the nan
miL»:i.-., iui.-i r,:, mi,] iimse resolu a

opposite to 43« give 520, I'UliW, ;

o]:l»Mi:e !iC'-* 5:^0 in Division I!.

JWein'oB B.- -The column 3C co

of 9 C in use, proceeding byfuur vibraiiu:

.Aand B.can lie obtained directly
„ (:<,r i i-inmding equally-tempered
s corresponding equally-tempered

ZHeitio* C—Ii

given note puipoi
exhibited in the

French 6 A', (

this hut lji'i!ii

to be 6t!8, wa
intended for

rils,) iiili iidi d

i:i ];ri!|i;ii i!!;; Uus Ui.'li- l jl ir.i: In, " ] Jiavi! Ui.ui^ni il i Jl!B t lo add some of

the most interesting of those results in Division G, arranged as in other

divisions.

-068J3

Division B.
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18-78

HO
Hi
44609

4G3 6

4S6-19

468 46

L-0B9S7

1-06484

.', Wkjwji.h Normal

jrctical 9 C of Society of Arts
Mr. nullah's 8 O, meant for 512.

I!roadwood's 'Medium Pitch'
Actual 9 C', made by J. H. Griesbach

for the Society of Aits
Mean of wind band of the Philhar-

monic, 1B49-1S74
Broadwood^s 'High Pilch,' Philhar-

monic, July 1871

lil-OliHi

61-5614

!t-io.-.:i ir, i]r,:m
,

i

" 66-2Sl!7

66 6BB1

67-01U6

Bee No. 5 of Direcl inn- jijij ended In Table II. Reduce to the same
Octave by subt ratting VJ, 2i, 18, 60, or 72, so as to leave a remainder less

than 12.

Table V.

THE 62 JUST NOTE8 LN THE DIAGRAM.

The small letters indicate Just Intonation. The table oonsiais of four

column* proceed hi;; (rem l.i.u.mi In inj.lij jui: Kill 1:^ i:p (ndll 7-0196 som,

:md f(i keep in :!' jsiw Onuvc ml)h rue.l ]1> -en: ivhen nrce-^rv), and
of 13 lines proce-edinu fiuiis left In lisrbl by jusi mitjor Thirds up (add
3-8631 sem, anil to kcr.p in t!ie. mme Ui-rnve subiracl 1- w'iktc ncccessary).

To complete the table for all the 117 tones of just intonation, three more
cmunii^ i>n the left and two more on tin- n-d.i lire, re [nii ed. (Bee my

" "
i, pp. 668-671.)
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Against each note Is written its pitch to a dime, tbe pitch of C being
taken as 0 sem.

The notes with an inferior , nr.d „ as a„ a, (read A-ono, A-two), are re-

spectively one and 1 wo comma* (or f!21fi] and 0-4305 sum) flatter, and the

notes with a superior ', as a 1 (read onc-A)arc one comma sharper, than the

B-0978
11-0783

40SB7
9-0391

9-9609
U-L.'41-t

7-9S18
0-9022

Table VI.

TABLE OF THE NOTES ON DR. PRETEE'S TONOMETER.

The notes are nnmbered 0, 1, to 32. Against each is placed tho aetua
nmber of vibrations, and the pitch in relation to the lowest note 0
alcnlated to dimes. The numbers of the notes are given in the tables it

7-3346
7-74B1
S-0886
8-4265

8-7607
9-0736
9-3917

11-4691

11-7288

12.0066
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. Stone said there was so much of interest in Mr. Ellis's

paper, that he conld go on asking questions upon ifc for an honr.

He was very glad that he and his friend Dr. Stainer had heen bo

mistaken in judging of the two tuning-forks exhibited by Mr.
Ellis, because he had always contended that absolute pitch could
not be detected by the ear, and he was confirmed by Mr. Hipkins.

One of the tuning-forks was much thinner in metal than the other

and produced a thinner quality of tone, which to the ear sounded
sharper. In the same way Mr. Hipkins told him he had two
grand pianos absolutely in tuns together, but one, which was
somewhat softer in tone than the other, was always pronounced
by musicians to bo the flatter. There was a reason for this effect

becauso the thinner fork being of thinner metal was more thrown
into irregular vibrations on account of its shape, and produced a
sharper effect on the hearer. (See P.S., p. 24.)

Mr. Ellis said he had mentioned in the paper that it was
desirable always to have exactly the same quality of tone, and as

this was not the case with these two forkB, it was not, of course,

a fair trial.

Dr. Stone said be had gone into the question physiologically

some time ago, and he found, certainly, that the absolute deter-

mination of pitch was impossible, hut that it differed at different

times aud in different persons. Some persons even had different

conceptions of unison. He knew a gentleman, a vory good
violoncello player, who always tuned a unison decidedly sharp.

This was easily accounted for if the tympanum wore a little

thicker than ordinary, as was the case when one had a bad cold, for

this condition affected the sensation of pitch vory much. If then
they were changing from day to day and from moment to

moment, and some persons absolutely could not tell which was
the sharper or flatter of two notes, that was a strong physiological

argument against there being an absolute sense of pitch in the

organs of sense.

Mr. Ellis remarked tliat he had spoken particularly at the

beginning of the paper of arithmetical, not physiological pitch.

Dr. Stonb said he had always held that tuning-forks were
very bad tests of pitch, because they were influenced so much by
temperature and other causes. He wished to ask what was the

test by which Mr. Ellis tried these forks ?

Mr. Ei.lib.—Mr. Appunn's tonometer.

Dr. Stonf said Hie question mis, Qiii'k custadiet ipsos custodes?

Mr. Ellis said he counted the beats and found the Octave was
perfect, and then carefully tested several other intervals. The
reed of the instrument was very slightly indeed affected by tem-
perature, and it was mathematically impossible, if these intervals

were correct, that the pitch could be other than that he assigned

to it from counting the beats. All the intervals were proved ia
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this way. He did not trust his own ear. Mr. Hipkins and Mr.
Greaves were both perfectly satisfied with the experiments.

Dr. Stone asked how the absolute pitch was determined from
the beats.

Mr. Ellis said it was easily determined hy a mathematical

equation.

Dr. Stoke said this was new to him, and was of very great

importance. How was it that the French pitch was not deter-

mined in this way ?

Mr. Ellis replied that at that time Koenig had not constructed

his tonometer. Scheiblur had made hiB, bnt it could not bo ob-

tained in France, and probably was not known. The discovery

that absolute pitch could be determined mathematically from
beats was due to Sehoibler, but unfortunately it was not generally

known at the time the French diapason was determined. That
was quite wrong; but the Society of Arts pitch was worse. The
discovery was published in 1834, but the forks conld not be
obtained. Koeuig now made them, but Mr. Appunn's instrument
was much easier to work with.

Dr. Stone said he was sure this discovery that absolute pitch

could be determined from beats was very little known, and it

was much to be desired that tuning-forks should be corrected by
it as soon as possible. Another point he was going to mention
was the physiological question with regard to membrane of Corti.

He had neverbeenableto see in reading Helmholtz's works, in elnd-

iri tr liin i
,

i_-'.
,

(.-iit piiTji -.OlIi'I
, i li;Lt in: «:>'; ji;sti:ii'd in I lie assertion ivliieh

he virtually made, that one fibre always vibrated to one note.

If you tried on an ordinary instrument, striking one string be-

tween two others, they would both vibrate to a certain extent.

With reforenco to the lowest audiblo pitch, it did not follow

because the organ of Corti was not long enough to vibrato to a

low note, that two of them vibrating consentaneously would not
produce a different sensation, and one of amneh lower note than
any single one.

Dr. Staineb said ho had once before stated that some musicians
were gifted with a sense of absolute pitch, but he did not moan
thereby, that they could state with precision iiow many vibrations

per second any particular fork would give. What he meant was,
that a great many people coold tell within a very small interval,

on hearing a note, whether it was b7, a, g% or whatever the parti-

cular note was. He shonld like to know from Mr. Ellis if it was
found that the ear improved in delicacy by listening to the same
intervals several times in snccession.

Mr. Ellis replied that Dr. Preyer stated that practiceimproved
the ear very much indeed; it was particularly noticeable in

attempts to assign the intervals of any high notes, where at

first the guesses were perfectly wild.

Mr. W. H. Ccumings said that neither he nor Dr. Verrinder
had been deceived hy the two forks which had misled Dr. Stone
and Dr. Stainer. He concurred with Dr. Stone that the sense of
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pitch differed with the condition of the body. When out of sorts

he generally heard out of tnne, and of course it was almost im-

possible to sing in tnne under such ciicumstances. He knew a

case of ft very clever musician, now a pensioner of the Royal

Academy of Music, who was at one time a very admirable per-

former, but who had suffered from paralysis, and at the present

moment he heard perfectly in tnne with one ear, but the other

ear waB out to the extent of a semi-tone.

Mr. Ellis remarked that this agreed to a considerable extent

with the observations of Dr. Oscar Wolff, who had fonnd a great

difference in the different ears of the same person with regard to

their power of hearing and judging of intervals.

Mr. W. H. CtJMMitios said that some people imagined that it

was impossible to distinguish exact pitch or intonation without
education, bnt ho had a case in his own family of a child, eight

years old, who could toll any note struck npon a pianoforte in

the next room.

The Chairman added that he had a sister who, at the age of

six, could tell any note ; so that it was a natural gift, not the re-

sult of edncation.

Dr. Stone remarked that even at six years old Mozart was a

good player ; so that if playing could be acquired, this faculty

could be also.

Mr. W. H. Cuumings said the child he referred to had been
taught.

Mr. Stephens said that he himself possessed this faculty, and
so did his friend Dr. Stainer. It was well known that Dr.

Crotch and several others had the same gift. When he was a
child he conld tell if his father pnt his arm on the pianoforte,

what notes he struck and what he left out.

Dr. Stainer said he did not doubt the fact, only he believed

it to be acquired, and not a natural gift.

Mr. Ellim then exhibited four different C forks, which differed

considerably in pitch ; one being the copy sold by Cramer of the

Society of Arts fork, which Mr. Sims Reeves stated he had sent

to Hereford for the organ to be tuned to, and another, giving
Broadwood's high pitch.

Dr. C. Q. Verrinder said he did not believe the organ was
so tuned, and to show how easily persons might be deceived in

this way, he narrated an anecdote of Sir George Smart. He had
to superintend the building of an organ, and being very particular

about the pitch, he took his own fork out of ita case and gave it

on one side, and forgot all about it ; the organ was voiced, tuned,

and erected. When Sir George Smart camo to ask for his fork,

the voicer found he had made a mistake, but he soon with his file

tnned the fork to the organ, and handed it back to Sir George
Smart, who did not discover the trick until some time after-

wards.

The builder put the fork
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JOHN HULLAH, Esq., LL.D., Yjce-Presidbnt, IK the Chacb.

ON HENRY PUEOELL AND HIS FAMILY.

By W. H. CuMHUGS, Ea«.

A MOST pleasant and picturesque introduction to the Purcel!

family is to be found in Pepys' Diary, under date Feb. '21, 1659,
where we find this entry: 'After dinner I hack to West-
minster Hall with him (llr. Crewe) in his coach. Here I met
with Mr. Lock and Purcel!, Masters of Mnsique, and with them
to the Coffee House, into a room nest the water by ourselves,

where we spent an hour or two Here we had varieiy of

brave Italian and Spanish songs, and a canon Cur ei^hi voices,

which Mr. Lock had lately made on these words, Dominc Salvum

fac Begem, an admirable thing .... Here out of tho window it

was a moBt pleasant sight to see tho City from one end to the

other with a glory abont it, so high was tho light of tho bonfiros,

and so thick round the City, and the bells rang everywhere.'

Lord Braybrooke'a edition of Pepys has a- noto which is

reprinted in tho new ono now in course of publication, to tho

effect that tho two gentlemen named in tho test wcro ' Matthow
Lock and Honry Pureell, both celebrated composers but this is

an undoubted error, to which I have called the attention of tho

learned Editor, the Rev. Mynors Bright. It certainly could not

have been Henry Pureell the composer, for although we know
that he commenced his musical career at a very early age, he
was only one year old at the date Pepys made the entry in hia

diary ; and admitting he might have had a very lovely voice even
at that period, I cannot believe he wonld have been considered

a desirable addition to Mr. Pepys' musical party. As no mention
is made of the Christian name of Pnrcell, we must conclude that

Pepya met either the uncle, Thomas Pureell, or the father, Henry
Pnrcell.

The nncle was undoubtedly a mnsiciau of reputation and
ability. Various entries in official and Court records testify to
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the numerous appointments he held, such an Gentleman in
Ordinary of the Voice and Lute to his Majesty, Composer to the
Violins to his Majesty, and Lay Vicar of Westminster Abbey,
ilia compositions are now lost, with the exception of two chants

in frequent use in our Cathedrals. A year before his death,

probably feeling age or infirmities creeping on, he seems to have
retired from active service, for he then executed a power of

attorney authorising his sou Malihew to receivu all payments
due from His Majesty's Treasnry, Exchequer CofTcry Office, ' or

any other place or office whatsoever.' On Ins death in 1682
he was buried in the claim its of Westminster Abbey, The power
of attorney I have brought for inspection ; it in interesting, on
account of the autograph signatures of Thomas Purcell and of

his niece Frances, the wife of the celebrated Purcell. I am in.

elined to think that Pepys met Thomas Purcell, from the little

circumstance that the son of the latter was named Matthew,
possibly out of compliment to Locke. But it may after all have
been his brother, Henry Purcell, father of the great Henry, for

he also was a musician of reputation, a member of the Royal
Band, a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, master of the chorister

boys of Westminster Abbey, and music copyist of the last-named
church, an appointment o£ considerable importance at that time.

He is generally accredited with the composition of one chant still

in use bearing the name of Purcell. He died in 1664, and was
buried in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey. His wife survived

him five years, and although we have no record o£ their respective

ages, it is probable that they were both young at the time of their

deaths.

We now come to their son, Henry Purcell, ' the boast and
pride of English Musicians,' who was born in St. Anne's Lane,

Old Pye Street, Westminster, in 1658.

Purcell was onl^ six years old when deprived by death of his

father's care, but his uncle Thomas, of whom I have been speak,

ing, bestowed on him all the loving devotion of a parent, and
immediately placed him where his precocious genius would receive

nurture and cultivation. It was an early age to commence life

as a chorister-boy in the Chapel Royal, but at that time, and for

long after, children generally entered choirs at the age of six or

seven. When young Purcell joined the Chapel Royal establish-

ment ho had the advantage of instruction from a most able

master, Captaiu Cooke, a man who had won lanrels in the battle

field fighting for his king, and also in the more peaceful arena of

mnsic. He was composer, actor, and singer, and is frequently

mentioned by Pepys. On the death of Cooke, his pupil Pelham
Humphrey—or Humphries—became master of the boys

;
and he,

i:i;i.ti i>f I'iiis.siili-riii il« <;('riii:s. must have done much te develop

the powers of the young prodigy under bis charge, flu livt-d two
years to carry on the work, and was succeeded by Blow, also a

pupil of Cooke, who doubtless did something toward educating

Purcell. At the age of eighteen Purcell, probably through Blow's
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interest, was appointed maBic-copyist to Westminster Abbey, and
four years later Blow resigned the post of organist in his favour :

fiom which fact we can imagine how highly he must have esti-

mated the genius iiml ;iliiliiy of Pnreoll. Blow was himself a

remarkable musician and ccjni[io>t-r. ami lifreeu years, al'lvi-wards,

when Puroell died, liu was re-appointed organist of fcho Abbey.
Blow most have possessed a most amiable and generous disposi-

his post as master of the boys of St. Paul's Catbedre/in favour

of another remarkable pupil, Jeremiah Clarke. I'urceli's triumphs
rapidly increased, and we Soon find hiiu occupying the distin-

guished post a'i Organist of 111'.' Chapel Royal, and Composer in

Ordinary to his Majesty. He wrote niuaio For the Churob, the

Court, and the theatre, producing works for each in great num-
ber. But, alas ! his sunshine was all too short, for at the early

age of thirty-seven (a period which has proved fatal to more
than one great musical genius) he ceased from his labours and
was borne to an honoured grave in Westminster Abbey, beneath
the organ which had so often resounded to his divine harmony.
This was in the year 1695. I must now retrace my steps to

speak of Par-cell's married life. He took to himself a wife when
twenty-two or twenty-three years of age, about tho time ho
succeeded to theorganship of Westminster, and had sis children,

four of whom died young. I have already referred to the pro-

bability that Pnrcell's parents were short-lived. Coupling these

significant facts together—tho brief Urea of father, mother, son,

and grandchildren—wo have presumptive evidence of hereditary

delicacy of constitution. Pnrcell's wife Frances survived him
eleven years, and, dying in 1706, she found a quiet resting-place

by his side in the old. Abbey.
I suppose most of you are familiar with the aspersions which

have been cast on the memory of Parcel 1' s wife—tho idle tale

which attributes, with snch particularity of detail, harsh and
unfeeling conduct, resultingat last in the premature and untimely
death of Purcell.

It is always easy to promulgate a scandal, but very difficult

to trace its origin, and ofttiroes srll more ditliruli to vcf'uLC if.

In this case, I have little donbt, f he whole story is a base and
wicked invention ; but, reflecting as it does on the memory of both
Purcell and his wife, I propose briefly to state my reasons for tho

opinion I have formed. Sir John Hawkins, the musical historian,

printed the narrative, and although he doubted its authenticity,

and suggested that Purcell might have died of decline, yet he

added some grave reflections on Puroell's presumed habits of

dissipation, and of the bad company lie associated with, parti-

cularly the notorious Tom Brown. On Hawkins, therefore, rests

a large share of responsibility for perpetuating the slander. Miss
Hawkins, his daughter, indignant at some idle stories in circula-

tion respecting her mother's treatment of Sir John, wrote thus
;
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' Mrs, Pnrcell, I should conjecture, had other modes of attracting

Mr. Pnrcell, yetperhaps the whole story may have been as gross fal-

sification as that by which Lady Sawkitis is vilified.'

The late Richard Clarke cannot be considered blameless in

this Parcell matter. He was an enthusiastic and kind-hearted

man, but wanting in discrimination, and too ready to draw con.

elusions, from unproved and insufficient ovidenoe. His volume
of Glee Poetry contains the words of Purcell's catch, 'Jack,

thou'rfc a toper.' I will read the lines and Clarke's comment*
thereon:

—

Jack, thou'rl a toper, let's have t'other quart

;

Ring, we're so sober, 'twere a shamo to part

;

None but a coward, bully'd by his wife
For coming late, fears a domcBtic strife

;

I'm free, and so are yon, to call and knock.
Boldly the watchman cries, Past two o'clock.

Clarke informs us that the 1 Jack ' apostrophised as a ' toper
'

was Dr. John Blow, and goes on to say :
1 There is a tradition

that Purcell's death was occasioned by a severe cold, which he

used to keep late hours. He appears to have spent much time
with Tom Brown, who wrote the words of most of his catches.

The wits of that day used to meet at Owen Swan's in Bartholo-

mew Lane, and at PurceH's Head in Wyeh Street. His wife had
given orders to the servants not to let him in if he came home
after midnight. Unfortunately his companions had got hold of

this and had kept him late, as usual, which was the cause of Tom
Brown writing the words of the above catch, which Pnrcell set

to music before he wont home. Being refused admittance at

home, ho sat down on the step of his own door and fell asleep,

and through the inclemency of the night contracted a disorder of

which he diod. This bnt ill agrees with the expressions of grief

she makes use of in the Orphens'BritannicuB, for the loss of her
dear lamented husband.'

These interesting particulars are so precise that it would
seem to bo almost impossible to controvert them, bnt fortnnatcly

they can be shown to bo untrue from beginning to end. The
words of the catch were not written by Tom Brown, and arc,

of conrse, not to be found in his works
; moreover, instead of

Brown having written most of the words of Purcell's catches,

it is tolerably certain that Purcell never set a line of Brown's
poetry.

In the year 17G8, Dr. Arne gave a concert at Drury Lane
Theatre, the programme consisting of glees and catches, and for

that concert he published a book of the words, which I have here.

In it we find Purcell's ' Jack, thou'rt a toper,' with the following

note: 'The words of this last t-alch an' said to be written by
Puree!!, wherein it is obvious that he meant no elegance with
regard to the poetry, but made it entirely subservient to his

extreme pretty design in the music' ' Jack, thou'rt a toper ' is

;ht waiting for admittance into his house. It is said he
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to be found in Purcell's opera 'Bonduca,' composed by him the

year before ho died. The libretto was an adaptation from the

piny of the same name by Beaumont and Fletcher, but the

alterations and additions were made anonymously ; it is there-

fore highly probable that Arae is corroct in assigning the words
and the music of that particular catch, 'Jack, thou'rt a toper,'

to Pnrcell.

Now let ns deal with Purcell's alleged intimacy with Tom
Brown. In the year 16!>3, about seventeen or eighteen months
before Pnrcell died, Brown wrote and printed some very com-
plimentary verses addressed to the great musician, which he

beaded thus : ' Lines addressed to his luihtoum friend, Mr. Henry
Pnrcell.' These were reprinted after Purcell's death without

note or addition, and we may therefore reasonably conclude

that Purcell and Brown never became acquainted. Brown's
lines are too long to quote in extenso, and the following must
suffice

:

What praises, Purcell, to thy skill are due.

Who hast to Jvdak'i monarch been so true !

By thee he moves our hearts, by thco he reigns,

By thee shaken off his old Inglorious chains.

And sees new honours dune to his immortal strains.

In thy performance wo with wonder tind

Corelli's genius to Bassani joiu'd.

Thus I, unknown, my gratitude express,

This tribute from each Brititk mm is due
;

The whole poetick tribe's oblig'd to you.

For where the author's scanty words have fail'd,

Thy happier graces, Purcell, have prevail'd.

And surely nono but you, with equal ease,

Cou'd add to David, and make D'Urfey please.

Pnrcell, in his last will and testament signed on the day of

his death, bequeathed to his loving wife Frances all his estate, real

and personal, for her sole use, and also nominated her exueuti'is.

We cannot find evidence here of anything but mutual affection

and confidence. Many of you can call to mind how differently

Shakepearo treated his wife in his will.*

Purcell's widow made frequent public referenco to the dear
memory of her husband, and the following extract from her last

will is especially interesting, as it shows how mindful she was
of bis wishes, and also that Pnrcell himself did not cnltivate

convivial society to the neglect of his family and their worldly
interests. Mrs. Purcell says: 'According to her husband's
desire, she had given her dear son Edward good education, and

• Subsequent to the reading of this paper, a friend directed my atten-

tion to Knight's able remarks on Khakspcarc't will, sit isfndorily 1 -nivinir

that Shakspeare's widow was well pnivukd fr.r, ami iLa! tlje srreinl

bequest to tier, which has commonly been regarded ;is h slight, was, on Ihe

contrary, an additional indication of favour and regard. I ore glad to

have this opportunity of expressing my regret for Ihe injustice done to Ihe
memory of Shakspeare.
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LH.hr; also did give him all tho books of mnsic in general—the

organ, the doablu spinctt, the singlo spinett, a silver tankard, a

silver watch, two pairs of gold buttons, a hair ring, a mourning
ring of Dr. Busby's, a lurum clock, Mr. Edward Purcell's picture,

handsome furniture for a room, and he was to be maintained
until provided for.'

I have now said sufficient respecting Purcell' b domestic life,

and will only add tliat his fellow-pupil, Dr. Tudway, has borne
written testimony to the studious habits of Purcell, and of his

constant endeavours to eseel in every branch of his profession.

Let mc now direct your attention to the portrait of Purcell

kindly lent for this occasion by that admirable and benevolent

institution, the Royal Society of Musicians. This interesting

p.cture lias somewhat of a romantic history attached to it, which
lias never before been made pnlilic. A parchment deed in

possession of Hie Royal Motility of Musicians runs thus: 'Red-
mond Simpson having presented I lie portraits of Handel, Corelli,

(iemmiatii, mid l'urrell to i lie !>ireutt>rs of the Ancient Concerts
(now held in Tottenham Street), of which Sir Watkin William
Wynn, Baronet, is Treasurer, so Ions; as tin 1 said concerts shall

continue, upon condition that when tile same shall break up then
tlie porlrails are to he given and delivered over to the Royal
Society of Musicians, to be by them kept for ever after. In
witness and testimony whereof the said Redmond Simpson and
Sir Watkin William Wynn have hereto set their hands this 25th

day of April, 1785.' Mr. Simpson, the donor of the pictures, left

a stiH.emeiit in writing that I lie portrait of Purcell was painted

by Clostorman in lti94, and was many years iu possession of

PnruaU's son Edward, who said it was very like his father, but
that the latter had grown very thin before he died. From the

son Edward tin; picture passed to the grandson Edward Honry,
who sold it to Dr. Boyce, from whom it was bought by Mr.
Simpson, and at tho dissolution of the Ancient Concerts it came
to the Royal Society of Musicians.

I havo only time to say that the son, Edward Purcell, became
an organist—report says, of moderate ability—and that his son,

Edward Henry, was educated in the Chapel Royal under Bernard
Gates, and succeeded his father in his organ appointments. Sq
much for the family of Purcell, musicians, as we bave seen, for

four generations.

Purcell was pre-eminent above all bis predecessors and con-
temporaries—a composer of vocal and instrumental, orchestral,

harpsichord, and organ music—sacred, secular, and dramatic.
He was an accomplished organist and also a finished vocalist.

How early he commenced the practice of composition we cannot
tell, but I will now play a little melody or song, ' Sweet Tyran-
ness,' of his, published when he was mily nine years of age.

To be able to appreciate (lie value of Ms werk we must first

consider what was the state of music just prior to his day. The
civil wars and the Protectorate had destroyed organs, music-
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books, and dispersed and banished choirs so effectually that at

the Restoration of Charles music had to be composed for men's

voices only, or if soprano parts could not be dispensed with they

were played on cornets, for there were no treble boys capable of

singing. Dramatic music there was none ; it is true Locke had
attempted something in that line, but the very piece on which
his fame has been chiefly sustained was really not his at all, but
the composition of Henry Pnrcell when a youth. I refer to the

well-known ' Macbeth music' This music, however, sinks into

insignificance when placed in comparison with later works of

Purcell's. Take, for instance, his little Opera ' Dido,' composed
when he was twenty-two years of age—not nineteen, as stated by
Sir John Hawkins. This Opera is complete, with recitative, solo,

and chorus—not one word of dialogue,—it is fall of beautiful

music, and one of the airs, 'When I am laid in earth,' although

constructed on the confined limits of a ground bass, is most
touching in its pathos. It may be noted in passing that S. Bach
has used nearly the same ground in his B minor Jfass for the

chorus to the words of the ' Cracifixus.'

Furcell was gifted with a soul for melody, and possibly it was
the unwonted exhibition of this heaven-born faculty in his works
which first attracted and captivated the public ear, for beforo his

time we English, as a nation, had cultivated madrigals and part-

songs with diligence and success, but in all solo-songs, till those

of Purcell appeared, the chief effects were produced by the words,

not by the melody. As for the airs, 'they were, till this time, in

general as unformed and misshapen as if they had been made of

notes scattered about by chance.' This last quotation, from
Burgh's 'Anecdotes of Mnsic,' is too sweeping. Dowland had
printed some most melodious songs in 1507. Morley, his con-

temporary, and other names could also be cited as melodists, but

the Puritans had probably swept away both the memory and
practice of all such compositions, and Purcell's immediate pre-

decessors were not remarkable for tunefulness. As a scientific

musician and harmonist Purcell was equally great and successful.

At the age of twenty-fonr yeans he published a set of ' Twelve
Sonatas for Two Violins and Bass, with Organ or Harpsichord.'

From that work I have selected a fugue, whick I will now play.

One of the favourite exercises of learned musicians in his time
was canon-writing, and you need only examine the four volumes
of his sacred music, collected and edited by Vincent Hbvello, to

see that Purcell was not a whit behind the most accomplished of

his brethren in that cramped and fettered school. The volumes
published by Novello contain 123 sacred compositions, chiefly

anthems, and there are many still remaining MSS. Purcell's

harmonica! progressions were so remarkable that they may truly

be termed discoveries ; so mueh in advance of the age were thoy,

that I have frequently heard foreign musicians, to whom bis works
were previously unknown, exclaim on examining them, ' Oh, that

is Schumann ; that is Beethoven,' Ac. There are some remark-
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able harmonies in Pnrcoll's Latin Psalm, ' Jehovah quam mnlti.'

When yon hear them yon may possibly doubt their authenticity,

but as I enjoy the friendship of the present owner of the original

autograph MS., 1 can vouch for their correctness.

Pnrcoll wrote more music than we can ever hope, after these

long years of neglect, to recover. Still, fresh material is turning

np in various quarters, and I trust before long it will be possible

to point to a considerable series of his published compositions. I

have made a catalogue or list of works for which be composed
music, and it includes 47 operas or dramas, 28 odes, and 202
short fugitive pieces of various kinds, vocal and instrumental. I

have spoken of his skill as composer, organist, and vocalist. In
tho latter capacity he assisted in the choir at the coronation of

James II, , und there is a quaint record of his having sung one of

his own songs at Stationers' Hall with ' incredible graces,' We
must not forget, also, that he stood at the head of his profession

as a teacher. One of his pupils—his brother Daniel, older than
himself, was no mean composer, bnt he has suffered partial eclipse

by the superiority of the genius of the j-ounger Henry. Another
pupii, Weldon, is renowned for his exquisite compositions.

Witness liis anthems ' Hear my crying ' and 1 In thee, 0 Lord.'

Purcell's 'Lessons for the Harpsichord' formed the model for most
of the succeeding writers for that instrument, and his treatise on
' The Art Descant ' is remarkable for its clearness and conciseness.

Dr. Cratch has said of I'urcell :

1 He was the greatest master
this country ever produced, and the greatest composer of the

latter part of the seventeenth centnry. Eminent both in the

sublime and the beautiful styles, and blended with them a con-

siderable proportion of the ornanicnia.l, he (-(imposed for the

Chinch, oratorio, stage, and chamber, and tbns rested his

character liolli mi liis individual and on his collected Clients.

His productions ace fcomeliiiii'S simply beautiful, but are generally

in a great degree pat.hel.ie and ^cientitic, and that without any
apparent effort ; but when he manifestly endeavours to exert all

his powers of expression and to show the whole depth of his

learning, then indeed he surpasses all his rivals.' I wish we bad
the means at hand for immediately proving the truth of this

eloquent'passage—that is, ofcourse, impossible ; but I trust before

long frequent opportunities will be afforded of hearing Purcell's

music with tho colouring of orchestra and chorus. To make this

practicable, pnblication is Ihe firstaiul chief necessity. To rescue

and publish what remains to us of this master-musician—described

by all who have had the opportunity of judging, as the greatest

we ever possessed,—is a work which commends itself to the

sympathy of all : to us Englishmen in particular, for the honour
of our Fatherland, and to the universal nationality of musicians
generally, for the glory of their art, which alone has the power
to

Dissolve us into ecstasies,

And bring all heaven before our eyes.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman said he should like to ask if there was any
record of the kind of voice Purcetl possessed.

Mr. CuMMINOS said his voice was alto, though he sang bass at

the Coronation of James II. The fact might account for the

great number of alto solos to be found in Purcell's works.

The Chairman said there was also a great number of eicellent

bass songs, which might have led to the inference that he was a

bass singer.

Dr. Stone asked if Mr. Cnmmings thongbt that Lnlli had an;
influence npon Purcell.

Mr. Cummings said there conld not be much donbt that

Purcell was slightly influenced by Lnlli, but more, he thought,

by Bassani. He was not a copyist of Lnlli, and the character of

his works was most distinct. Matthew Locke's music was in the

stylo of Lulli when he attempted dramatic composition, but
Pnrcoll's was totally dissimilar.

Mr. Stephens asked if the lact of the mosic of Macbeth
having been written by Purcell was well authenticated, l^cuufo

it had not only been attributed to Locke, but also to a bass singer

of the period named Leveridge, who sang at Sadler's Wells.

Mr. Ccmmingb said Leveridge was a singer at the Duke's
Theatre, not at Sadler's Wells. He had under him the manage-
ment and arrangement of the music for Macbeth; the whole of

it was under his care, and copies conld only be obtained with his

permission. Hence it came to be supposed that he was the

author; but he was in possession of an autograph letter by
Leveridge, written on a piece of the music of Macbeth, which
plainly showed that he had nothing to do with it.

Mr. Stephens said he thought Purcell was very little credited

with the authorship of this music.

Mr. Cummings said Dr. W. Hayes, Dr. P. Hayes, Dr. Arnold,

Joseph Warren, and others, had always attributed it to Purcell.

It was Dr. Rimbault who started the notion tliat it was Leve-
ridge's. He found that it was not Locke's and therefore came
to the conclusion that it must be Leveridge's, because his name
was put on the theatre bills as composer of the music. He was,
however, simply composer of music to the theatre, and when Dr.
Rimbault sa» Idler which had been referred to, written on
a piece of the Macbeth music, believed to be in Purcell's own
handwriting, Dr. Rimbault replied, 'You know we antiquarians
live to learn and unlearn,' and he quite gave up the idea that
Leveridge was the author.

The Chairman remarked that Dr. Rimbault had stated in his

memoirs of music that it was by Leveridge.

Mr. Cemmings said that was in 1845, and it was only in 1856
that Purcell's MS. and Leveridge's letter came to light. Mr.
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Cnmmings further stated that lie had it in Dr. Rimbault's own
handwriting that he renounced the Leveridge theory.

The Chairman said there was nothing else in existence of
Leveridge which would give Couuteuance to such an idea.

Dr. Bridge asked if there was any record of Pnrcell having
written any theoretical works ?

Mr. Cummings replied that he wrote the ' Art of Descant,' and
also an instruction hook for the harpsichord.

Dr. Bbidob said his ' Art of Descant ' was published by Play-
ford some years after Purcell's death, and he did not know
whether he was really the author of it.

Mr. CuMiiiNGS said Playford's book wont through about
twenty-two editions. The 'Art of Descant' being printed in
1694, no one had ever suggested a donbt of ita being Purceli's

work;—he died in 1695.

Professor Macfarren said ho desired to record his thanks
to Mr. Cuminings, not only for the very interesting par-

ticulars of Purceli's life, and the insight into his genius, which
he had given that evening, but also for having set on foot
the Pnrcell Society, by means of which the publishing and,
ho hoped, the performing of Parcel I'd works would be ac-

complished, for he believed it was entirely owing to Mr. Cum-
mings' suggestion that that Society had come into existence.

He considered ita matter uf very great consequence that I'm-ccll's

merits should he known and acknowledged. English music had
been long under a stigma from which he believed the present time
was freeing it, for people were no wboginniog to admit thatEnglish-
men could not only admire the music of others, bat that there
had been some amongst them who could add to the treasures of
musical art. If one could suppose a person to be born at

Christmas at the North Pole who never saw the sun, it would be
to him a vain expectation that there could ever he daylight, and
if we were horn in this country with the idea that there never
had been good English musicians, it would be almost a hopeless

aspiration to dream of becoming such. But now that it could

bo proved that before the darkness set in there was such a light

as Pnrcell, it might, perhaps, be an encouragement to aim at the

uew dawning. He was convinced that Pnrcell was a very re-

markable genius, and the more remarkable because of the hard
circumstances by which he was surrounded. Mr. CummhiL.'* had,
perhaps, done one little injustice to English music at and before

Purceli's time, when he said that the faculty of melody was not
possessed by previous musicians. He could not but think of the
beautiful sou^s ul' Henry Lawes, which were gems of melody, and
of those of his brother William. Henry Lawes might have
known Purcell, but he was his elder, and going still farther back
there were part-songs, to be sung by a solo voice when the other
three were not there, some of wbieh were more remarkable for

the melody than for the harmony. One in particular was scarcely

known in its original form, namely, Ford's ' Since first I saw
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your face,' which was tuneful enough lor any country. Then,
again, there were the songs of John Dowlund, whioh contain most
acceptable melodies, and many of them had had great popularity,

as, for instance, 'Now, oh now, we needs must part.' Reference
might also be made to the long string of National melodies which
in number and variety would hold their own with the National
music of any other country

;
however, ihu great merit of Pnreell

was not in being the first of our countrymen to write tunes,

because others had done that before him, but in his harmonies,

many of which the speaker oousidered prodigious as being
really in anticipation of the harmonic progressions of modern
times, and showed him to have had a complete insight into

the beautiful, and to have felt the principles of harmonic con-
struction and harmonic derivation in a manner whioh he could
only have done by possessing the most keen sensitiveness to

musical propriety. It was a great glory, not to our country
only but to the art of music, that at this early period, preceding
the works of Handel and Bach, there was a man writing
music which amazed one even now with its beauty and its

likoness to modern compositions. Many instances of what
seemed to be deep research into tho acoustical derivation of

chords appear in Purcell, and showed him to bo a most original

thinker, and although he mado some experiments which were
not so snccessfu], there was a character of beauty in his music
which justified the highest admiration. There was, however,
one quality in Purcell more remarkable than his beautiful

melodies or his wonderful anticipation ef modern liurmony, and
that was his very grand power of musical declamation and strong
dramatic feeling. The form of operas in his days very narrowly
restricted his dramatic powers, it being then the habit to con-
struct dramas for speaking, in accordance with the prejudice set

forth by Dryden, that it was incompatible with dramatic action

to have persons sing their words, and that the music of the stage
should for the most part be restricted either to supernatural
beings or to madmen. Pnreell had such strong dramatic feeling

as would have made him a great master in this kind of music,
had dramas then been constructed to give him such an opportunity.
Nothing could be more picturesque than the ' Frost Scene ' in 'King
Arthur,' and nothing could he more expressive than the pathetic

music in several of his pieces. For instance, in tho two great
scenes in his opera of ' Don Qniiote,' one the song of Cardenio
when he is mad and thinks of Lueinda's eyes as tho only light

that can warm him in his coldness, and the other the soprano
scene from ' Rosy bowers,' It was very pleasing to think that

there had been such a great pre-eminent English musician, and
they could not be too grateful to Mr. Cummings for having given
them so much information about him.

Mr. CulOHNGB said it might be interesting to know, especially

after what Dr. Macfarren had said, that some years ago he had
shown almost prescience with regard to some of Purcell' b mnsic.
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In editing Dido and .33noaB for the Musical Antiquarian Society,

he spoke of certain places where he imagined there ought to be
some more libretto and mnsic, and recently the original libretto

of the opera had turned up in the library of the Sacred Harmonic
Society, which Mr. Curnmings examined, and found the Pro-
fessor's surmise correct. Thus encouraged, Mr. Curnmings
searched on all favourable occasions for the missing mnsic, and
had the gratification last September of finding in the library of

Sir Frederick Onaeley a considerable portion of that which
was wanting. This showed the marvellous instinct of Dr.
Macfarren in having felt that something was needed.
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GEORGE ALEXANDER OSBORNE, Esq., ih the Chaib.

BAOS'8 ' ART OF FUGUE.'

By James Hiqgs, Esq., Mub. Bac. Oion.

When, some time ago, I was invited to read a paper before this

Association, and I ventured to select Bach's ' Art of Fugue ' as

my theme, I did ao because the study of the work had recently

afforded me mnch enjoyment, and circumstances had led me to

the conclusion that it was neither widely nor deeply known.
When, however, I began to prepare for my task, I soon discovered

that I should be in the position of the preacher who, in a thinly

attended Church, scolded his congregation for the neglect shown
by staying away from public worship, and then had to apologise

when he remembered that his remarks conld not apply to those

present. I find myself in a somewhat similar position, when I

reflect that many in this room mnst know the work on which I

have undertaken to offer a few remarks, far better than I do. I

can only ask their indulgence, and rely on the belief that in pro-

portion as Bach's ' Art of Fugue ' is known, its value and impor-

tance will he acknowledged, and its manifold beauties appreci-

ated.

Bach's ' Art of Fugue ' is not a work containing rules and
precepts for the construction of fugues, but it is a practical

exemplification of the art of fngal counterpoint, exhibited in a

series of twenty or twenty-one compositions all founded npon, or

at least connected with a single subject. It belongs to a class of

works of unique character, such as Bach alone has invented

—

works of exhaustive scope. Such I reckon tho forty-eight preludes

and fugues in all the keys ;
the thirty variations containing

Canons in all the intervals ; the musical sacrifice or offering in

which Bach so diversely treated the theme given to him by
Frederick tho Great, on the occasion of his visit to that monarch

at Potsdam ; and in this list too we may include the little known,
but very beautiful canonic variations on the Christmas Hymn,
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which Bach condescended to write as a test of his qualifications

for admission to the Mialer Society of Leipzig (an institution of

very similar aim to that of the Musical Association). But chief

in the list of works designed to display exhaustive treatment of

one principal idea, muHt be placed ' The Art of Fugne.' This
work may ho regarded as the ripened fruit of its composer's
mature powers. According to the account of one of his bio-

graphers, it appears to have been the last work of the great

composer, who was si:i/.ed with the: blindness that proved the

precursor of his death while he waB engaged npon it, and we have
the sad evidence of the interruption in the unfinished condition

of the final fngne.

The editions I have met with of this work are not very

numerous. After diligent search I have only been able to discover

the original edition, Said to have been engraved by the composer
himself, or by his Sons ; the Zurich edition

;
the so-called French

edition—which is rirally printed from (lie Kiinm plates as tbo

Zurich copy ; an edition edited by Czerny in Griepenkerl's

complete collection of Bach's works (this is now included in

Peters' cheap reissue) ; and an English copy of Caerny's edition,

published by Messrs. Robert Cooks and Co.

The original edition, published shortly after the death of

Bach, was printed in open score. Tt has a commendatory pre-

face by Marpurg, dated 1702. and i/oiiliiins at the end the Chorale

Prelude which Bach dictated on his death-bed to his son-in-

Carl P. B. Bach advertised the plates of this work as for sale

in 1756, and in the advertisement says 'only thirty copies have
yet been Bold.' (This was four years after its first publicatinii.)

It is said that no more than fifty ui>]>ir.s ivure ever printed from
these plates. What became of the plates is, I believe, unknown:
certainly this original edition is very rare.

I will take the present opportunity to express my acknow-
ledgment to Messrs. Sohott for their courtesy in allowing me,
for the purpose of this paper, to inspect some valuable early

editions of Bach's works which they possess.

The next edition, tho Zurich edition, did not appear until

about tho beginning of the present century. In addition to tho
open score of the ori^na 1

.
edition, it hag a compressed part as for

a keyed instrument. Tho French edition is identical with the

Zurich edition in every respect; indeed, a careful comparison of

the two copies leaves no doubt that they were both printed from
the same plates.

In 1839 Czerny edited ' The Art of Fugue,' in tho complete

German edition of Baeh's works, undertaken in conjunction with

Dr. Grieponkerl and othors, but he wholly omitted tho open
scoro of tho earlier editions, and gavo only the arrangement that

had appeared in tho Zurich edition. This he fingered for the

piano. About the same time, or somewhat later, Messrs. R.

* Wenn wir in hochst Nothen scin. (See Organ Worki, vol. vii. p. 74.)
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Cocks and Co. reprinted Czorny's edition, giving the Sngering in

English form. These proceedings have, I think, tonded very mnch
to obsonro Bach's intention. As ' The Art of Fugue ' carno from his

hands no mode of performance was indicated, if indeed perform-
ance in any ordinary sense of the expression was intended, bnt
with tho score suppressed, and the pianoforte form of the work
elaborately lingered, tho work lias all the appearance of a real

clavier work, especially as not a word appears nn tho title of these

arrangements giving a hint of what has been done. It is true

two nnmbers,being fugues a duo elnvecimbalomm, are so inscribed

in the original edition, but this only makes the presumption
stronger, that had Bach intended the bulk of the work for per.

formaiice on a keyed instrument, he wonld have said so. The
effect has been that some of these compositions have been pro-

nounced almost unintelligible, through being brought to trial in

a manner that was prob;il>lv never intended. As an example let

me instance the 1 2th Fugue and its inversion, here we see (Figs.

12 H and 121, page (15, may afford some idea of my meaning) a
mode of writing which Bach did not shrink from employing
when writing for an orchestra or even, occasionally in his choral

works, where he makes passing notes advance fearlessly through
notes held in some other part, in a manner and to on extent that
is without parallel in his music for a single clavier.

In the earlier editions, these compositions were called 'conn,
terpoints' except in three cases, viz. the two fugues for two
instruments, and tho final fugue on three subjects. In Czerny's
edition the term is changed into fugues ; the alteration is in soma
respects convenient, but not altogether an advantage, as it perhaps
helps the idea that their primary object is performance. It seems
to me that they rather bear such analogy to performable music,

as a painter's studios (in which he sketches, or may bo elabor.

ates, some singlo feature or detail) boar to his finished picture.

We shall find Bach devoting an entire composition, or rather
group of compositions, to an exhaustive elaboration of ono kind
offugal device, excludingfor tho time all other variety of tiejEjuchv,

in a manner that is certainly not usual in compositions whoso
nltunate end is performance. While, however, making this re.

mark, I must not neglect to say that it is the real musical value
of these noble works, that removes them out of the province of

mere dry examples of the possibilities of musical combination,

and lifts them into tho region of artistic creations.

T must forbear attempting any analysis of the wondrons
and ever fresh harmonies, of the beautiful sequences, and sur-

prising and delightful modulations with which tho work
abounds, nor must I do more than barely mention how Bach
having seemingly exhausted every resource of harmony, yet

generally finds something 1 new and strange ' wherowith to

enrich his often gorgeous cadence. My business will be with

the more prosaic matter of the imitative device or design, ex-

hibited in ' The Art of Fngae.'
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Before looking at the several numbers in detail, I will men-
tion, that they naturally gronp themselves as thus. The four
first fngnea are in simple counterpoint, without regular and re-

curring counter-subjects. The three next are built on a modified

form ofthe subject, and exemplify answers by contrarymovement

:

Ho. 5 being in notes of eqoal value, No. G in noteB of shortened
value (diminution), and No. 7, in which tho diminished form of

the theme is used as the subject, illustrates the employment of

augmented and doubly augmented replies. The third gronp of

counterpoints, Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, show tho subject, or some modified

form of the subject, in combination with a new subject The new
subject in Nos. 8 and 11 being combined with a form of the

original subject, according to the laws of double counterpoint at

the octavo, while No. 9 employs doublo counterpoint at tho

twelfth, and No. 10 makes use of double counterpoint at the

The next group contains two counterpoints, Nos. 12 and 13.

These display the effect of inversion and reversion, as applied to

the entire counterpoint. No. 14 is a slightly varied form of a
previous number. Nos. 15 and 1G are the two fugues for two
pianos. Nos. 17, 18, 19, and '20 are four canons in two parts

;

while No. 21 is the fugue to which 1 have already alluded as

being incomplete. It in on three subjects: tradition says that
Uncli Intended to add a fourth subject, to reverse all the subjects

in all the parts, and so to close thin marvellous work ; but man
proposes and God disposes.

I think those who study Bach's habit of writing will have
little difficulty in believing that he may have intended to intro-

duce a fourth subject, nor will it perhaps be impossible todiscover

what that fourth subject would have been, or at least to imagine
its general form.

With this hasty sketch of the 'Art of Fugue ' in your minds, I

will ask you now to hear with a somewhat more detailed exami-
nation of the several groups of counterpoints.

Fib. l. Subject.
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The primary aspect of the subject is shown in Pig. 1. Pig 2

shows the answer, which is tonal, while Kit;. 4 ami :i display

inversions of the original subject ami aimn i-. Unit serve resprc-

tively as the subjects of the third and Fourth fugues. These

subjects are also answered tonally.

I may perhaps be permitted to explain, that the answer of a
fugue subject is its reproduction mi sonic other degree of the scale,

usually its 5th above ordlh below. An answer, if direct, is either

real or tonal. It is real whenever the melody of the subject is

exactly reproduced, though transposed to another pitch. When,
however, to avoid the impression of, or a positive modulation to

ft foreign key, a slight change is made in the melody of the sub-

ject ; u:i its appearance m answer, it. is tonal.

The only ultimate modulation proper to a subject of fugue
(if it modulates at all), is to the key of the dominant. When such
a modulation takos place, if it be answered by a mere transposi-

tion a 5th higher, it will lead to the dominant of the dominant,

e.g., If a snbject in the key of C modulates, as it may, to tho key
of G, tho answer beginning in G will, witiiont the tonal change,

modalato to D ; a modulation too romotc, for at least the outset

the tonal change there are two diflici.il ies—first to know when it

should be made, and next to know tow it should be made. It is

a test of some advance in musicianship to be able to give the

correct tonal answer to a difficult subject of fugue. To do this

correctly involves the ueccssily for such a lively perception of the

harmonic and melodic relation of the several notes of the subject,

as is probably more ftn instinct of the musician (if I may so express

myself) reselling from close observation and much practice, than
possiblo of being reduced to absolute rule in every case. Still

they will have little difficulty in discovering the correct tonal

reply who will observe tho rules given, that tonic answors to

dominant, and dominant to tonic absolutely at the beginning and
end of the subject, and whniiever if i.imhilnh'!', and gc:,ii>r<<Uy when-

ever prominence is given to the critical note by the method of its

approach, by its length, position, or other incident of emphasis

;

always remembering that whatever was of tonic character in the

subject will be translated into dominant in the answer, while all

dominant expressions in the subject will become tonic in the reply.

The tonal chango must disfigure the subject molody as little as

possible. To this short and imperfect resume of the rules of
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lou.il change I will add a valuable rale that Mr. Banister gives

iii liis moat excellent work. He says, ' All alterations must be

made in quitting or approaching the lonie ur dominant.'

The four first fugues thus tonally answered are all without
- regular counter-subjects

;
they are also conspicuous for the absence

of any kind of double counterpoint. The device of 1 the strelto,'

the drawing of the subject and the answer closer together, is

almost absolutely wanting. They are, in fact, simple fugues in

simple counterpoint, but notwithstanding (bey display the vast

resource of the master in inventing over fresh yet o.o.nsts(:inl figures

of counterpoint. Each fugue possesses its own well-marked in-

dividuality, and it is truly astonishing to observe the unity with-

out monotony that pervades each composition, when wo consider

tho narrow means of development which the composer allowed

himself. Theso four fugues abound in episodes of canon and
imitation, and it is not difficult to traco a progressive richness

of treatment in harmony, modulation, and sequence throughout
tho first group of counterpoints.

Pig. a A.

Bach prepares for tho devices he designs to introduce in the

second group of fugues, Nob. 6, 0, and 7, by filling up every skip
in (lie origir.al subjod, except (he first, with passing notes. Thus
ahored, the subject becomes exceedingly flexible and capable of
very varied treatment, and combination. Fig. 5A shows the
subject to be the inversion of the origtvnl subject : that is, it is

identical in its outline with Fig, 1, hut having tho passing notes

as already dc.sevihed. The answe r is In- eon I r;i:y i nation, and of

as seen "in Fig. 1. The distance of the reply is three bars!" The
exposition anil ronnlor-expnsition contained within the first 32
liars is strikingly regular and methodical, the subject being
presented in each form, original and inverted, in each of the four

voices at the constant distance of three bars, as :il the beginning.
Afterwards, however, the subject and (he reply are approximated
at the several distances of a bar and a half, a bar, half a bar, and
ultimately the two parts in opposite motions are brought together.

Figs. SB and 0 show the imitations at the distance of a bar and
a half, the imitation being by similar movement. It will be
observed that 0 is not a mere inversion of B, as the direction of
the theme is also changed.

T ought to say that the small figures inserted between the
staves indicate the bar from which tho extract is taken. The
number of the example agrees with the number of the fugue.
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The general idea, of presenting these extracts is borrowed from
Professor Hauptmann's* 'Essay on Bach's Art of Fugue,' to

which I nm also otherwise murk huk'bt ed ;
bid the form in which

they arc presented is different, as he rednccd all the examples he
gave to one key. I have thought it better to give the examples
as they actually appear in the work. It is, perhaps, hardly

necessiiry that 1 add, theso fragments (with one or two excep-

tions) show only the imitating parts, and that ilmj are generally

accompanied l>y others that complete and justify the harmony.

Via. 5 B.

Figs. 5D and E present tile subject also with the direct reply,

bat the distance is now contracted to a single bar; as in the

previous examples, it ia led in opposite directions in addition to

being inverted.
Fig. E D.

* f>IS«teranijcn :v Jtih. Set. Ttor/i. Knnst drr Fvin'c twi V. Bavpt-
mum. Fetors, Leiprig.
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In Fig. 5F and G the distance of the reply in reduced to half

alar. Thin time the answer is by contrary motion, and, as in

each of tile other iqjprci xiiciut iuiis, is presented in two-fold form.

In P the bass leails with I lie rising form of the aubject, while in

G the tenor leads with its fulling form.

Fir,. K F.

Finally, Die aubject is entered in (he two molions (hy ascent

and descent) absolutely together, as exhibited in 5H.

It is worthy of notice that these soveral examples of close
reply (except those at. the half-bar 5F and G) Follow the general
law of the stretto, and become closer and cloaeras the compoaition
advances; the bar-and-a-half reply occurring at the 47th and
57th bars; the one-bar reply s\i the Khh nnil 77th bars; and flic

simultaneous entry in the two directions at the 8Cth bar, within a
few bars of the close of the composition.

The place of the half-bar replies was directly after the counter-
position, where an anticipation of the stretto not unfrequently

Among other episodical matter there are two fragments of

canonic imitation that demand a word of passing notice. They
are indicated by Fig*. r,J and K. 5 J is at. the 8th, 4th, and 11th
below, and 5K at the 12th, 5th, and 9tb below. The theme being
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led i:i opposite di ii.i

!

ls in \he two examples. Throughout this

fugue, although no artiticiiilly constructed, every part proceeds

in the most 'natural and unconstrained raaunor possible, and the

result iB, not a dry example of only clover combination, but a
pioco of real music.

Tia, 5 J. Fig. e K.

In tbe fugue wo btivc boon considering, the claboi'iLiian li;is

wholly resulted from the combination of the theme with itself by
contrary or similar motion, but always in nates 11/ cqwrf rubw.

Fugue No. C employs tho same subject, but now attended by its

diminished form—i.e., by notes of half value. This is shown in

Fig. (i A. Where we see the subject (it agrees in outline with

Fig. 1) led by the bass, tbe reply enters in the treblo by contrary
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motion, ami in notes of half value in tho 2nd bar, and has run ifs

career boforo tho leading themu has come to an end. So another

voice, tho alto, now outers with the short form of tho subjeet

against the 3rd and 4th bars of lliu original subject. In the 7th

bar (I rcgrot that ray ilrastration does not show this) the tenor

begins with the diminished form of the subject, and in Hie Hth

bar the longer form ap|ica[s, so thai, we have three din'erent com-
binations of the long and short forma of tho subject in these few
first bars. 1st. We have tho diminished form of tho subject

against the 2nd bar of the original snbjoct; nest wo got tho

diminished form in reversed movement against the 'ith and 5fch

bars of the longer form ; and lastly, the short form is led with tho

longer form starting against its second bar.

Fio. G li.

Kg. 6B shows most of the above in reversed movement, and
also inverted.
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Figs. GC and D exhibit approximations at the Imlf-bar, Imt as

tin; imitations ::vi In diminution, in > one will rrLMrd them as in

any way identical with the; somewhat umiJar devices practised
in the previous fugue. This composition is described, [ presume,
by Bach himself, as being in the ' French style

:

' an expression
that has evident reference to the figures of ornamentation with
which it abounds.

Fugue No. 7 is a yet further variety of the combination of

the subject with itself, in notes of augmented and doubly aug-
mented value. The commencement of the fugne is displayed in

Fig. 7 A, whero we see the tenor leads with t.he shortest form of

the subject, and is answered in contrary motion by the treble in

notes of double value. In the third liar, the alio enters with the
short form of the subjeet against the second liar, as given by
the treble

; finally, the bass enters in notes of doubly augmented
value, and on this there lire other entries of (.lie subject in tenor
and alto, but always in some new relation.
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Pig. 7 B and C show jet other combinations of these varied

forms of the one subject. In 7 13 nc see the longcsl and shortest

forms of the subject in fresh relation the one to the other, and
7 C is an example of an imitation that has not been employed
before. Perhaps, at a first reading-, some niiij- think that this

fugne in its devices is fo a considerable extent the same as No.
6, but on close invesl igal um they will find it is nob so. The eon.

ditions of the combinations are clumped ; the parts reply at altered

intervals of time, or in an altered direction.

Each of these three fugues, altlumjrli closely connected with
the others by identity of subject and j;ener;il mode of treatment,

has yet its own' distinctive elements of imlivulu.^lil y ;ind ir:;er-

est. Throughout the three fugues that liavo just ongaged our
attention, 1 believe there ia not a siuglo repetition of a previous

device or combination.
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The four fuguos that next como under our notico arc examples

of a mode of treatment entirely different from tlic foregoing : they

havo been exhaustive in the treatment of the one subject, by cm-
pioying it in different motions, irad in notes of varied valno ; these

exhibit the subject, or rather another form of it, in combination

with a wholly new idea. This new subject ifl generally first de-

veloped alone, and its capacity for employment with the chosen

form of the original subject by donble counterpoint is discovered

afterwards.

Donble counterpoint, I may explain, is a counterpoint that

admits ut' a double method of performance—-a counterpoint in

which the two parts or voices may mutually change phiccs
;
thai

which was the higher part in the model !>•'( .111111:1; the lower part

in the inversion, and conversely. There are many varieties of

doable counterpoint, mimed according to the interval of the in-

version. Double counterpoints at the 8th, 10th, and 12th arc

most common and most useful.

The 8th fugue employs double counterpoint at the octave ;

the 0th is written in double counterpoints at the 12th, and
the 10th fugue is an example of double counterpoint at the

tenth. While the 1.1th fugue, using to a great extent all the
material of the 8th, but by inversion furnishes an additional

illustration of de.ulile counterpoint at the octavo.
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Tho 8th fugue is in three parts (bass, alto, and treble). Tho
new subject is shown in Fig. 8 A.

Fig. 8 A.

The exposition of this subject (tho answer heing strict) occu-

subsequently becomes' very important. Tho subject and counter-

eubiect are shown in Fig. 8 B.
Fig. 8 It.

In tho ninety.fourth bar tho altered form of the subject, to

be seen on the upper stave of Fig. 8 C, first appears j it is duly
heard in each voice in turn, being accompanied by free counter-

point in the other two parfs. Finally, after further uBe of the

earlier material of the fugue, the three subjects lire brought to-

gether in a regular triple counterpoint, ex shown in Fig. 8 C.

Fig. 8 C.
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Triple counterpoint admits of sir inversions, and in the piece

under consideration four of thefle inversions are actually used

in the course of twenty-four Or twenty-five liars, liojjiniiiiitf wifli

bar 147. As a somewliat rare example of the practical utilisation

of triplo counterpoint, this composition is of peculiar value.

No. 9 is a fugue having for its leading idea a subject of

florid character, designed for employment with the augmented
form of the original subject by counterpoint at the 12th. The
now subject is only partly shown in Fig. 9 A.

Pic. 9 A.

Thin now subject is developed by itself for thirty-four bars.

At bar 35 the combination with tho selected form of the original

subject commences, asseenm 9 B, where tho primary subject is seen

in the treble, and the new subject in the tenor. Throughout the
remainder of this composition, the original subject is thus attended
by tho new subject, or its inversion at tho 12th, as shown at
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Fig. !> C.

Some plight modification in the matter of accidentals is occa-

sionally necessary (as is commonly (lie case in double eounler-

points in any other interval than the oclavo), owing to the

exigencies of key. This may be seen by a comparison of the
nppor part of !) C with the lower part of 0 B.

The 10th fugue employs the last variety of double counter-
point that Bach illustrates in the present work. Fig. 10 A shows
the exposition of a new snbjiiet, the treatment of which is some,
what remarkable, the answer being at the 5th below (in the key

Fio. 10 A.
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of tho subdominant (and tho third and fourth replies being- by
contrary motion. This subject is worked alono for twenty-two
bars, and then tho form, of tho original subject, with which we are

already familiar in Fig. 5 A, is tonally developed in a separate ex-

position for abont the some time. In the forty-fourth bar, the

two subjects are UBcd together, and afterwards inverted by double
counterpoint at the 10th, as shown at 10 B and 10 C.

It may be convenient here to refer to the 14th fugue, which
is only a variation of that which has just engaged our attention

;

indeed, tile 1 wu entiipti-it ii ms :uv ah mist, idenl icid except I hat the

iirst. lAventy-lwo bars of the \<nh iiif^i: i ;nv wholly suppressed in

the 1-lth fugue: that is, the separate exposition of the new subject,

(of the 10th fu-ue) is not 1,,-ard, lm< tbo <, .mposil.iou he-ins. with

the exposition of the chosen furm of th igitinl subject, and we
only make acquaintance with the new subject in the more inci-

dental manner of a new eoaate[subject, and I suppose that this

variation wns included in tile work to deiiioiistvai e the diflereuee

in effect that results from, in the one' case, hearing each subject

separately treated, and in the other, only hearing one of the

subjects so displayed.

It will bo remembered that when speaking of the 8th fugue I

mentioned that the material of which it is built is employed almost

entirely by inversion in (lie construction of the 11th fugue.

In this 11th fague the leading subject is a form of the original

snbjeet; it in the inversion of tho subjeet seen on (he upper line

of 80, and is displayed on the upper line of Tig. 11.
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Fio. 11.

The aaawer, notwitlisf ;i[nli]ii.' i lie skip at. the outset in tho

dominant, is not loinil Imt real, !!;icli evident ly ilecliimig to dis-

turb the scale-like passage, especially :ih lltn dominant in fur less

emphatic than in aome other cases.

In the 8th fugue it will ho remembered the new subject was
first worked alone, and then tho original subject. In the 11th
fugue the selected form of tho original subject is first treated for

some twenty-seven bars, then an inversion of tho new subject of

Fugue 8 is worked for about forty bars (compare the middle line

of Fig. 11 with tho upper line of K]i I'ur this subject ).

Tho subject on the >ii!ihlli: line of R C is in..t employed by any
ordinary method of inversion in the 11th fugue, although it. is

very evidently the basis of (lie subject shown on the lower line of

Fig. II. It would seem that an ordinary inversion did not suit

the composer's purpose, hut he deduced tho quaver subject of

Pig. 11. from the corresponding subject of Fig. 8, by the simple
substitution of a falling second and rising third in place of a rising

second and a falling third, and bo he obtains a phrase of great

similarity hut of opposito movement that suitably combines with
(lie tithcr more regularly inverted subjects. This 11th fugue is

one of tho most closely constructed, as it is one of the longest .of

the whole series. Its beauty in performance is by no means
superficial, nor is its full appreciation easy, but it will well repay
attentive study. Full justice will not lie done to I lie contrivance

exhibited in fugues 8 and 11 unless they are studied in connection

the one with tho other.

The 12th and 13th counterpoints show another fngal device

—

viz., the inversion and reversion of the entire counterpoint ; but

this is effected in different ways in the two fugues.

No. 12 is in four parts. The subject is altered into triple time
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Tlie answer is at first somewhat pnzzling, as it is roally in tho

key of tho subdominant and yet has a tonal change. If compared
with i'ig. A, with which the snhject closely agrees, and wifli I'ig,

I), which is identical with tho answer to Fig. 4-, tho variation will

he evident. This counterpoint is a regular composition of between
fifty and sixty bars. In the inversion, whicli is an inversion and
reversion of the whole composition, the original treble becomes the

Iiass and tho bass becomes the treble, while a similar change takes

place between the alto and tenor, and each melody is reversed in

the direction of its step. The inversion, therefore, opens as in

12B, where it will be aeon the answer has become regular. I

Fig. 13 B.

think I here can be little doubt I hat whal appears ah the inversion

was really first written. The composer, e\ereih;ing n wise discre-

tion in allowi iig the more inihir;il h'eat meiil lo appear as the

result of the inversion, rather than for the less natural to follow

the more natural method.

It may be remarked that as the result of inversion in the

octave is to change the intervals in the well-known order:

12845671
err. 54328

so tho result of reverse movement is similar, ami the effect of

Di j ii:c-"J Uv
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n of the parts, E the reversion of t.ho under part

resulting in corresponilinn' niti'i'vuls to those of D, and F shows
both inversion and ivvcraion, and (.lint tin; resulting intervals are

the same as those of I he model. Such a eompnsit ion must grcutly

tar the roHOQi-ccH of tlio composer. I give two bars, chosen
almost at random, to show thu thoroughness of the inversion and
reverse movement. These are marked L2H ami 121. H is the

Fin. 12 n

-second bar of the model, and I the corresponding bar of the

to 13th fugue exemplars another variety of inversion joined
reverse movement. It is founded on an ornamental varia-

tion of the snbjeet shown :tt 13A, The fngne is in three parts.

r if*, i o a.

The answer in the model is by revcreo movement. The composi-
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tion being in three parts, it follows that the subject muHt take one
direction in two of the parts, and the contraiy direction in the

other part. This may bo seen at 1.3 C (which is not a real extract

from any part of the composition, but only shows the order,

direction, and placo of the reply ; an interval of fonr bara is sup-

posed to elapse between each entry). The consequence is that

Fio. 13 C. Fio. 13 D.

when wo come to the inversion it is impossible to change all the
parts, both in respect of order, direction, and mutual relation.

The upper and lower parts arc inverted, the middle part remains
aa in the model, but the order and relation of all the parts is

altered. The form of the subject of tho inversion is shown in
13B, and the order of parts &c. in 13 D. This fugue and its in-

Fro. 13 B.

version form a very singular example of the effect of inversion in
conjunction with reversed movement.

'The Art of Fugue' contains a variation on the foregoing'
number in the shape of two fugues for two pianos. These will be
found very closely connected with the counterpoint that has jnsfc
engaged our attention. The chief features of construction are re-
tained, but a fourth part is added; this added part is gonerally
below the bass of the original composition. Although adding
nothing new in the way of fugal device, these four-handed duets
are instructive examples of the addition of a real part to an
already complete composition.

I may only very briefly allude to tho four canons in two parts
that stand next in the work. No 1 is described as by augmentation
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and contrary movement ; it is also (although no mention is made
of tho fact) in d oublo counterpoint at the octave. After the canon
has run ita conrso for fifty-two bars, the treble leading, and the

baas following by contrary motion, and in notes of double value, a

repetition begins, tbo bass, however, now leading, and tho treble

following by contrary motion and by augmentation. It is, as I

have said, in double counterpoint at tho octave. Canon 1 shows

Canon i.

the theme, another ornamental variation of the subject. No. 2 is

also a canon in the octave. The subject shown under Canon 2

agrees in ontlino with Fig. 4. After twenty-four bars of imitation

on this, tho treble again leads with such a modification of the

siibjuoi an agrees with the outlino of Fig. 3, starting as it were an
answer to the previous subject ; further on tho leading part gives

a contrary form of the subject, agreeing with No. 1, with
kindred figures of ornamentation to those shown in the original

theme of the canon. This canon may also afford some useful hints

as to the management of the return in au infinite canon.

No 3 is a canon in tho 10th. It is also in counterpoint at

tho 10th : two totally different things, being a canon in tho 10th
led in tho bass, tho reply is a 10th higher, the intervals are strict

as to kind, but not as to quality, a minor phraso in tho Bubject

often becoming a major phraso in the response. Being in double

counterpoint at tho 10th, means that the parte shall be suscep-

tible of inversion at that interval. This inversion results in a
canon in tho octave. Under Canon 3 is shown the theme.

Cakon 3.

The last of the fonreanons is perhaps the most artificial in con-
struction. It is founded on a theme of eight bars, of which just

a hint is given under Canon 4. It is a canon in the 12th, and
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Canon 4.

is also in counterpoint at the 12th. The theme is led by the

bass, and answered a 12th above by the treble. It is thus
ri'hiliK'Iril I'.t thirl iivn:' Ibj-s. In r jit- ! hirl,\-l< iiirtli I'^t- llu*

treble, disregarding tlio arrear of (ight biirs it, is expected to

imitate, reverts to the iirigirial tlieitie as started by the bass,

((hut isou )>, not A), (he buss continues Id supply an npparpiii ly

tree part for the eiiriil burs of I In -
1 he on: as ltd hy I In; treble

; so we
have sixlimi burs Til' (for 1 he lime) unimim.i rd eouni erpoint in the

bass. When the treble lias completed the lead to which it

reverted, (In: buss begins (lie inversion at a 12th below the
original response, and thin of course results in a canon in the
octave.

; and when in this le-ili-r die corresponding point is reached,

the treble employs tin- sixteen iiiilierto n nimitakiil burs of which 1

have spoken. I fear it is impossible to make this clear by
words, but I am sure the examination of the canon will afford

both pleasure and profit.

The last fugue is built on three themes, shown under Figs. 15

A, B, and C. It is incomplete, and in its present condition has

Fici. 15 A.
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fourtli subject offers, however, a clue of v-in<i 1 .It expia nation, since

it would only bo in keeping with his method in tin; preeedirc;

part of the work, to delay the entry of the original subject until

the last (let mo recall to your memory" the treatment oftlicfttb, S'Ui,

and 10th fugues)
; so I conjecture the fourth subject would have

been Homo form nf tlie original subject. On trial, 1 have found
that the subject I ."> A will combine wiih ihn form nf the original

subject seen in Fig. 8 C, and that the second subject (15 B) con-
bines with the augmented form of tho original used at 9 B. I

have not, in tho casual attempts I have made, succeeded in com-
bining the subject 15 C with any form of tho original subject,

except I find a retrograde order of the B.A.C.H. subject—that is

H.C.A.B. will work with a portion or the original theme ; but this

is a kind of deduction from a subject (hat ^cenis not often to havo
found favour with Bach, and is a dovice of which I think he gave
no hint in ' The Art of Fugue' Moreover 1 should expect thai if

the composer in! roduced a form of the original subject in this

last fugue, it would bo a single form capable of employment with
each of the other subjects of tho fngno.

There is another supposition that has occurred to mo : I men-
tion it only suggestively. May not this fugue have found its

way into 1 The Art of Fugue ' by accidont, or as supplemental
matter P

There are four considerations that to some extent favour the

1st. The want of connection shown by tho absence of the

original subject, and also, the similarity of the first subjeet with
tho original subject, does not agree with Bach's habit of selecting

subjects for combination of marked contrast.

2ndly. The place of this fugue. Bach had exhibited his art
in tie several fngal compositions extending from 1 to 13, next
are placed tbe three compositions that aro ovident variations on
former numbers, and then follow four canons, and there does seem
some want of method again to resume fngal treatment.

3rdly. All the other fngal treatments have been termed
counterpoints (I quote from the early editions), and any verbal

superscription has been in Latin. This last fugue has an Italian

superscription, and is called a ' fuga.'

4thly. As the original editors of this work did not scruple to

insert at the end of ' The Art of Fugue ' a chorale prelude, truly of

rare interest and exquisite art, but having no relation whatever

to the previous work, it is no great stretch of imagination to

suppose that they may have indnoVri tins fugue rather because

of its intrinsic value, than because it really belonged to the art of

fngno. An inspection of the MS., which I havo not been for-

tunate enough to enjoy, would probably show whether this com-
position is an integral part of ' Tho Art of Fugue ' or not. Be this

as it may, this last fugue, although unfinished, is a sublime com-
position.

We are sometimes almost told that the fugue is an effete and
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worn-out musical form, and that its resources are erhausted.

That good fugues of character and individuality are not often

written now-a-days, few will deny
;
though the art was not lost

wlit-u blende! s.^ohn lived, as witness his organ and pianoforte

fugues. Schumann contrived to be Schumann still when nsing

the same form, and within the last fifteen or twenty years Klengel
has contributed a truly wonderful collection of 48 preludes (all

canon) and 48fugnes, which are far removed from being copies of

anything known before. Still, it may he admitted, worthy spir.i.

mens of fugal art are rare
;

so, I would submit, are worthy speci-

mens of the symphony or sonata, or even of the song form; but as it

certainly would be rash to declare that symphony, sonata, and
song can only bo glories of a fading past, so I believe there must
be in the nature of things a future for tho further development

of fugal forms : at least we may safely conclude from all past ex-

perience, that only in proportion as music is leavened with the

leaven of imitative and conntrapuntal design, does it gain the

prospect of outliving the passing fashion of the period that gave
it birth.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. BastSter said that he experienced almost a feeling of

jealous)' at- Mr. Ilifzgs having accomplished a purpose which he

dad had in his t:iind fur ilu L last twenfy years : namely, that of ana-

lysing the marvellous work to which i heir at 1 ent inn hud I.hat day
been called. The fact was, however, thai. Mi'. 1 Hltsjs had done it s:>

ably atid m e* liau-t ive! y, I lint lie thought Ins lon;r cherished pur-

pose would not. now lm carried out. lie thanked Mr. Higgfl for

his very kind mention of what he had called a valuable rule,

which he (Mr. Banister) had given. He was i:ol, aware that he

was the originator of it ; but was very glad if in any way he
had put forward clearly that which would he useful lo sindcnls

in connection with the matter. He thoroughly endorsed all the
observations with which Mr. Higgs concluded his paper, with

regard to the exceeding importance of the fugaland contrapuntal

form of composition. There was, he believed, a very prevalent

notion among students that unless they were required lo write

fugues or canons they need not learn how to do so. But nothing
could srivc students a more riidni'mjr interest in any form of

lairnpnsition than the habit or a capability in them lor the de-

velopment so marvellously carried out in tho work of which they
had been hearing. Therefore, if there were any young pro-

fessors or students present, he would say to them that nothing
could he more instructive than to pursue such an analysis of all

fugal works which they could get hold of that were worth any-
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thing, pursuing that analysis with a view, not so much to write

works like them, as to improve the quality even of their own
lighter compositions. If they took the lighter fugues of Bach
himself, the comparatively easy ones—e.g., tho well-known No. 2

of the 48, in 0 minor—nothing would bo easier than to show,
by taking such a papor as had been laid before thom that day,
that the whole fugue was constructed in similar contrapuntal
order. Writing out in open score was the most valuable form
of education that a student could possibly have, and should by
no means bo thought a wash) of time. A student might often

think—I have taken tho book ; I have read it ; I see how it is.

But he would Bay they would never learn bettor, than by taking
the trouble even to transcribe all those works in open score, so
as to bo compelled to think and see how the various subjects

were treated. He would say that in strong commendation of

tho habit of analysis, and thinking about presenting ideas in

different aspects. Ho always liked to impress this latter matter

npon pupils who came to him ; and that mas shown in a wonderful
way in the work of which they had juBt been hearing. The true

analysis for them to pursne was analysis of foriit and zonttivxiii'ii,

rather than that of the supposed poetical intentions of the com-
poser,—now so common ; and no small service had been rendered

by the excellent examples of this right kind of analysis which
had been furnished that day. He repeated that he corilini'v

endorsed every remark Mr. Higgs had made, and thanked him
for taking out of his hands in tho admirable manner in which
he had, his long-cherished plan of many years.

The Ch&jeuas said he was perfectly sure that none present

would thank Mr. Higgs for having taken the matter out of Mr.
Banister's hands, because, if there was a subject he had worked
for for twenty years, he hoped Mr. Banister would think seri-

ously upon it, and give them the benefit of his thoughts. One
remark everyone would endorse, and that was tliu necessity for

students learning to write fugues and to analyse fugues, because
even their lighter works would bo very much benefited thereby.

Ho would refer to a recommendation of tho late celebrated John
Cramer to bis pupils— ' Mind you learn how to write a ftigue ; and
when you havo thoroughly mastered it, don't do it.' He agreed
with Cramer only as to the first part of his roeommendation.

Dr. Bridge said there was one point already mentioned, in

which ho took a considerable interest, and that was tho questiou

of tho tonal answer. They knew it was a great difficulty to hit

npon it, and he might say that Mr. Banister's rule already

alluded to had afforded him very great comfort when he was
reading upon tho subject. He never met with it anywhere
else, and it was a very great aid to find that all alterations

in the answer should be made either on approaching or quitting

the tonic or dominant. That was a very great help to the student.

Before ho had learned the rule he used to be puzzled beyond
measure continually. He was searching about for every possible
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hint, and the only hint got from Cherubim was, answer the do-
mmBTit by the tonic, and the tonic by the dominant. But then
there were always exceptions. There was another little rule

which Mr. Higgs did not mention, and which lie had observed

in Sir P. Ouseley's book, and that was that if there was
an interval of the diminished 7th in the subject, it was never
altered ; it was the same in the answer. He thought it would
be well to get all these little hints in one book, because the
subject of answering ivas one that caused (lit; greatest possible

annoyance and trouble. He knew as a fact, that a fugue was
written on a certain subject, and the writer was informed that

the answer was wrong. He submitted the subject and the

new. But when one was looking forward to examination, it

was a very great bother to find that he was not at all sure

whether he would get the right answer or the wrong. The
little hint about (he alterations, when approaching or quitting

the tonic or dominant, was an excellent one. He gathered a hint

or two from a honk he bought some years ago, by Kolbnan ; who
called attention to the fact that the 3rd of the tonic was
generally answered by the 3rd of the dominant, and the 6th
of the tonic by the 6th of the dominant. He had found that
suggestion In lie very useful.

Mr. Ch.Uii.Ks Ei>wai([> Stephens remarked that the actual

meaning of Imml as appl ied li> i'agae had never been fully deli ued.

Did it- mean that we were to keep to tile original key, or did it

admit of any modulation whatever from that key ? If the key-

meeting should he (j- lie had f,a.ml books dille/altogether in

be made must appear as the upper part, or scale of the key-rote,

and not as a. substituted scale of the alh, ami he gave as an ex.

ample a subject which he said was given by the king of Prussia

to Bach to extemporise upon.
Mr. STErnE^s observed that that was not the dominant

harmony of the minor key in which the fugue was written.

Mr. HiGGS stated that he was not prepared to go into defini-

tions at all ; but his opinion would he entirely in agreement with
what seemed to be the sialeineuf in Kollmau. If the subject he
had been bringing forward that afternoon had been in D major
instead of D minor, the answer would have used CJf.
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Mr. Stephens said the second bar in tlie answer No. 2 in the

jmpif bi'loiv i lie mirling was clearly in A minor. He could not

call that a tonal anewer; slrielly speaking it was a I ransposit.ion.

Mr. Hraos observed tlutt Chenibiiii said the chords of tho

tonie would be reproduced in the chord of the dominant, that is

in the harmony of a fifth above, major or minor, according to

tlii- original kej.

Mr. Stbphbhb drew attention to the fact that the answer No.

2, with the single exception of one note, was a pure transposition.

The whole of the answer read in A minor, and but for the key
not i' going to the domiiisml, imd answered by (he dominant going

to tlm key-note, it was a rent fngue In ail intents and purposes.

Mr. HlGGS said it would he found ihat the characteristic of

most tonal answers was that the least possible alteration was

Mr. Stbphbh8 repeated that what is a tonal fugue had
never been accurately defined.

Mr. Bantstkr said his idea had been that in certain subjects

there was necessarily an alteration in the interval, in order to

prevent modulating beyond the dominant; and that in such

cases the fugue was tonal. Where no such alteration was
necessary, no modulation taking place in the subject, the fuguo
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ON THE PEILOSOPEY OF SABMONT.

By W. Pole, Baq., P.R.SS.L. &E., Mus. Doc. Oxon.

Dr. Pole began by stating it was not the object of the papar

to meddle with the practice of harmony, as determined by the

beat composers; nor with the teaching of harmony, so far as it

was of a practical nature. Students must be taught what fchey

were to do, and their instruction was generally efficient and admir-

able. But the writers of books on harmony were often not con-

tent with practical teaching
;
they thought it necessary to bring

forward systems and theories with the object of explaining,

deriving, and accounting forall the facts of harmony ongnrandu
of natural necessity. The iirst who attempted this was Rameau,
in 1722, who was a philosopher as well as a musician, and whose
system, though it did not go far, was novel and useful, and laid

the foundation for all that had been done since. But harmony
had much extended since liis day, and later theorists had
supplemented Rameau's principles by theories and hypotheses

of much more doubtful authority ; hence had arisen a host of

different systems, so conflicting and inconsistent that, instead

of aiding the study of harmony, they were only calculated to

throw stumbling-blocks in its way. A reaction had act in, and
many of the best authorities had lately been inclined to donbt
the possibility of explaining all the facts and rules of harmony
on natural principles

;
many opinions to this effect being quoted

in the paper.

But it would not do to go to the other extreme, and suppose
that there were no relations whatever between harmony and
natural phenomena, Snch relations did undoubtedly exist, and
their study formed what the author termed the ' Philosophy of
Harmony,' the object of this study being to trace out, in a logi-

cal manner, and on philosophical principles, imw i'wr ivlin/ at
know as harmony in a musical sense is really founded on natural

laws, or how far it is the result of msthetic taste: a domain into

which science cannot enter.
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It is only lately that such an investigation has been possible,

inasmuch as the physical nature of musical sounds, on which it

must necessarily bo based, was obscure, until Each great light

was thrown on the Subject by the recent acoustical researches

of Helmholtz. These, when better understood and appreciated,

would probably tend to create a revolution in our modes of

thought on musical theory.

In such an investigation it was desirable to use great caution

in the argument drawn from an appeal to the ear. It had often

been assumed that what our ear approved must be naturally

right, and what it disapproved must be naturally wrong; but
it must bo recollected that the ear appealed to was not a natural

ear, but one trained by habit and education to approve or to

disapprove the things in question.

Harmony consists of several notes sounded simultaneously
;

but in such an investigation as the present it would be desirable

to begin with the simplest possible combinations, namely, those

of two notes together. There had long been an understanding
that some of these combinations were more agreeable than others,

and they had accordingly been divided into two classes, called

consonances and dissonances. But the philosophical question at

once arose, What was tho true meaning or cause of this distinc-

tion ?—had it any real foundation in nature, or was it merely
empirical or conventional ? The author alluded to various

attempts made from time to time to answer the question, par-

ticularly the theory of the simplicity of ratios, as admirably
worked out by the celebrated Leonard Euler ; after which he
passed on to the more modern and complete physical explanation

of consonance and dissonance offered by Helmholtz, based on
the roughness caused by the interference of beats in the har-

monies of compound sounds. This was by no means easy to

understand in the original work, but the lecturer gave an expla-

nation at some length, aided by a series of diagrams, which had
the effect of representing to the eye the complicated effects pro-

duced on the ear. He then exhibited the results in a table,

which showed the various degrees of dissonance of the several

combinations of two notes in ordinary use.

These results were remarkable, inasmuch as they showed
that there was no definite line of demarcation, in a natural sense,

between consonances and dissonances
;
they merged into each

other ; and all that could be said was that, generally speaking,
the consonances wero near the smooth end, while the dissonances

were near the rough end of the scale. Fence tho broad dis-

tinction drawn in practical music must be based on technical,

rather than on natural grounds.

Passing on to harmonies of several notes, or what wore
called chords, the lecturer showed that every chord consisted

of several combinations of two notes each, and the general effect

of the chord, as regarded in its natural degree of dissonance or
roughness, might bo estimated by the summation of the various
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elements it contained. In this way he had constructed the fol-

lowing table :

—

Comparative Dissonance or Cbosds.

Major triad 28

Minor triad 28

Dittordl of Three NeU$.
Diminished triad 61

Augmented triad ...... B3
Italian augmented sixth 43

Discord! of Four Seta.
Dominant seventh 07
Major triad with major seventh .103
Seventh on supe-rlonic 74

Seventh on leading note 1)7

Diminished seventh 1111

Augmented trind ivilli majur shithIIi . . 117

Augmented triad n-hli minm- seventh . . li!3

r.erman augmented sixth 87

French augmented sixth . 103

This table did not take into account all tlie elements that

affected the ear (as, for instance, tlio discordant combination-

tones in the minor third), and therefore it could not be expected

to be a perfect representation of the practical effect of the various

chords; but still the general correspondence of the results of

physical dissonance, thus reduced to actual figures, with the

admitted musical character of the combinations, was a proof that

this character had a real foundation in nature.

The lecturer remarked that a good deal might be said, in the

way of philosophical discussion, in regard to each chord sepa-

rately ; bnt lie had only time to speak of the two most important,

namely, tins major and minor triads. He pointed out the

natural origin of the former by its existence in the most prominent
harmonies of compound sounds, and showed that this was the

fon:i(l;ilioii "! Kameaa's. system. It win si. eouswpmnce of this

that, there should be one important note from which the whole
chunl mi^'ht be assumed to spring; this Ramcau called the
gi'iv.'-ndtiir, and Kn^lidi musicians the root. In regard to the

minor triad the case was different, as no such natural origin

i-mihl be traced, except very remotely, and hence the chord was
of a more artificial character. For the same reason it had no
generator in Rameau's sense, and the word root applied to it

usually by English musicians must bear a more restricted or

eonvenl mniil meaning. The difficulties in regard to the applica-

tion of this term increased with more complicated chords, and
were, in fact, the chief cause of conflicting theories. Hence it

was suggested (hat, (be meaning of t.lui word root, as usually-

employed by KiiL'lisli liiinnoi.ists, should be better defined. The
modern Germans appeared to have given up the idea of deriv-

ing every chord from some one note as a root, for no such idea

_.i .1 Ii:l'
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appeared in tie latest and most authoritative book on harmony,
that of Eiehter, the head of tho theoretical department at the

Leipzig Conservatoire. Ho sometimes need the word Orundton,
but he only appliod it to tho lowest note of the chord in its normal
position, and never to an imaginary base ontside the chord. The
idea of natural derivation could mil <;iijirii»leiii.lv Ik; c:irri(.d oi:t

for complicated chords, and there was no option but to consider
them as of artificial construction.

Tho loctnror said ho had no opportunity of going into pro-

gressions, resolutions of discords, and other harmonic rules

;

if he did, it would bo found that physical science would bo still

more at fault, for, although it was possible to show good
motives for ninny of these things, yet theso motives would be
fonnd to be of an artistic anil ojstbetical character, and not
arising out o£ any natural necessity.

It mnst not, however, ho imagined that the rules were, on
that account, less binding on students of harmony. There had
been great mistakes on that point

;
and, in fact, the ehiof reason

why writers on harmony had invented their theories and systems
was that they conceived such theories wero necessary to warrant
the inculcation of the rules. Such was not tho ease ; an mstho-
tical motive was as good a warrant for a rule as a physical one

;

and honco the philosophical study of harmony, though it might
correct hasty and erroneous theoretical views, did nothing to
check the practical authority of tho great composers, or to
diminish our admiration and respect for the immortal works
they had left behind them.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Ellis said he would begin with some of the last things
Dr. Polo had alluded to. Tho form of calculating the roughness
of a whole chord was very enticing, and at first glance it seemed
perhaps to lead to correct results. But they saw the major chord
and the minor chord producing precisely the same figures,

because they both had the 3rd and the 5th, and the inversion

of (he one was tho same as the inversion of tho other ; and yet
they knew that whore a major chord was interposed and a minor
chord was interposed tho difference was exceedingly marked.
There was no mistaking one for tho other. He was talking, of
course, of pure chords, and Dr. Pole also dealt entirely with
them ; that was, chords in which tho notes wore exactly in the
proportion represented by the figures in the diagram. Of course
in ordinary music they were not such, and therefore ordinary
musicians had not the power of hearing them. Although he
had an instrument tuned twelve years ago, as well as ho could
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tnno by the oar, for the purpose of studying tlie effects, yot he
had novor had any opportunity hinLwlt of bearing the esact

relations until last Bummer, when Appunn exhibited his tono-

meters in tho Loan Collection. Ho was thore three days for the

purpose of exhibiting them to those persona who -wished to hear

them, but ho was very sorry to find very few practical musicians

came in to hear thera, when there was no other means of doing

BO. The study of the chorda which ho had made on that instru-

ment, which was not yet complete—bnt ho hoped it would be

complete in tho course of the year, for he was glad to say he

understood the instruments wcro purchased by the South Ken.
sington MuBeum—had led him to many considerations which
he did not find sufficiently expressed in Hclmholtz, or even by
one who had supplemented it a good deal by investigation,

namely, Professor Mayer. With regard to the minor chords,

thore wcro throe forms, all of which required consideration.

One was the nsual one, whore the relations of the vibration to

numbers wore 10, 12 and 15 in the closest form. But those

were so very high as harmonics, that of course harmonics at that

height were of no consequence to the ear. He would say, how-
ovor, that in stadying the minor third, 16 to 19, which was
alluded to by tho lecturer, ho was able to demonstrate tho effect

of the 19th harmonic in as high an octave as that in which those

notes were written. That had a very remarkable effect. It was
only done by o list; i-viiii: that Uilto wore two sets of buals which
arose in chords. One set arose from the beat of the partial tones,

which were all simple ones, and which were always very fast,

generally once or twice tho number of vibrations in the lowest

tones, and which occurred when yon had a sufficiently strong

tone, with a piirtia! sufficiently reinforced. When they heard

tho 32 and the 64 of Appunn, with the conical tubes attached

to it, the rattle was so obvious that they could not hear the tone,

and he had come to the conclusion that it was not, properly speak-

ing, by the partial tones of fho root that they had to study chords,

but by tho harmonies which he distinguished from the partials.

The harmonic thns produced was not a simple tone; it was a

compound tono of a peculiar character, and he proposed to eonfine

the term harmonics to fundamental compound tone ; that was, all

compound notes which ivere built u|>im t lit- pari i a Is of that fnnda-

menta) tone in their lowesi puriiiils. Tiint. was t.o say, if the funda-
mental one had 12, 2-1, ."ill as ifs partials. iln.'ii if In; began on 2 and
got 24, 68, and so forth, he had one of its harmonica ; the one that

was really produced upon the harp or the violin when touched in

the middle. If they began in 3, and got 3, 6, 9, and so forth,

tliat was another harmonic. All tha general chords arose from
using the harmonics which, when united together, would produce
nothing whatever but the partials of the fundamental tone, rein-

forced in different ways, and therefore making the two heats

between the partials which wero within the beating distance

more distinct than before; and therefore, when only taken a few
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at a time, producing effects so different tram the original tone,

that the artificial tones were recognised, and had been dealt with

as something entirely different. Those beats there arose, for the

harmonies thus formed might go on to any extent; not merely the

audible partials, or the partials which could ba made effective by
beating with other beats, because they could always, upon any
harmonium of fonr octaves, get a 10th exceedingly distinct ; for

if they made the lowest C sound, and tln.-n jnnl. sli^hi ]y dcjin-ssed

tlits liijjlLL'ii C, iliey would hear the beats arising from that flat-

tened octave very clearly and distinctly. Bat, he was going to

say, that those of the beats which they heard were ouly the beats

which wonld arise to thu fundamental tone itself, provided the

partials were audible to a sufficient height, and were sufficiently

reinforced. That was very distinctly shown in Appunn's appa-

ratus. Then, if they made the lowest tone very low, the partials

became lower, and they came then to that which Helmholtz only

vaguely knew, and which Mayer, as he had shown in the 19th
Appendix, had more definitely shown, namely, that the beating

distance depended on the pitch of the lower note ; and that in a

very deep bass there was a possibility of hearing the beat when
the simple tones were two compounds ; but it was only certain

simple notes of them which did beat, and the others went on not

beating, therefore rendering the heats more difficult to get. He
desired to point out that in all those which were formed as har-

monics there were necessarily coincident tones. Those he rather

called coincident tones. If, then, they had a slight amount of tem-
pering or flattening or sharpening of any one of those it would
produce a dissidence, and those dissident beats were totally dis-

tinct from the rattle of the partials which arose even in the best

chords they could form. They were much lower, and very

much more annoying, for the annoyance of the chords did not

so much depend upon the number of the heats as upon the
interval between the two notes that beat. Helmholtz had par-

tially pointed that out by showing that 33 produced a great

number or series of chords, but with different effects accord-

ing to the part oF the scale in which they were produced.

That was a most essential principle, and one which ought
to he studied very much by composers, especially by those
who wrote for the orchestra ; because it was by separating
the instruments properly, that they could produce the different

effects of smoothness and roughness upon which so much
depended. The dissident beats which were inevitable at present
were totally different. Ho had the opportunity of hearing this

the other evening at Exeter Hall, when Mr. Prondman was
giving a demonstration with a choir of more than 100 voices,

which sang partly without accompaniment and partly with.

Without accompaniment the chords were all in tune, pure chords.

When the organ, however, played, the chords were pulled aside

from one end, and all the dissident beats came into play. During
the last two linos of the chorale of Bach his ears were so pained
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by those dissident beats in every chord that ho could not hear

the music. That was part of the acoustical theory upon which
music was built ; and it was only when those beats were not
brought into great prominence that the oar could endure them.

Helmholtz was tlid first to point ont that we could endure such,

tilings ;is ail'col tin: flattened .".1 h to Hit: ordinary equal tempera,

inent, ami whirh must lie expressed us a valid in the most com-
plicated numbers possible. He thiiujihl toniperunieut had upset

the whole theory of the simplicity of ratios from first to last.

But when it came to he considered how it was that the larger

numbers produce; that eil'eot, it would be fonnd it was simply

that tho ratio expressed in larger numbers was reduced tai its

convergence ; that was to say, when they obtained the simple

ratio which was the nearest to it, it produced beats arising from
tempering or mishitting t hat particular ratio. He was going to

say there were threo minor chords, 10, 12, 15, ami thcro were

16, 19, 24, which was the one which Appunn himself said was
the finest and most beautiful. And in his harmonium, which
unfur'.iHiulely wns injured in passage, lie had two rows of keys

especially ad'detl (bat tin y might hear the ell'ect of those chord*.

Ho had, however, studied them upon his instrument, and did not

like those so welt as the others. But they bad one advantage
which especially told in the harmonium, and which was that the

differential tones, to which Dr. Polo did not allude, were more in

harmony with the notes of the chord than the differential tones

which arose from the ordinary minor chord. Hrlmholtz, as they

who had seen bis book would recollect, had especially dwelt

upon the action of tho differential tones as determining the ox-

treme diitoreiiiv hutween the minor chord and tho major chord
which was always felt. But tho other minor chord was very
mncli simpler and not at all a bad chord, and that was tho cmo
which Poole wished to introduce, namely, G, 7, 9, Those were
very simple numbers, and it was a very good chord. The
difference between a chord 4, 5, G, 7 and tho ordinary one, taking
the subdominant of 4>, 5, 6, 7 and a 9th, was that when you
passed from ono to the other, it was something perfectly awful.

He bad shown it to largo audiences and to numbers of persons,

who had been struck with the difference. They saw, therefore,

that in playing on a tempered scale they would only get a kind
of rough sketch of what harmony and music really were ; and
to argne merely from a theoretical knowledge and not a real

knowledge of the effects of these ratios was rather a hazardous
inquiry. Considering thai their harmony was based originally

upen a tempered scale, namely, on the mean tone scale, although
modern harmonies went upou the actual temperament, and there-

fore had a very much greater range than the former harmonies,
the rules which were deduced from those must have been prac-
tical rules. It wan a well-known fact that two tuners would
hardly ever tune the same piano with the same fork in the same
way

i
and two tuners, in different rooms, would certainly not
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make pianos agree note for note. Holmholtz had given a very
simple rule which was exceedingly convenient, by following

which thoy would never lie tin: tenth part of a fraction out.

Dr. Staineb Haid ho had been ho much plonsod with what had
fallen from the lecturer, that he had only to thank him. Ho
thought that musical men might be said to have very wrongly
used the term, theory of harmony ; but books had been usually

headed with that. He would like to tell Dr. Pole a fact which
he might not know, but which enrriod "nt. his theory of the

probablo fact of intervals being divided into perfect and impor-'

feet. In an old Latin treatise, [hi- author oi' whieh he did not

remember, ho fonnd intervals divided into three heads—perfect,

medium, and imporfect. Perfect intervals were minted to be the

unison of the octave, the medium ware the nth and the 4th, and
the imperfect were the 3rd and the Gth, That was of groat

importance, because it showed thnt. the division into a hard and
fast line of perfect, and imperfeet intervals was really practically

a modern division. As regarded the very dilUeult que-iion why
it was that such intervals as the augmented "itli, whieh musicians

of courso had to treat as discord, should really find their way
amongst the chords, ho thought the explanation must eerne from

rostbetical grounds. He did uot wish to enter into the question

of tempered or untempcred intervals ; and as regarded tho nso of

the word 'root,' ho entirely agreed with what tho lecturer had
said. Ho thought some word was wanted to express, not the

natural generator, and not merely the bottom note of the chord.

They wanted something between tho two. He had ased tho

word 1 gronnd.tone,' bnt ho did not think it a good one. They
wanted a word which would not be tho root and not the base

note of the chord, but which should imply a key relationship to

the note above.

Mr. Bobanquet said some doubt existed as to the correctness

of Mayer's interpretation of his experimental results, with

roference to their bearing on Helmholtz's theory of the ear.

Tho question was, what became of beats when thoy passed a

certain number, say when fchoy were considerably more than 100
per second? How did they affect tho ear? Mayer tried to

solve this question by taking a continuous note, and interrupting

it many times per second, nntil a- continuous sound was pro-

duced ; ho then inferred that boats consisted of analogous intcr-

successiVe beats were in opposite phases, and tended to neutralise

each other's impulses, and not to maintain them. Suppose the

little moving thing in the ear, which communicated irritation to

the nerve terminal, to have its motion represented by a small fly-

wheel, as all pendulum motions could be represented, then the

series of impulses in Mayor's experiment fell on a fly-wheel like

a series of pats which woro all in tho same direction ; under these

circumstances tho motion might be maintained, and a continuous
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sensation of sound communicated to the nerve terminal. But in

the case of boats, the impulses from successive beats acted like a.

series of pats succeeding each other in opposite directions, and if

they ever could go fast enough to run into each other, which was
doubtful, the ultimate effect must be to keep the little wheel at

rest, since the totnl impulses in the two directions would eaneol

each other, and there must be silence. Mayer's experiments

were therefore not directly applicable to the use of beats, as the

speaker and others Lad formerly supposed, but they had a
meaning of a different kind, out of which data could certainly be

got 1'or the treatment of beats. They gave direct determinations

of the rate of extinction of sound in the ear, but this was only
applicable to the case of beats with the assistance of calculations

other than those employed by Mayer. The speaker entirely

agreed with everything Dr. Pole had said at the beginning of

the lecture as to tho office of the philosophy of harmony, and
thought it best to found treatises of practical music on the

experimental facts of the existence of consonant intervals,

octaves, fifths, and thirds, and so on. One could go and tone
these for himself, and they were the actual things from wliich

music originated. Tho object of tho philosophy of harmony was
to be kept distinct from that of practice. We liked to know
the causes of things ; but this study was not essential for

excellence in practical acquirement.
In reply to Mr. Ellis, Mr. Bosanqoet said that the difficulty

about heats being in opposite phases had been pointed out to him
by Lord Rayleigh.

Mt. Stephens said Dr. Pole hod made some remarks upon the

value of doubling notes at a very low part of the scale. He
would mention a reason. Nature herself pointed out, at the

very commencement, that the intervals were wide, and as the

scale proceeded they became close. So that a chord distributed

in that way, with a broad interval at the bottom and narrower
at the top, had necessarily a better effect. As Dr. Pole's remarks
had all been of a practical tendency, he would like to make one
observation. liameau, whom they must always mention with
I In; highest esteem and respect, was supposed to be the discoverer

of the theory of (he inversion of chords. But there was no in-

version of chords : it was simply selecting intervals of the same
notes at different parts of their production.

Dr. Stoke said perhaps the point, was partly physiological.

Inquirers seemed to be divided into two camps, an d he belonged
to a certain extent to both—the mathematicians and the practical

musicians. lint if they took it. in a physiological sense, it would
be seen that it depended a great deal on education, and still more
was a question of the laws and of the powerof the senses. This
question ran through the whole of that branch of acoustics. Some
of the illustrations were so striking that he was justified in men-
tioning them, because he hoped that out of that tiey would get a
compromise, which would suit both the camps. The accurate
mathematical rendering of music was practically very difficult, if
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not impossible. Was it true or not that the unspoken axiom
which had gone through all speeches and writings was part of

the constitution of things which they lonked for? There were
many pleasures which were very akin (<> ]iain. There were many
agreeable sensations of Ihe !»n)y whieli if earned a tililo lxsyond

a certain point were absolutely disagreeable. He believed sound
caine under this category. He believed thu fibres of the ear, of

which they heurd so much, were liable lo this d iserepancy, as to

which it was very difficult to say where the iigreeabk-riess began,
where it rose to its jrreali St. point, and where ii trm dually p^sed
off into pain. Certainly the power ol' apjiveeint iug Hound had that

Sort of gradn.tii.il in it, ; lieeause. it \ms a well-known tiling that

deaf people had been able to hear tidier when a drummer was
playing his drum beside them or when the air !ill round was dis-

turbed wil.ti vibrations. They might hike it in many oilier ways.

There was the analogy of lastc. Dolieate faste superinduced on
another stronger taste was move sensible. They might take it

again on the musical side. They knew that certain instruments

of a noisy character did undoubtedly euhnnee their appreciation

of musical tone, or they would not use cymbals, drums, and tom-
toms. Again, an to the .jue-tion uf objection to new sounds.

That was a matter of history. He had been accessory to bringing

certain new noises into prominence, and ho had found that,

not many years ago, the French horn, whieh was now looked

npon as their most delicate and pure instrument, was regarded

as a vile barbarism. They would find that in Dr. Bnmey.
Therefore, after all, it was to a great extent a question of

education. Then again, he heard from an advocate of the

mathematical theory, that, there were two or three minor chords,

but the same speaker let out in the courso of a purely tin m eiiciU

speech, that one was not liked so much as the other. He would
only say that that was not mathematics, but was a question of

Esthetics, and that the question of a'Stheties must underlie all

musical sensation.

Mr. Ellis said he wished to refer to a paper ho had read in

1864, in which he pointed out that the minor scsle arose from
combining with major chords, tho roots of which, in the ordinary

sense of the term, formed the identical major scale.

Dr. Pole said he had no objections to answer. With regard

to the difference between tho major and minor triad, it would be

recollected that he had said therewere some elements which were
not taken into account, and that was one. Tho major and minor
triad, considered by the notes only, caino out as he had shown.
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Peofessoe W. H. MONK in the Chair.

MUSIO IN CATHEDRALS.

By W. A. Barrett, Esq., Mas. Baa Oion, F.R.S.L., 4c

I have undertaken a difficult and delicate task, in proposing to

read before an important musical body a paper treating of Music
in Cathedrals. Difficult, because of the risk one runs in yielding

to a temptation to be either historical or polemical ; and delicate,

as it is almost impossible to speak on the matters necessarily

connected with my subject without calling for the assistance of

one or both of these qualities in order ' to point the moral ' or
illustrate the remarks I shall have to offer. The difficulty and
the delicacy of the subject will be fully understood by those who
at any time have been connected with any one of onr ancient

cathedrals.

It is my wish to offer a few suggestions for the continuation
of that long-needed improvement in the use and management of

our cathedrals which has been so happily inaugurated in recent

times. I will not enter into the question of the merits of certain

of these reforms, for I am sure there cannot be two reasonable
opinions concerning them. I will only express a regret that they
did not originate with the bodies who have adopted them, but
that they were accepted as a necessity, arising from external

pressure, the consequence of the unexpected forms that awakened

result of due deliberation, instead of hasty adoption, the necessity

for my paper would not have existed, and I should probably

havo been addressing you on a totally different matter.

It would almost seem as though our cathedrals would resist

to the last changes of any sort in their constitution and manage-
ment. But they have taken moat kindly to certain modifications

of their old practices, and this leads all to hope that it is not the

If they had been the
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determination of Deans and Chapters to be insensible to the
necessity of adopting other reasonable alterations of their ancient

customs. Some of the changes already introduced are good, and
some are bad. In both good and bad there is enough gronnd for

congratulation.

They aro reforms, and they havo boon introduced into a soil

into which they are likely to take kindly root, to flourish, and to

fructify, contrary to all expectation. A considerable number of

these reforms relate to matters of ritual, and it is needless for mo
to say that as they do not come within the scopo of my subject,

I do not propose to touch thorn.

The present time is one in which music and musicians are

receiving a worthy recognition commensurate with their position

and profession. Musicians have earned the right to speak, and
can command some attention for what they have to advance. I

therefore feel no hesitation iu making a few statements with

respect to the condition of Music in Cathedrals, both as regards

the art and its adherents. I shall probably spoak of matters

upon which there aro still divided opinions, but as I desire to

learn, as well as, I hope, in some sort to teach, this part of my
subject may be the means of eliciting valuable opinions on
questionable points.

After these remarks, you will perceive that the delicacy of the

questions at issue is equal to their difficulty. I shall not, how.
ever, shrink from the task I have undertaken, however it may be

treated. I behove that I shall bo able to find sufficient sympathy
among those to whom I address myself, to encourage mo for

calling attention to one or two of the peculiarities connected with
the theme I have selected. 1 shall endeavour to condense my
remarks into a small compass, and, for the sake of method, pro-

pose to arrange my observations so as to make them relative to

those officers and offices concerned in the provision, the ordering

or regulating, and the performance of Music in Cathedrals.

With regard to the Srst-mentioned of these—the provision of

the musical force in our cathedrals—I think we havo much to

learn. In those places where the change has not already been
organised, a revised treatment of the choristers might not inaptly

inaugurate reforms in all other departments. The education of

the choristers should bo of the highest and most carefnlly devised

character, to fit then: for the service of the Church whilo they are

attached to it, and to qualify them for competition with the

world when they are sent adrift. The manner in which choristers

have been—and in many placos yet aro— treated in cathedral

schools, is simply disgraceful. Thoir statutable rights havo been

placidly ignored, their musical tuition too often so neglected, that

at the end of their time they are frequently ignorant of tho very

alphabet of their art, and their religious and moral culture is so

shamefully disregarded or overlooked, that the familiarity with

sacred things has brought with it, for them, the proverbial result

of familiarity. Those who know the life of a chorister of this
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pattern know that nine out of ten of the children of a choir, when
their voices are broken, never set foot in the building in -which

they formerly ministered, although they may be living near it.

It may nut be necessary [in- me to say how important it would
be for the welfare of a cathedral, and lor the furthering of ita

interests, that the sympathies of all, young or old, in any way
connected with the establishment, should bo unlisted and strength-

ened in the support of the true work a cathedral should have in

view. The cathedra! of a city should bo to the religious life of

the district what the heart is to the body—the contre of action.

It may be hoped that one day our cathedrals may be made
the centres of musical as well as of theological instruction and
knowledge. Then the ability in music displayed by tbo child

may lie so TOgnlatcd and developed in the young man, that he

may become an honour lo the place to which he was formerly

attached, and nothing he has learned be lost either for himsolf or

for society. Supposing that it was discovered in due time that

(Jod had gifted him willi :l voice worthy of taking part in the

serv ice as a man, no one would be better fitted by education and
training to hold eo important an office in the Church as that of

lay-clork. It, however, neither in voice nor inclination should
bo he qnalitied to take his part as ti musician, would it not be
well to make the endeavour to utilise the knowledge he has
already acquired, by employing il as a foundation upon which to

erect a superstructure which would tit him for some of the minor
clerical or lav offices necessary in a well-ordered parish ? I am of

opinion that (he work of the Cathedral aud of the Church will bo
greatly aided and advanced where there is a strong staff of officers

educated according to one design, drilled to ono purpose, and
having in mind one object. Cathedral service will bo a different

thing to what it e- at present, wit h all its divided interests. Inordor,
however, to secure so desirable a result, not only must the children
bo well looked after, but the rulers should be bettor cboson. Tho sys-
tem of appointments niust be altered. The higher officers should be
selected ns the lower ones ;;re, not for what thoy have dono, but
for whal they have to do. No capitular body with any degree of
wisdom, either worldly or clerical, would ever think of appointing
lay clerks or choristers because they had been of service somehow
or somewhere before they were placed in their stalls in tho
cathedral, unless there was it reasonable hope of having a largo
amount of work out of them afterwards. Cathedral offices, from
the highest to the lowest, should be given as trusts, not as
rewards; aud if the .Slate in to retain the privilege of presentation
to the clerical dignities, place-hunters and office-seekers should
bo ignored in the appointments. Because a man had served this
or that party in the Stale, he should not- necessarily be remem-
bered; for no cleric is juslilied in meddling with polities, not
even if his scholarly abilities are so hopelessly below mediocrity
us to render his chance of promotion for his learning extremely
doubtful. If, however, politics arc considered useful playthings
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For the clergy, for thoBB who determine upon making use of this

particular line as a means for promotion, a special purse should

be made oat of the State funds, and all schemers should be kept
in their original cures, although more money might be allowed

them as a solace for their advocacy. But the stalls in cathedrals

should be given to those whose previous lilt lifuj been Buch as to

create a confidence in their integrity, and no fear that the solemn
trust of a cathedral office would ever be abased hy them. If this

had been the case in past years, many of the scandals which Btill

cling to the skirts of capitular vestments would never have been

cast np to disfigare them.

The office of lay-clerk, which many who hold moke as honour'

able as the offices held by those who confer, and are supposed to

regulate it, might never have been an office of pity and contempt,
exposing the holder to all the unseemly slights the ingenuity of

the capitular mind can devise, if the value of the office had been
understood by those who occupy and those who regulate it.

Here, again, the dawn of new feeling gives promise of a better

regard for this office and its holders ; but still there is much yet

to be done to remove the contumely of centuries.

There is no doubt but that the services of the lay-clerks in

many, if not in most cathedrals, are valued not according to their

actual worth, bat according W the money value given for them.
The Chapter that pays little justifies its payment by a corre-

sponding small estimate of the ability of the recipient. This is

the way of the world ; and capitular bodies are not yet out of the

reach of worldly considerations and influences, as well as worldly
ways of thought, to hope for a thorough reform in this respect.

The lay-clerks iu many instances have themselves to thank for

the low ground upon which they are placed as citizens of the

world ; for instead of maintaining a proper sense of their own
dignity by a superior behaviour when not under the influence of

a special fear, they very frequently do injustice to themselves and
to the high office they hold (however inadequately such office

may be paid), by consorting with the lowest and the basest, and
so contracting habits which make their name and title a ' scoffing

Is it not possible to turn even this peculiarity to good account ?

The lay-clerk in a cathedral is a sort of Ishmaelite in the sanctuary

:

belonging to, yet unregarded by the more prosperous members of

the same family. He is frequently kept to his work with a sur-

prising degree of severity, and his conduct daring service is

watched with a view to present or faturo punishment, summary
or cumulative. Outside the cathedral the authorities tako no
more notice of him than of the least retravded thing they must of

necessity come in contact with. Where he lives the Chapter Clerk

knows by his books ; bow ho lives, and after what manner, is a

matter of concern only to himself ; and so long as he is present

in his place, and at rehearsal, no one cares what becomes of him
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or how he spends his time. I do not think this is the right course

io adopt. I think that the authorities might show a little more
interest in the concerns of these I heir poorer brethren on a
principle of policy, if nut on a higher ground

; for too often the

lay-clerks of h catlicdta.l, knowing Ikhv little sympathy there is

between themselves find their rulers, doggedly oppose Chapter
decrees with the least show of reason, even when they are for

mntun! advantage. The common point of interest, the welfare

of the cathedral, mid the benefit of the Church, should be made
the point of common concern, and all connected by one bond
should lia vi! common ciiuse. ll is needless lo specify here the

disadvantage arising from a house divided against itself.

The want of sympathy between the holders of statutable ofSces

in a cathedral ia much to be regretted. It has led to a sort of

internecine war, the more pi nvrriiil at tempt ing t<i absorb, if not
wholly to destroy, the weaker. It is true that the lesser corpora-

tions found in most cathedrals have been greatly abused by the

several members, but is it not also true that the members of the

grenlcr corp'jrntions themselves set the example of misusing
trusts ? Is it because of the remembrance of this that cathedral

officers are often divided into a series of what may be called fac-

tions ? Even where these do not exist, there is much that might
be mended.

In no other coin rim nil y ni men arc there so many marked and
insurmountable barrier* lie! ween the officers as there are in

cuthedraln. The great Duke of Wellington said onco, that in

I iildiisr part in the service he Celt of no more value in the eyes of

the All-seeing than the poorest labourer on his estate ; that all

men were equal in church. I am afraid, if he had had eiperi-

ence of cathedrals, he would probably have modified his state-

ment. It is necessary that there should lie distinctions, and that
rulers should be treated with respect dae to them; but I do not
think it has yet been found that the work of that cathedral
ceases to prosper where the dignitaries manifest a small amount

Tho most popular officer of a. cathedral is often the organist,

probably for the reason that he is able to show some concern in

those inferior to him in position. The organist, after all, if ho bo
a man of tact nnitjudgmmit, is i be real ruling spirit of a cathedral.
He knows how much depends upon the right management of the
choir, in order to ensure a good character in the performance of
tho music furnished for the daily edification of the faithful, and
the consequent popularity of the place in which ho ministers.
The tendency of the present day is to make, and rightly to make,
the cnthedrals popular. It is unnecessary for me to adduce
examples to prove this. In formor times thoro was a peculiarity
of independence in the manner in which the cathedrals wore
managed, that eanuot but impress the observer of the present day
with an idea of amusement. Rulers now consider that the
buildings and the services are held by them in trost for the pub-
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lie. Formerly it was not so. The public also ia beginning to

feel that it has a right in structures built and maintained at its

own expense, and to enter with all the pride of right, instead of

the deference coming of sufferance. Services are increased and
their performance improved, and naturally music playa an im-

portant business ; and notwithstanding the existence of a pre-

centor, the organist is thu imirr imprint iuiictioniiry.

The proper mediator between the choir and the Chapter shon]

d

be tie orgnnist, from his position and connection wl\h music. It

is only in a fow cases, however, that an organist is found in loyal

aUianco with the inferior brethren. Not that he has little feeling

for his follow-workers, but the temptations offered by that magic
circle, 'the society of the Close,' often cause him to cast the

weight of his influence on tho side of the more powerful. The
precentor, or the officer who, according to tho statutes of tho

cathedral, is supposed to be tho means of approach to tho higher
officers, is rarely popular with those he is callod npon to rule over.

The reasons for his unpopularity are needless to particularise

hero. In this place I would venture to suggest that the precentor
to each cathodral should be a layman and a professional musician
skilled in the knowledge of mnsic, I would not, however, ex-

clude a truly competent clerical officer, one who husgradnntedin
mnsic, for example ; but tho proccntcrship should not bo held by
an amateur, whether he bo a cleric or a layman, because there

always is danger of an unduo tendency to favour that one par-

ticular stylo of music which every amateur considers it necessary
to affect as his hobby, and npon the superficial knowledge of

which ho too often bases his claim to consideration. This sug-

gests a further remark which it is necessary to make, in con-

sequence of tho pocnliar views which both precentors and organ-
ists seem to entertain at tho present day with regard to the

character of tho mnsic held to be suitnblo for tho service. I

consider that every style of good Church music of all ages should
be represented at one time or another during the progress of the

Christian year, but I think sonio degree of preference should bo
given to that which was expressly written for the use of the

Church, over that which is a mere adaptation from one popular
composer or another, the representative of tho hobby of the organ-
ist or the precentor. Music written by Englishmen to English
words, for the English service, has a greater claim upon our atten-

tion and sympathy than any adaptation from Romiah masses or
other sources, however good it may be as mnsic. I will say no-
thing of tho growing tendency to assimilate the service of tho

i'rotestant Church of England to that of the Romish observance,

by the introduction of certain oses more consonant with tho

character of the views entertained by tho latter. I do not believe

it arises altogether out of a Romanising tendency on the part of

thosn who introduce it, so much as out of a desire to make all

Christian worship of a certain degree of uniformity. That some
excesses are practised in those churches that make a point of
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imitating cathedrals, I will not pretend to deny ; there always will

be foolish people who, in the excess of their 7-eal, will overshoot
the mark. I have every confidence in the ultimate return of
these zealots and their prompters to the simple regions of common
sense, both with regard to ephemeral customs andthe adaptations

I have allnded to. I have no desire to ask any question here
why such adaptations are made ; I will only say that we have
unregarded treasures of our own, which to my mind speak more
oloquently, because more naturally, tlian any adaptation, however
skilful it may be. The introduction of these adaptations has
suggested to many of our modern composers a system of prolong,

ing sentences, and fitting certain expressions with corresponding

scale passages, which can only be effective when treated by genius

of the highest order. As it is, these vain repetitions, these

falsely accented words—in short, this plan of word-worrying, is

irritating in the extreme. This is especially to be regretted, for

Church composers have now an opportunity which I may say has

never presented itself before, and sncli a practice has become a
mannerism, which some accept as a standard style. Our Church
composers also are occasionally led away by the beauty and
variety of the effects modern organs are capable ol producing, to

write their music in the style of organ solos, with the accompani-
roent of voices. The effect of this has been to destroy the beauty
of cathedral singing in our choirs. There is scarcely a body of

men in any cathedral in Urigiaiul who know how to sing a 'verse
'

properly, and few are capable of singing a solo acceptably. The
art of cathedral singing is lost, and chorus singing has taken its

place—vocalisation has giveu place to vociferation. It is not

apparently considered necessary that the expression of the voice

should reach the heart of tin; li('iL: i:i- so long as its power smites

the ear. Writers of cathedral music, equal to the occasion, write

theatrical and sensational stufl', knowing that it can command the

market. ISy sensational 1 do not wish yon to understand that I

mean emol ional music. I think that Church music might be made
to appeal to I In; i duller cni.it inns uuwt snccr-Hsfully. I would make
as limail a dini int:! inn bel ween the sensational and the emotional,

as I would between the theatrical and the dramatic. Many of

onr modern Church writers coid'uxt- the terms, and write music
which tlioy intend tn lie diamalic and emotional, which is after

all so strongly suggestive of the theatrical and the sensational,

that the ordinary stage accompaniments of these things are ex-
pected as a natnral sequence by the listener. Until the right-

minded composer can obtain a hearing, the gaps in Church music
at present existing will be filled by those who spoil a good cause
for their own profit. There is a public ready and willing to re-

receive absolutely anything that is offered in the way of supply-

ing the demand which the awakened vigour of the Ch urch requires

to illustrate the service. Composers may write, for the public

[lays, and it is not necessary to depend solely upon the scanty
support of the cathedrals. Music, which forms so important a
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part in the services of onr cathedrals, until lately has hardly re-

ceived tie attention and encouragement which it deserves and
demands. There has been therefore no steady supply of writers,

necessary to lorm or to continue the traditions of a school. The
history of the past contains numerous instaneosof coldness towards

and of neglect of music, sufficient to crush nil ardour on the part

of composers, and all interest on the part of performers, had not

a few possessed an enthusiasm and love for their art which elevated

them above thu paltry cuilmiI edition* which too often influence

men in other matters. But a change has taken place : composers
havo arisen who, like other men, reason commercially. If a man
in bnsinesa finds by experience that a certain brunch of his trade

is unprofitable, he abandons it without remorse, howover much
liking he may have had for it. A different feeling inspired the

true musician of the past. He produced works that rarely brought

money profit to him, because ho was sensible of the necessity of

obeying the superior impulse within himself to bring them forth.

It is perhaps because those outside the world of art have been
wise enough to note this peculiarity, that of the musician to pro-

duce regardless of profit, that the want of substantial recognition

for the author of musical works has existed. A mechanical pro-

duction has a certain marketable value. Few artificers make work
for pure love, as many a true musician does. Men knew in old

time, that if music of u sjieuiut duii'UCU:]' wts wntited, thoy had
only to wait silently, and some genius would rise up and supply

the missing need. If they desired clothing or furniture for

themselves or for their houses, they were compelled to reward the

labourers who minister to their wants. For tho service of the

sanctuary, if musio was required, thoy trusted to chance for the

supply, and then comforted thomselves with the assurance that

because thoy did not order it, thoy were under no obligation to

pay for it. The history of mnsic docs not contain many instances

of composers who havo become millionaires by writing for the

Church. The history of sociot.y gives us many examples of men
who havo mado fortunes in trade. Musicians havo begun toper,

ceive that sentimentality with regard to their art is a ridiculous

fancy, and that they have a right to be recognised as members of

an industrial community, who, having to meet certain claims of

society, in their turn make demands which society must admit.

A composer of this sort feels, with some amount of justice

on his side, that he has as much reason to make a market
for his genius, as a carpenter has to require a profit for the

work of his hands. This is quite a new experience for

the musician, and one which, carried out properly, cannot

fail in the ond to remove his reproach from among men. The
time maybe near, or it may be far away, but it is surely, though
slowly coming, when works of art fnrnished for the use of tho

service of the Church will become a source of great emolument,

if not a fountain of honour, to the producer. The time has

hitherto been retarded by musicians themselves. Jf they, like
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other communities, were to work only according to the lawa of

supply and demand, and wero to unite in purpose and intention

for mutual protection and support, they would onsure a recogni-

tion, if not au encouragement, for all branches of their art, and
for nil its professors and labourers in overy grade in every place.

Genius would, as hitherto, ho independent, but the advantage to

mediocrity would bo incalculable. I am seriously of opinion that

all cathedral musicians, composers, or performers, until the day
that they receive due recognition on their own foundations, should
form a trade union or guild, so that they might bo able to com-
mand a fair price for their work, whether of the brain or of the

body; and so, according to the way of the world, they would
receive recognition of a highor character than they do at present,

in proportion to the money value they are able to demand for

It may be said, as it has been said before, that there is no
necessity for a trade union of musicians, that consideration shonid
bi;

j,

r
ivi.-ii to Uie vuluc of the srcciiil ririvilt;<;t; in beiiifr sllowcd ;o

employ musical talents in the service of the Church, even though
the remuneration and the recognition be small. Tbat the privilege

has a special value cannot for a moment bo denied. It shonid be
paid for, notwithstanding, as well as any other office, for it may
also be asked why ifc is that an equally small remuneration is

never offored to others who 'minister in the temple,' and why
the spocial value of the privilege is not equally insisted upon in

other cases, if this wero the time for asking questions of tho sort.

If a man confines the exorcise of his talents to the service of

the Church, ho should have as fair a prospect of reasonable reward
as if he devoted himself to any other profession. I do not think
that the peculiar character of the work he has to do is a sufficient

make-weight for ill-paid labour. Being a man, he must perforce

oat, and drink, and be clothed and housed, and bring np his

children in the fear of God, and to honour the laws of society.

He, therefore, shonid bo remunerated in proportion to his position.

A cathedral musician should be able to dovoto tho whole of bis

talents to the service of tho Church. He should not be compelled,

as all are, to eke out existence by all sorts of shifts and ends,

frequently nnitignifieH an': uncongenial, and too often to the

scandal of the society to which he belongs, and tho place to which
he is attached. Everyone, therefore, who has tho gift of music
in any degree is justified in taking his talents to tho best market.
1 uiLiiii'.-.i, help fooling and expressing a doubt, however, whether
tho cathedral is the proper market for much of tho stuff supplied.

I doubt, also, whether many of tho works printed are calculated

to bring a ereiii'iibh' esiitiiiiie of Jin^liiih mnsiciil genius, either

in the present or tho future. Cathedral music, like the cathedral

service, ought not to be influenced by the wind of passing popu-
larity or flying fashion. I am perfectly sure, of course, that the

good alone among these compositions will survive, and that the

poor will die a natural death, but I do not think thai consolation
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sufficient for all that must be endured until snch times come. I

think that the cathedral writers ought to approach their work
with a greater sense of responsibility than they do. No man has

a right to live a selfish life, or hi regard the present as final and
conclusive for him, not even a modern composer or a cathedral

organist
;
something must be done for posterity, if only oat of an

ordinary feeling of gratitude for inherit.!noes enjoyed. Wo may
do all we can for the elevation of music in cathedrals, we may
institute improved methods for the nurture and education of

choristers, we may ezalt the position, and augment the salaries

of the several officers to whom tho performance of the music is

entrusted. We may mako the services worthy of the building

in which they are given and tho traditions connected with them

;

bnt until the cathedra! composer learns to employ tho liberty

allowed him with a leas degree of licence than at present, the

works of the old writers will stand as memorials of reproach for

ill-used taionts, and our cathedral music transmitted to posterity

will go down, if not aa a sorrow and a shame to us, at all events

as nothing in any way worthy of our extended and extensive

knowledge of the art.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman said this was a most interesting and trenchant

paper, containing sentiments with which he believed they would
all not only agree, but which had long been with some of them
almost part of their daily life. He could not himself claim the

honour of being connected with any time-honoured cathedral,

but it must not be supposed on that account that he was at all

indifferent to thoir condition. Ho believed the publication of

this paper, with other things of tho same kind, could not fail to

tell on tho prospects of cathedrals in tho present day.

The Chairman said he believed Mr. Osborne had been a

cathedral organist, and perhaps he might have something to say

on the subject.

Mr. G. A. Osborne said it was qnito trno that he began life

as an organist at Limerick, and ho was happy to say that he
looked back with tho greatest pleasure to that period of his life.

His father was a lay vicar and organist of the cathedral, and ho
very frequently officiated for him, so that be might really claim

to have boen organist. It was said On revictit tovjows it spi prr-

mieree amours, and whenever he went to Ireland, as he did every

year, he always attended St. Patrick's Cathedral in Dublin, put
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on a surplice, and joined in the choir. His conviction was, that

yon could not have a more perfect basis for musical education

than a knowledge of Church music, because it gave a sobriety

which was always an advantage. Ho could not say that ho had
done very much which displayed that quality, because he wis
called a popular composer ; hut he could plead, liko the apothecary
in ' Romeo and Juliet' :

' My poverty, and not ruy will, consents.'

Writers liko himself wcro called upon by the publishers to

produce works at a moment's notice, and under those circum-

stances all that they could do was to make their pieces as effec-

tive as possible, so as to please young ladies. But still, whilst

he had been wriTinq; pianoforte music for them, ho had also

considered it necessary to write other things, and he had pro-

duced trios for pianoforte, violin, and violoncello, a sestet, and
two overtures, besides tho dnets in conjunction with De Beriot.

He mentioned this to show that all those who are obliged to

write to suit the market should consider that if thoy wished to

put forward any claim to tho respect of thoir follow musicians,

they should also strivo to provido somothiug bettor. Ho was
always delighted on healing Church music, had a considerable

library of it at home, and nevor passed a Sunday without playing

some of it upon tho pianoforte. He not only went to cathedrals,

but also to some of the highly ritualistio churches, where
adaptations from masses are produced ; and though he should
much prefer hearing them as thoy were intended to bo performed
by Mozart and Beethoven, with orchestral accompaniments, he
could not help feeling thankful for tho opportunity of hearing

them even as ho did.

Mr. Benson said one great thing which struck him in the

paper was the anxiety Mr. Barrett showed as to tho well bringing

np of the choir boys, for if thoy were not brought up well it was
impossible that tho future choir should consist of well educated
and intelligent singers and musicians. Ho was very pleased,

therefore, to bear testimony to tho care bestowed by the Chairman
on the hoys under his care at King's College. To him his own
boys owed a great deal, for he not only took caro of them
musically, but in other ways as well.

Mr, Higgs expressed his cordial approval of everything which
Mr. Barrett had advanced.

Mr. Sthatton said he never had the honourof being connected
with any cathedral, but, considering somo of tho statements which
had been made, perhaps it was not so much to be regretted as at

first sight it appeared. Mr. Barrett, in mentioning tho reasons

why Hur oli'i-icid :u; tlioritii.-s -li:mli! inair musicians bwr.fi', tvi'ern.'d

to the ground of policy, if not a higher principle. He had no
objection to make to that, but be did think that in music they
ought to insist ou everything being done from tho very highest

motives. He had often heard clergymen appeal to persons on
the groand of eipediency, but his opinion was, that nothingwas
worth doing from a low motive. It was possible that even the
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deoadence of cathedral music might be owing to the prevalence
of these low motives, people looking simply to that which paid
for the time being, instead of to that which was really true in

art; bat a true musician could never think of anything bnt of
following the dictates of his artistic conscience. All their efforts,

therefore, fur the reorganisation of musical arrangements should,

in bis. opinion, ho bawd on tin: vt:ry hi^liest- motive's only.

The Chairman wished to remark that no credit whatever
attached to him. in reference to the matter lo which Mr. Benson
had alluded. It was true he had had the pleasure of having
three of that gentleman's sons in tho choir at King's ('nlhi^o, lust

if the result was satisfactory it arose from tho plan pursued by
the Council of the College. The choir-boys were simply part

of the collegiate institution, and received their education like any
others. The plan arose some thirty years ago, and he had been
simply one oE those who had tho pleasure of carrying it out.

If the varionB cathedrals had only followed a similar plan,

probably one great evil of the past system would long ago have
disappeared. He remembered that some years ago the Rev.
Mr. Whiston, of Rochester, made a great onslaught on the
practice of the cathedrals in that particnlar.'and published a
pamphlet in which he proved beyond a doubt, by reference to

ancient and incontrovertible documents, that the boys were
entitled not only to schooling, but to be supported in the cathedral,

and afterwards at the university. This was very far from being

carried ont even with the present improved arrangements, but
they might hope that the activity shown primarily at their own
cathedral, and more latoly followed at Westminster Abbey, wonld
have the effect of stirring other cathedrals to like exertions. He
remembered with much regret such an occurrence as the with-

drawal of the sons of a cathedral organist from the choir, in

which they had entered, because of the impossibility of pcr.-i^.din;;

the authorities to give them their proper statutable education.

If he were not mistaken, it was tho right of every boy who did

duty in the Abbey of Westminster to receive- his education in

Westminster school, and an attempt was made within his recollec-

tion to carry that point, bn', unsu:rc;:.--!ully, ho regretted to say.

Another institntion which might be adduced was that of the

King's Sphool at Canterbury, in which, there was no doubt, the

boys of the choir had a statutable right to be educated. It was
evident, therefore, that the intention of the founders of the
cathedral system was that tho boys should not be merely paid

choristers, bnt that they shonld bo educated and maintained.

Might it not also bo said that the cathedrals, as corporate insti-

tutions, had not in any fit way fulfilled their duties towards the

English composer ? It was true they might point with prido

to a collection of compositions for the Church which they might
declare without hesitation to be worthy of her service. Even tho

Romish Church, with all the advantages that her children had
for centuries enjoyed, could not boast of a finer collection of
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Chnrch. music than this which had come down to them from
their forefathers ; but it must bo acknowledged that tin y uwed
the Church music written by Gibbous, Rogers, and Purcell, and
their successors, to S. S. Wesley : not to the fostering care of the

institutions under which they lived, bat to their own love of

their divine art. Might not the cathedrals do more for the

L'ii(:o[:r!it:i!iiii'n< nf com nosh-ions as a part of their mission ?

Mr. Benson said there had been an improvement lately with

regard to the boys at Westminster, and within the last three

months a house had been furnished and every comfort provided

for them. Their education was also better attended to, bat
they had not yet the privilege of attending the Westminster
school.

The Chairman said they wero no doubt on the eve of im-
provement, but it was not duo to tlie trill lscdi-als themselves, but
to public opinion acting upon thorn ; and like every other im.

provement, the influence came not from above but from below.

Mr. Benson remarked that the father of Professor Walmisley,
of Cambridge, was a choir buy at Westminster, and was educated
at Westminster school.

Mr. Murray thought that, looking at the results, cathedral

schools could not be quite so bad as was represented, because
Mr. Barrett, whose paper be had listened to with pleasure, was
brought up in St. Paul's school, and he believed some of the best

music was written by men educated in cathedral schools. Sir
John Goss, Dr. Blow and Purcell, were all cathedral boys ; and
though, no doubt, if they had had the advantage of a classical

education, might have produced finer work, still there was no
need to be ashamed of their productions. At the time of the
Reformation, certain institutions, such as jiivhciiilnries and pre-

centorships, were Jimmied in order that what was called learned
leisure might be provided for men who could follow particular
stmlies which il was thought would never become popular, but
by and by these thing.s fell into abeyance, litt.hr encouragement
was offered towards leisure, learned or otherwise ; a school of
mnsic whs never formed, and composers of all times wrote the
greater part of their Church music simply for the shop. Never-
theless the musician who wrote from the love of art was Sure
to prodnee something which would live when all modern music
had died out. He believed the old cathedrals were the best
schools for music, for many of the men who had made a mark
in this country, either as singers or composers, had learned the
principles of their art from the cathedrals.

Mr. A. J. Ki.us, li'.lt.H, asked leave to make a few remarks
with regard to the pitch of cathedral organs. He had been ex-
amining the question of pitch a great deal lately, and he found
that the organ of Trinity Coil, ^r, Caii.l.i-u^v, was examined about
100 years ago by Dr. Robert Smith, who determined that the D in
the higher octave gave 524 vibrations, which was not a high
pitch for C, so that it was a whole tone lower than at present.
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Hg had a fork tuned to tho C of the Hampton Court organ of

Father Smith, which ho had not yet measured absolutely, hut- bo

believed it was about ami when they recollected that 61:2

was now considered a- very low pilch, il would show that this

was more than a tone lower than the pitch at preset)!, used.

With regard to the music plaveil on I hese orjans, if it was in-taW^™g^tho same pitch, which undoubtedly it was, it

prosont time ; in other words, it would ho necessary, for playing

they possessed the f'.irk with whirl, he conducted the Mes.inh.

an A fork, of 420 vibrations, equal b> about for V, nod there-

fore about fivo-eighthn of a tone flatter than the Philharmonic
pitch of the present day. The consequence was, that an oratorio

would have to be transfused ti semitone in order to give it tho

same effect which Handel wished to produce, and this l>ecamo

very important in such cases as the Hallelujah Chorus, where
It, G.and A, had to be sustained by (he soprano voices, while the

othir pari.- hail to taken Miburdmate poaition.t

Mr. BaKKKi i said it had been his desire simply to offer B. few
suggestions towards the improvement el' the CaUieiiral system, and
it was his wish especially, that many things which wore on tho
eve of being amended should not l>e marred by a too great haste.

The Cathedral system was one of long growth, and ho thought
the reforms should be matters also, not of equally long "I'owth,

but at all events influenced by a certain amount of deliberation

before they were adopted. With regard to the observations of

Mr. ficiison, he holieved that the right of the choristers of

Westminster Abbey to attend Westminster school still existed,

and if the Dean and Chapter were willing tn npsot Westminster
traditions and disperse the associations connected with what
Westminster itn.n call the ' crucllied pi^'ams' "".lie four birds sur-
rounding the cross which was (he emblem of the Westminster
school], he was ipnle sure that rhoristcrs could be secured in their

statutable and jast: right. There were many cathedrals throughout
England in which tho grammar schools were founded first of all

for the choria.lcrs, and into which outsiders wen.' admitted only on
siiti'evanee. But now, where choristers were admitted to these

schools it was tin suH'eraucc only, and the outsiders claimed tho

» Subsetpteni measurement showed il lo be C -178-8.

t Mr. Ellis ha> since ascertained tliat tin' pilch at" St. Paul's orfran at,

Kasler IH77 was IMS:!-;, jum a trills Matter ilinn hmadwea.rs medium
nit ok, and ahem I mi Camillas al.ijv,: ]-"i-i:;;f!i nkeh. Alsi), (hat. lint pilell of
Westminster Ahiicc O—an in M;iylS77 was A I IL', nr C. JiS-C, liisiNjf aliLar,

halt si comma sbarper than Ftvneh |jiteh. Until arc verv much halter

than our prosont concert pitch, U 645, or A 458. .Mr. Fllis's ietrarches an
pitch, wilh full I

al will lie found in the Julii'imi rJ'VIe A-iri,/,/ ,<f A,-1.;

Lor I'aih Hay 1877.

JI
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first right. Ho believed that St, rani's Bohool itself was founded

with this object by Dean Colet; at all events, it is certain that

the early choristers of St. 1'aul'n, like Thomas Tusser and others,

were ' Paulines.' Tho restoration of this right is not now perhaps

necessary, as tho Dean and Chapter have provided an excellent

school. There are many places, however, whero tho choristers

are fxuliulftl from s<:ln>i>is primari Iv I'minded for their chief uso

and boneGfc. There was a school at Chichester founded for this

purpose, also at Durham, at Carlisle, at Canterbury, and other

knowing Misu'llnria l!:i;-k,-li, ':.
ili-.u- i.!d lady who spent her

lifrantl ibriunii in t-iideavmuing to re-iton: choristers to their rights.

She recently died at the age of SO, having devoted "0 years of

her life to tho endeavour to impress Ileum and Chapters with a

sense of their duty, and she was eralilied at, the last, by swing
the dawn of improvement which she had so long desired to effect.

He agreed with Mr. Stratton that Cathedral work should be
written from a high motive, and had desired so to state most
distinctly. Those Cathedral composers who had made any namo
at all wore those who had written from artistic feelings, regard-

less of the money profit which accrued to them ; it was tho

clorgy alone who had discouraged them, and as Mr. Stratton

pen im.-iir.lv i-i-iiiiir-Lr'il, (lie. eirrgy oflcn put reforms which they
wished to see eflecled upon low grounds of policy. It was
tbereforo on those low grounds that he appealed io them as men,
addressing them upon their own level. He was brought up as

a child within the thick walls of what be considered to be the

pattern cathedral of the world, and which was now of itself trying

to become so, and ho hoped to see these reforms effected in

other places. They might not be in bis time, but still he should
be happy if ho had offered any suggestion which would have
any influence in retarding hasty and undue excess which cathedral
men in ondcavonrmg to improve cathedral music were trying to

introduce. The desire should be, not to adopt everything winch
was hastily brought forward, but to give it duo deliberation

;

that there should be no aniicty and not too much enthusiasm,
to accept things which attempted to supply the gaps which were
felt to exist, of which time alone could prove the value.
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R. H. M. BOSANQUET, Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.C.S., Fellow

of St. John's Coll., Oxon, in the Ciiaik.

ON THE GYMNASTIC TRAINING OF TUB BAND FOB
PERFORMING ON KEYED INSTRUMENTS.

By Stepheh S. Straiton, Esq.

Befobh entering upon my snbjoct, I beg ono moment's csplana-

tion. I cuii claim no originality in this matter, my attention

having- Been drawn fo it some eleven years ago by a work on
Finger Gymnastics by Mr. Ward Jackson. I was greatly taken
with the subject, and did my best to mate the work known.
Wishing to communicate with the author, I made many efforts,

by letter and otherwise, 1ml v,illi.:iit success. Subsequently, the
Bev. Edward Young, of Clifton, who knew Mr. Jackson, informed
mo of the latter gentleman's death. Finding the Finger Gymnas-
tics hut little known, I thought I might be doing some good by
bringing tho subject before this Association, as it seemed of great

importance. A recognition of the only scientific work on the
subject (to my knowledge), and my indebtedness to it, seem to

me only an act of justicn to tho author.

After tho scientific subjects brought beforo this Association,

the one I have the honour to introduce may seem, to many, hardly
ivdiihy of coEsiilei'iiii'ti

;
still, however imperfectly treated by me,

I hope to provo at least its great importance. It is of some con-
cern to every one possessing a pair of bands ; and of greater inu-r-

cst to those whose skill in performance depends npon the": 1 hn:nis.

The voice (tiiuh's rcmiilc- in ^niinciil, fur :i crv i~ !iis Erst action in

life) has had much scientific attention. Its organs hidden, and
operations myatorions, inquiry has been stimulated to explain its

action. Tot that is, in a manner, automatic and perfect from the
firs-.—being iijt'.hictivc. Man shares with lower animals the in-

stinctive- habits : a chicken has been seen to catch at a fly whilst

tho shell stuck to his tail
;

so, in tho infant, actions of the lips

and tongue are perfect from the beginning. Sir Chas. Bell, in
his ' Treatiso on the Hand' (from which I shall hare to qnote-
occasionally), says :

' Tho hand, destined to become the instrument
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for perfecting the other senses, and for developing the endowments
of the mind itself, is, in the infant, absolutely powerless. As
booh as the tinkers arc capable of ^nispinir, whatever they hold is

carried to the mouth. Hence, the sensibility to touch and power
of action in the lips and tongue urn the first inlets to knowledge.

The use of the hand is a Inter acquirement.' In fact, the hand is

an instrument of mind, not an organ of instinct ; and is capable of

tin: highest education.

Now, pinnoforto playing may be termed the most difficult and
complicated work the hand can possibly execute; and, requiring

much practice, great -1 reii^rh ami control, it is worlh considering

how fur we may help t'or'.vard such work by a scientific training

of the hand. I make pianoforte playing the basis of my subject,

because the training requisite for it includes that, necessary for

any other instrument. This training, I consider, has received

very little attention; possibly because the hand being a 'general

servant,' its mode of action hat. nut been deemed of any importance.

There seems no mystery in it. Yet who can tell Juno a finger

moves ? We know what is done, but Itow it is done is nono the

less a mystery. Iu pianoforto playing, moreover, quite a new
function dovolvcs upon the hand—that of being the exponent of
emotion. It is not going too far to say that it is as difficult

to eonceal emotion in voea! utterance as to express it. by tho

Instances are not rare of remarkable aptitude for tho piano in

very young persons ; this I believe to be a faculty inherited. It

is worthy of remark that nearly all celebrated performers have
had parents of some, and often of great musical talent. Professor
Ribot, in his great work on ' Heredity,' gives many instances.

Still, education is a great facto- in the production of an artist.

From the earliest introduction of the pianoforto, wo find a
iveo£T.itjon of tho difficulty of baud training. What may bavo
been tho ease with its predecessors I know not, and it is beyond
the scope of this paper to inquire ; hut a brief consideration of

the last instrument it; i_-eneral nse— the harpsichord—may not be
out of plaoo. As you are aware, the touo of the harpsichord is

produced by ' plucking ' the string with a piece of quill or

leather, attached to the upper cud of tho jack. The key cannot
be pressed down without the note speaking, and tho fullest tone
is produced by e;eiilh bur. quickly pi es.smg the key—not striking

it. Tho finger's work, then, in this instrument, was simply that

of u vera min resistance
;
in :'nct. similar to that of or^an playing.

Tho method of holding tho hand was, I believe, difforent to that
employed in piano playing ; the wrist being lower than tho

knuckles. This mis ri^ht, physically, a, the llc.vor muscles, those
principally employed

.
ae H

- more tally in that way. Possessine; a

large 'double' harpsichord. I tested (lie weight of the touch,

which for the lower keyboard with three rows ol'jacks employed,
I found to vary from nearly eight ounces in the bass to three
ounces higher up, and barely two ounces on the highest keys

;
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and on the upper keyboard, on which one string can ho struck

with one, or two jacks, tho pressure varied from six lo less than

two ounces. Trying various pianos, 1 found some—uprights

—

to require a pressure throughout of about live ounces ;
others

—

grands—a pressure of from nix ounces in tho buss to three in the

treblo. So far as key rcsi sinner goes, [lie piano is generally easier

than the harpsichord
;
but, in the latter, key resistance, execu-

tion apart, ends tiic fingers' work, while in tlie formur it only

commences there. As I have just observed, the fullest tone on
the harpsichord was produced by simple pressure; whereas, on
[ lie pianoforte, pressure, equal in the kev resistance, produces the

least tone, and frequently no sound at nil. Now, here we have
the seat of ono great difficulty iu hand training. For every suc-

I do not know if there ho any dynamometer for measuring the

force of blow in producing the fullest tone on the piano, but from

oxperiineal, I should sav thai sixteen ounces was uol beyond the

mark. Now, no occupation makes greater demands upon all the

muscles of tlio hand than pianoforte playing: and, beyond
strength, in a grealer degree is required amfrol. Tlie following,

from the Pull Mall Giw.ilv of a few years back, is an illustration,

'Musical Athletics.— Of alt the discoveries for which wo are in-

debted to German professors, one just published by Professor

Schmidt may claim to rank among the must singular. Hearing
Herr Rubinstein play al a concert, he took it into his bead lo

count the note- which that famous pianist hail phyed by heart,

and found them to amount to llli.'jM, fully justifying, therefore,

an assertion previously made by the physiologist flaring, thai, a

pianist's culling lays about the heaviest lax of any upon the

memory. Herr Schmidt was, however, not satisfied with this

enumeration. Applying A ustrian nouk reutzcrs as a dynamometer,
he tested the pressure requisite to strike a key on I (err Itubm-

in playing the 'yl.W> notes, lie therefrom calculated fo amount
to nearly ninety-four and a half cwts. Herr Schmidt then in-

truded in Herr von Billow's room and died his piano, which had
a harder touch : here the pressure would have amounted to one
hundred and eighteen and one-tenth ewts. The discovery may
bo of interest to pianists who are unaware how great an effort of

muscle they go through in playing a piece, but surely i:, requires

a German professor to draw such a lesson from a concert. 1 Per-

sonally, lam greatly indebted to the Professor for furnishing

such, powerful support to my argument. But he has not told all.

Wo may safely affirm that every note was not played luunissi-Mo,

consequently, tho added force must increase tho total to some-
thing dreadful.

Could an old harpsichord playcrlookthroughamnsic publish-

er's catalogue of to day, ho would bo amazed at the immense
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collection of technical studies for developing the mechanism of

the hand. He would cither think we had wofully degenerated
physically, or wo played upon some instrument of alarming con-

strnction ; and such a statement as I have quoted would not

re-assure him on the latter point.

Leaving the technical studies for a moment, let us briefly

glance at various attempts to overcome the difficulties of hand
training.

The earliest of which I can find nny mention is noticed in the
Q.itarl-'Hy M'tfi'i-n! Miiij-i-iin; 1821, No. 11. The apparatus was
slyli-d ' The ltoyal Patent Hand Moulds,' and the inventor was
Major Hawker, mentioned as an amateur pianoforte player of

great acquirements. The following is ft description: 'If the

under part of the hand and wrist, as far as tho knuckles, of a
player. " Inn addressed to performance on the pianoforte in the

best possible position, could be pressed upon a bed of clay, the
impression tlms given would convey t.iie nciunl form of the hand
moulds. They are thus modelled in wood or leather, and attached

to the wrist hv !. band iiml clasp. To the bottom, directly under
the part which raises the ball of the thumb and parallel with tho

run upon a rod, which is placed at any given height by a simple
apparatus upon tlici hidgr of the pianoforte which lies below the

koys, and thus the wrist and hand are mechanically compelled

to receive tho best possible position on the keyboard.' However
tho intentions of tho inventor, this 'guide' must have

, inasmuch as there is no one best possible position—except

for nno kind of passage.

Other mechanical contrivances were the ehiroplast, hand guide,

and gymnast: the latter I produce. All these things are mistakes.

The capacity for certain actions must be intrinsic: and no ex-

ternal prop cat] it::ike it so.

This ' gymnast ' is simply an instrument of tortnro. It no
more assign my finger lo lil't- ilscll' than I nssist a child who wishes

to walk by carrying it. We all know what Schumann did by
tying his I hi I'd linger brick ; and his iiit.e as a pianist should bo a

warning to anyone interfering unwisely with nature.

Let us turn to the advice of writers on the subject. The Musical
Mtvjatiitr- for 1H:}~i contains a reprint from the Alias newspaper
of some excellent remarks (in genera!) on pianoforte playim:.

'The genins of the pianoforte demands, as an essential quality,

in every performer rapidity of finger. In reflecting for a moment
on the vast variety of combinations thai p'l^sages for the piano-

forte assumes—the new difficulty that grows out of every new
form—arid that ont of the myriads of notes wo hear in the

concerto of sonic cm incut player, tack individual note is produced

by tho energy of some one out of the small human allotment of

lingers—again, that each key must not bo merely tonched
[strength], but (hat its force must be cnlcuhifed [control], or

there would bo no equality in playing, we may,'—please note,—
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'recollecting the original imperfections of tho hand, imagine what
labour goes to the formation of a perfect mechanism.'

If tho hand of man wore originally created for tho purpoan
of pianoforte playing only, tho difficulty of acquiring mastery
might argao somo innate imperfection ; but we mnst seek for tho

source of tho alleged imperfection elsewhere,

Home- remarks on lech-ocal prolificacy is.ii
i I its development

in ' The Music of the Nineteenth Century,' by Dr. Marx, are very
sensible and to tho point

;
although one is very much like that

before quoted. 'The lingers, us oeiginally endowed by nature,

are not by any moons equally adapted to their purpose for the

piano ; the third and fourth are weaker than the others
; the third

ia, through habit ' [true, but not literally so
;
they aro tied by

tendons], 'tied t.n ei:hcv Hie fourth or the second, unit therefore

less avuilablo for individual action ; the thumb is less fitted than
the others to produce [i suit tone. Here full scope c;i n be given
to tho operations of 6 ohnicaJ training

;
ii is the moce indispensable,

as t lie general use of the lingers does not in any way tend to pre-

pare them for t lie subtle ami precise movement, that t.ho uicehau-

ism of the piano ejects.'

This ia most true. He suggests analysing the task of training,

showing the purely mechanical nature of technical practice, and
advises the pupil alivav--. to boar in mind tho fact (l;ut execution

is but a means, not tho end of art. He is in favour, but in a
qualified way, of dumb keyboard and table practice, for sparing
the ear; and even suggests a form of keyboard, a rough sketch

of which I show yon, but he ia not in favour of any further me-
chamral aid. The keyboard is rad-ating, the keys raised, and not
wider at the top than the blaek keys of the piano. By means of
wedges the distance between the keys run be increased. Practice

on sncli an instrument as this would bring into play muscles that

aro not affected in the ordinary close ' live finger ' position. Jf

tho digitorinm, good so far as it goes, were made on this model,
it would be the best thing we could have for physical exercise of

the fingers,

Wieck, too, in his little work, ' Piano and Singing,' gives
some good advice cm hand training, and he favours ' iahlc prac-

tice.' The English Mrdi< ;-,;,>: some time ago repnnled an article

on 'The Education of the Hand,' from the Sciciilitie Anirrtaui.

Tho writer says
:

' We should extend this article too much were
we to attempt a minute analysis of the anatomy of the hand ; but
wo assert that the most complete education and development of
its powers can only be obtained through a perfect knowledge of
its parts and their offices.' That is precisely my opinion

;
but,

through most writers on the subject, not aitomi inc.- this analysis

and withholding tho essential knowledge, it has cost me much tame
and labour to acquire the lirt!e kiLiiwh clge J poises.s. I Sot. further

;

' This fact has boon appreciated by at h ast one of tho authors of

pianoforte methods now in use in the schools, and also by private

music teachers
;
and in a long experience and observation on this
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subject wo havo found that pupils progress much more rapidly

both in music and penmanship, who are first prepared by a know-
ledge of tho structuro of tho hand, and by special exercises cal-

culated to develop the weaker masalcs, and to render each inde-

pendent of the others.' -

The Americans must certainly be iu advauco of us, for I do
not know of any elementary work I'm- piano which treats scientifi-

cally of the anatomy of the hand ; nor do I know that sucli a
subject is systematically taught here. I belioYe, moreover, that

some movements of tho fingers have only very recently been

explained.

A. paper by Mr Charles Lunn, ' On the Power and Education
of tho Hand,' appeared in the Orchcstni of August, 18(4. Tho
.•subject is treated psyiiinligically, and the author's views very
cleverly set forth, Jlr. Lunn advocates a position of the hand
that will euablo the finger to touch the key just where tho ex-

tremities of the sensory nerves are situated. In passages of

extreme dolieaey, and when the piano has a light touch, this

method is undoubtedly tho best ; but in passages requiring

strength the angle must be le.-scnc<!, and llie set.se of hearing,

not touch, must cheek the result. Fault is foil in I with '.lie present

shape of keyboard, and a semicircular ono suggested a- more
suitable to tho lovorago of the human frame. The radiating

[je:li:l keyboard of the organ is commonded as a first step in tho

right direction.

The article ou ' Fingering' in Messrs. Stainor and Barrett's
' Dictionary of Musical Terms,' is very instructive. For the first

time, to my knowledge, out of a professedly anatomical work,
we tind tlie explanation of the apparent weakness of the third

finger—iu tho attachment of the tendons. For the music student,

however, Mr. Ward Jackson's work on ' Finger Gymnastics ' is

tho most important and useful. The subji et. is treated anatomi-

ca.iv. seiciitilically, and i;rac ically
; and the boob deserves to be

much more widely known than it is at present. Mr. Jackson,

in his mtrodac.oiy :-oi;iii vk.-i, accounts for his discoveries in this

way. He took liis daughters to Germany for education generally,

and musical irserut:; ion par'.icularly. Ho found tho method of

teaching (lie piano very fatiguing and trying to the nervous
system. He visiled several music ^e/iuols and conservatories, :n-

iiaiviti^- wli;tt vva-; tl.e best method known for strengthening the

lingers and wrist. Everywhere he met with tho same reply

:

' The chief difficulties are muscular, and the only way of over-

coming the in is persevering practice of finger exercises. ' It was
admitted that such work was very trying, and students were
sometimes obliged to uiscoti'.i nr.o playing for several months;
but there waa no other way of acquiring proficiency. He found
that, on resuming the practice of the violin after many years'
disconuunauce, be experienced fatigue after a few minutes' ex-

ercise, although well and .strong. He visited workshops of
different kinds, and found men with arms like giants, but fingers
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not used
;
and, extending his observations to general occupations,

came to the conclusion that the fingers were the least used and
weak est parts of the body. Then, repairing to the most renowned
gymnastic establishments of the Continent, he was shown alltho

various exercises. 'Whore arc your gymnastics for the fingers ?
'

he asked. ' Wo have none.' 'Why?' 'Wo never thought of

it.' This disclosed another fact, namely, that the fingers aro the

only active members of the human body to which a properly

constituted system of gymnastic exercises had not been applied.

He then visited tlni.-u e^iMisliments where men do work with
their lingers, and found that paralysis, nervous weakness, and
othor diseases, were inddtntiii to the various occupations. This

sot him to work to solve the diffionlty, and the result was the

hook I have mentioned. It has been translated into German, and
the author studied that language at tho ago of fifty-two, for the

purpose of lecturing on tho subject. Many f'altcnnjr d-s:i:noiiiah

were given by musicians and anatomists, who said :
* Ciy-rniiii-f tii-

exercises for the fingers ought to have been oommenr-er] lou

years ago
;

they are tho real foundation of practical art.'

Notwithstanding all this, tho work is so little known that I

do not SCruplo to occupy a little timo in drawing your nttontion

to it.

After giving a de.-HTiiaion nf tie vavinun niu- vii n of tho hand,

tho author presents a serii-;. of. exereiie;; with and without appa-

ratus, having for their object the attainment of strength and
freedom in the fingers and wrist. Time will not allow of my going

through tho exorcises, but nearly all arc of great valne, if prac-

tised with care and moderation by young students while the

muscles are still developing. For all players I would recommond
the uso of tho cylinders a minnto or two daily. Some improve-
ment in tho form is possible, as tho pressure, confined to ono
point, soon causes pain. I would suggest a grooved wedge, such

as I exhibit, which distributes tho prcssuro equally.

This drawing shows the ligaments which form tho articula-

tions of the hand. I wish to draw yonr attention now to the

transverse ligament on the inner (palmar) aide of the hand. Somo
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timo after exertion, and frequently from want of exercise, we are

apt to nay onr muscles nro stifi'. Tliis I believe to be a fignre of

speech. I think the ligaments stiffen, and probably the tendons.

At any rate, after trying these cylinders or wedges for a few
moments, a, wonderful fcelir.g of freedom and elasticity is the

result. This t re ; 1
1 u h 1 ! r, of t:ie ligaments, and some exercise t V .t-

lateral extension of the fingers, 1 consider the most valuable
features of Mr. Jackson's system. For reasons which will appear
lator, I must again impress the necessity of care and moderation
in these gymnastic exercises.

I have endeavoured to show yon, to the best of my ability,

what has been done for hand training, and especially by Mr.
Jackson. Now I want to prove that there yet remains something
to be done; that our knowledge has not exhausted the subject.

Indeed, if Mr. Jackson's conclusions were altogether accurate,

there would remain nothing farther than a recommendation of

his method without reserve, lint the world does not stand still,

and since 18155 (when Jackson's book was published), not only
hiive opinions on the subject of e;yn]uaslics hern considerably
jeodifieil, but onr knowledge of physiology find psychology has
become more extended and advanced. The views 1 am about to

submit, and the cxereises, lire therefore to be considered as sup-
plementary to the work of Sir. Jackson.

In order to make my treatment of the subject as comploto as

possible, I must call your attention briefly to the anatomy of the
hand and the views held on the subject of muscular contraction.

This forms the physical part of the question. Then, on the other
Land, an analysis of Ibe springs of action and the part played by
the will

j
how conscious actions can be converted into automatic

—a subject not sufficiently considered by musicians—may bo
termed the mental side. I bog here to acknowledge my indebt-
edness to my friend, Dr. Campbell Pope, who carried out a
thorough dissection of a hand for my guidance, and otherwise
gave me much assistance. The drawings I propose showing yon
have been enlarged from woodcuts in Quain's 'Elements of
Anatomy' by permission of (be publishers (Messrs. Longmans,
Green, i Co, J by another friend, Mr. William Breukspear, an
artist to whom my best thanks are due for the admirable manner
in which he lias executed them. 1 intend saving nut.biuL- res peel-
ing the nervous or arterial systems of the baud, confining myself
to the muscles, tendons, and' lieamenls, and with all submission
as one who knows but littk- of the subject. The bones of the
wrist arc eight in number, and united by ligaments which enable
the wrist to move in any direction. The transverse ligament I

have already mentioned. It is placed on the palmar side to pre-
vent over extension or bonding hack of the fingers. Each joint
of the fingers has its proper ligaments. Now look at a finger.
I have found that some persons imagine that the muscles
are in the fingers themselves; (he fingers contain only the
tendons (which are bound to them by fibrous sheaths), the
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mnscles themselves being lower down, in the band itself or on
the arm.

Tho briefest way of putting it is simply this : there is a muscle
to bend ench joint of a finger, and one to draw tho fingers together
when stretched laterally, witli additional muscles for tho thumb
and little finger. These are situated on tho under side of the arm
or in tho palm o£ t he hand. Musclos to straighten tho fingers or

extend them laterally aro placed on the back of the arm and
hand. The thumb, first and fourth fingers have additional

extensor muscles. Tho tendons of tlio long extensors of tho

second, third and fourtii fingers aro attached by slips passing
from each side of that of the third finger. Tho muscles botween
the bones of the hand (tho metacarpal bones) are very compli-

cated in their action. In addition to the functions mentioned,

they t-firnl ii ne with tin- long exkmsm-s m sf iMiuhl cuine; the second

joints of tho fingers, and done extend flu: third [cues. So 1 1

1

;l r

at times they act with, and at other- umncmiisc the action of both

the long extensor and flexor musclos. Tho wrist has its own
extensors and flexor, lml those of the finders assist in its actions.

The thnuib luis the gmiU'st freedom of action among the fingers,

and tho greatest strength, being furnished with eight muscles,

three for extension, < wo for flexion, mid three for various lateral

movements. Occasionally there are variations in tho number of

tendons, and even of tho smaller muscles. Movement of a limb

is effected by the contraction of tho muscles.

without fatigue, but we all know that excessive muscular exertion

causes not only weariness but sharp pain. The nature of mus-
cular contraction may explain this. Sir Chicles Bell says :

—'A
stationary condition of the limb results from a balanced bnt regu-

lated actien of all tho muscles; which condition is called their

tone. Nothing appears more simple tlum raising the arm, or

pointing with the finger
;
yet in that singlo motion not only arc

innumerable muscles pnt into activity, and as many thrown Out
of action, but both the relaxing and contracting muscles arc Con-

trolled or adjusted with the utmost precision, though in opposite

states and under ono act of volition— we perceive thai the power
taken from one class of muscles may he considered as bc-tcv.ed

on tho other; so that the property of life which \vc call irrita-

bility, or action of muscle, is upon the whole less exhausted than
would be the ease on any other supposition,' Again:—'Tho
power of contraction is a vittt./ property. The continued action

of a muscle therefore exhausts its filnlitij. Now to support that

action there must be a means of increasing or maintaining the

circulation of the blood within it, that being tho source of all

vital power.' From ' Quain's Anatomy' wc learn that tbo mus-
cular fibres aro endowed w ith f^.U'trlibUihj, ' a remarkable and
characteristic property, by virtue of which they shrink or con-

tract more or less rapidly under tho influence of certain causes

which are capablo of exciting or calling into play tho proporty in
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question, and which are therefore named .stimuli. Every
Hbre has a tnbular shcai.h composed of clastic tissue. These
fibres are arranged in bundles termed fasciculi, which extend
continuously from unc Uumiual tendon to the other; they very

generally run parallel; mid, allliouirli they converge towards
their tendinous attachment with various degrees of inclination,

yet in the voluntary muscles they do not interlace with one
another.'

A view of a totally opposite cliai-acter has been lately put
forth by Dr. Chas, Bland Iiadcliffe. His work ' Dynamics o£
nerve and muscle" is a remarkable Look, Premising that every
induction is the it-suit, of convincing experiments, I give yon tho
substance in briefest form :

' The view nf mtiscii lar action which
1 have long held is one which dispenses dingot her with the help

of a vital property of irritability or tonicity.' ' Instead of regard-

vitalitv. (here is indeed reason to believe I li;i,t it must, lie brought

nil kinds of electricity net upon nerve and muscle by way of

charge and discharge, the charge antagonising, the discharge

permitting, ths state of action. Tim whole case i.. simple enough.

It would seem indeed:—
' (1) That the sheaths of Hie fibres in nerve and mnsc.Ie aro

capable of being charged like Leydeu jars, and that during tho

state of rest they are so charged.
' (2) That the sheaths of tho fibres in muscle are highly

elastic.
' (3) That the fibres are elongated during the state of rest by

the charge with which their sheaths aro charged, the mutual
attraction of tho two opposite elect rich ics, disposed Lcydcn-jar-

wisc, upon the two surihecs of the sheaths, compressing tho
elastic subs: unci- ni' '.lie si

i
tut! is, and so causing elongation of the

fibre in proportion to the amount of charge.
' (4) That the muscular fibres contract when the atato of rest

changcH for that of action, because the charge which caused the

state of elongation during rest is then discharged, and because

this discharge Icavis the fibres free to return, by virtue of their

elasticity simply, from the state of elongation in which they had
been previously kept by the charge, anil that the degreo of con-
traction is proportional to the degree of elongation previously

existing.'

The electric discharge, according to Dr. KadclifTo, is analogous

to that of the torpedo, which, I need hardly remind you, is a fish

capable of giving an electric shock sufficiently powerful to knock
a man down. This characteristic of the torpedo was at one titno

need as a remedy for gouts and fevers. In man tho circuit of tho

electric discharge is wholly i-illtin the body—a fortunate thing,

or shaking hands might be a dangerous practice. This action of
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muscle cannot go on without intervals of rest., it being possible

to exhaust the- electricity ; thus fatigue is easily explained.

Does out Iliis view uf muscular action, il' con-cot, seem to point

ont the natural remedy fur local paralysis, brought on by over

exertion ?

Now a word on the mental aspect nl' the subject. The muscles

of the arm mid baud arc termed voluntary muscles, and are set.

in motion by volition. Will implies consciousness—wo must
know what we want to do before we can do it. We have volun-

tary and involuntary muscles; consequently we perform actions

with and without, consciousness— the latter being termed re/lo-,

of which breathing is one. Severn! /<//''.< actions mav go on at

once. On the other luted, according to' Hi hot, ' Consciousness is

one, and therefore il can at each instant hold only one idea. Its

form is that of a simple series ; and though certain slates of oon-

and a sphere, it will be seen that one idea excludes the other, and
that we can think of thum only surcessivclv or alternately.'

(' Heredity,' p. 49.)

The eye is the most rapidly moving of all organs, and this

(searching motion, says Sir Charles licli, is essential to vision.

' On coming into a room we see the whole side of it, as we sup.

pose, at once—the mirror, the picture, the cornice, the chairs.

But we are deceived : ami that arises from mir being unconscious

of the motions of the eye ; for each object is rapidly, bat succes-

sively, presented to the most sensible spin in tlieeye.' The motor

nerve of the eye is supposed to have as many as 1 .

r
>,000 fibres,

and the optic nerve probably not less than 100,000; the former
for movement and the laller for receiving impressions.

' Though velocity of thought, seemed to defy all measurement,
still it has been determined by 1 Icbnholl /. and ot hers liv means of

ingenious experimenl s.' Prol'o-sor Bain, in bis work ' Mind and
Hotly,' gives some interesting examples : 'Tint rate of passage of

nerve force litis been shown to be about ninety feet- per second.

Now the time of a complete circuit- of action, beginning tit a stimu-

lation of the senses and ending in cm-lain movements, depends
partly on the time of moving along the nerves, and partly on the

time of passing through the centres, where a number of corpuscles

ninst be transversed. The case of least internal delay is what is

termed rejlmadnm, where amotion answers to a stimulus, without

the intervention of the will, as in the involuntary start from a

pinch in the hand. Ttj experiments on frogs, Helmlioltz found
that a period of from one-thirtieth to one-tenth of a second was
occupied by the reflux act. Now t.lio lengt It of I he entire nerve-

tract could only be a few inches, which would hrirdly occupy (he

two.hundredtb of a second, if that tract were tin uninterrupted

nerve-thread. Two persons arc separated by- a screen ; one is to

ntter a syllable, and the other to repeat it as soon as possible. If

the syllable has boon agreed upon, the interval of repetition
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occupies from one-sixth to one-fourth of a second ; if it is not

agreed upon, tho interval is one-twelfth of a second more. Thus
we havo physiological evidence on the one hand, that a certain

time is occupied by nerve-force, and wo havo mental ovidence on
thoothor,thatan equivalent time in occupied by sensation, thought,

and volition.' (' Mind and Body,' p. 30.)

Now you will ask : What has all this to do with the training

of tho hand ? My answer must bo, that tho latter is only part of

a larger question : What is pianoforte playiug ? A combinat ion

of actions the most wonderful to concoive. Just analyse tho

conrplox working of the mind in a ' first reading ' of a piece. The
first impression comes through tho sense of sight—we see certain

notes ; this sensation has to pass into couscLousnu.'.sLcfoiv volition

acts on tho motor nerves of tho arm and hand, setting many
muscles in motion, before the key is struck ; then the sensation of

sound is received through the ear, and passes into consciousness

which has again to be exercised in comparing the sound with the

written notes for pnrposes of conlirmatiou or correction. No
wonder ' the inward senso oflabour and difficulty is corresponded

to hy tho number of awkward and irrelevant gesticulations.'

This case is supposed to be that of a beginner in the art. Thus
pianoforte playing necessitate* four distinct conscious actions.

After a time memory and ] nihil eon vert Hume of these movements
into partially reflex actions, and the mind can concentrate itself

upon one object. At present this is done at an expenditure of

time and labom' that, is peHYci !,' nppa II oil:
;
done, not hv seic-nt die

application, hut through sheer 'per.severanee. And how is con-

sciousness engaged ? Not as it should bo, with tho ideas to ho

jingle ! Of course, I refer to the' mass Jf ordinary pkyersfnot
to those finished arlisis who, aided hy their genius, havo suc-

ceeded in overcoming the tremendous difficulties of their educa-
tion. As we can neither see, do, or think more than one thing
at a time consciously, it follows thai the attempt to do more
roust result in failure. Hence the lung hours spent- in pianoforte

practise without scient ilic method only tend to desi roy the action

of the faculty most needed. Consciousness becomes deadened
through exhaustion of the nerves of hearing. ' It is a familiar
observation, that an unvarying action on any of our senses has,

when long continued, the same effect as no action at all ; a
watchmaker is not conscious of the uninterrupted ticking of his
clocks, but were they all suddenly stopped, he would at once
become awaro of tho blank,'* A player at the pianoforte should
bo considered as an embodied ;<\71, having a certain end in view

;

and all tho mechanism, mental and physical, so many means for
the attainment of that end ; and so trained, that their work is

done without interfering with tho will in producing tho intended

« Mnd and Body, p. 45.
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effect. In other words, all actions bat one 1 must be reduced to

secondary or cultivated reflex actions.*

I am obliged to give this general view of the subject, as the

hand only forms a part of the hici-1i;ici i.^rn employed, and cannot

be considered without lclVii noe to the whole. Heading innsic,

rhythm, and phrasing, I do not propose to enlarge upon ; bnt I

am strongly of dpiiiiiJii thiit jnucli in connection with them can

be done away from the koyboard.

Coming, now, immediately to my subject : what I propose

doing is, to train the fingors to automatic action, and acquire

complete control over the hand away from the piauci, so as to

give the performer a ready servant instead of a tyrannical

master.
The itnporliLiioe tu my argument of mueli I have already s:iid

will now be evident. Should anyone ask, ' How is (his training

to be done ?' my answer m:iy 1)t? Til-i- sm'pnshiLr, when I say

that we have more to undo than to do. I have stated that, in the

infant, the ham] is absolutely poworless
; its use is uot instinc-

tive. Now, that is important for us to remember. Our hand
becomes what we, day by day, cause it to become. Before I

consider this, however, I wish to provo tbat Mr. Jackson is not
quite correct m scat in^ that I ho lingers are the least exercised,

and consequently llic weakest, parts nf the body. His statement

is a partial truth : Are the finders still— ii: cliil.lhcod especial!} r

I know some young fingers I should like, at times, to be Iosb

active. One cannot work physically without using one's fingers,

and even indolent and la/y people ouimoi. keep them still; for, if

not properly employed, ivo are -eformed who

For idle handBto do.'

Again :—Are they so very weak P Look at the palmar muscles
(Illustration). What is one of their uses ? ' Tu grasping with
the hand, the strength with which it closes when all the muscles
are combined in action must be very great. The amount of
power is exhibited when wo see a sailor hun^iiij,' by a rope, and
raising his whole body with one arm. What must be the pressure
upon the band ? If the palms, and inside of the fingers, and
their tips were not guarded by cushions beneath the skin, it

would be too much for the texture even of hones and tendons,
and certainly for the blood-vessels and nerves to sustain.

'| Any
' three years' child ' will hold on a stiok and support the weight
of his body by his hands. Is there anything in pianoforte play-

ing calling for such exertion as this ? Assuredly not. Further,
try to bend the third joint of any finger. It is almost impossible.

What, then, do we learn ? Not that the fingers are little nsad,

• It is rather singular, thai, since my paper was prepared, an article
in the Chmr of last month affords strong confirmation of my views iu
many points. The writer is Mr. W. Matthews, of Chicago, U.S.

t Bir a Bell, p. 86.
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or week, but Hint wo have little control over thorn. In fact, we
have never educated them, and we throw fho blame on nature.

Dr. Radcliffe's theory of muscular contraction sooms to me to
explain many things, especially with regard to this want of
control over the finders. Stated broadly, wo may say that, in

musical performance, individual muscular actum if; the rule and
combined action the exception. In all other manual occupations
combined muscular action is the rule and individual action tho
r.xTcptum. To my thinking, those two movements are antago-
nistic. The infant's first action with its fingers is to grasp
whatever comes within his reach. From infancy that habit is

retained, and lasts as long as life itself I ohysicullv and moral! v I

:

until ' grasp ' becomes the motto of mankind, and ' close-fisted
'

passes into a proverb. Now, if wo from childhood are constauilv

using onr tinkers in combination, we arc doing our host to render
it, impossible to use them singly. The electric discharge is

diffused over the whole muscle, or series of muscles, causing such
strong sympathy between them that the utmost effort of the will

to isolate or localiso its effect all but fails. This sympathy
eitonds, in a measure, to the two humls and arms, and by long
usage, has been converted into a reflex action. In all sudden
starts the arms go together ; and it is easier to move any corre-

sponding fingers, than, say, the second finger of one hand and
the thumb of tho other.

This ' sympathy ' affords, I think, a satisfactory explanation

of what was an enigma ro ih\ Jncksmt : that men who worked
as blacksmiths, &<., and had arms like giants and muscles of
steel, could not uso their fingers. Men who work with their

arms work also with their fingers (wo have seen that tho most
powerful muscles of the fingers are situated in the arm), bnt the

action is combined, and being long continued, independence of

the fingers is lost beyond recovery, it also explains— ifwe allow
of tho ligaments and tendons stiffening—the helplessness and
fatigue which ensno on resuming an instrument long neglected.

The faculty of independent action once possessed, is lost ; and the

effort required to overcomo ' sympathy ' is mistaken for woakuess
in tho muscle.

If individual action could bo acquired before ' sympathy ' sets

in too strongly, much time. 1 feel convinced, wonld bo saved in

learning to play the piano. This sublet 1 con-idcr so important
that I seriously commend it to all having tho care- of young
pupils.

The muscles that arc undeveloped for want of exercise are the

edentors, on the back of tho arm, and thoso which move the

fingers lo. Irrnllii—situate in the hand itself. Those used in
' grasping' are already strong enough for all practical purposes,

and rcquiro 'curbing' if anything. Ask pianoforte students

where they firs:, r/iprnrueo j;i:i<_'Lu\ and in nine eases out of ten

they will say, on the back of tho arm.

for these muscles I would propose tablo practice, as tho ear is
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spared
;
and, to render tho action automatic from the first, I would

recommend the student to read, or study, while ho is exorcising

the fingers. Tho hand should lie placed upon the table, with tho

points of the fingers (which should bo extended laterally) alone

touching it, tho wrist held much higher than tho knnckles
;
and,

for support, tho elbow may rest on tho tablo. The action is to be

key-board practice reversod. Tho whole effort to bo made in

raising the fingers as high as possible, keeping them slightly bent,

and descending upon the table very gently. Any order of five-

finger exercise will do. As soon as tho fingers aro started, tho

student should endeavour to fix his attention on his book. Each
hand should bo exercised separately. Afterwards, the fingers

should be raised in alternate pairs—still extended laterally.

Many who play thirds fluontly on the piano will find this eser-

cise—with the left band especially—mneh more difficult than
key-board work. The fingers must be raised as high as possible,

as in tho preceding exorcises. The Telocity gained in a fall from
a high position is an added force, as mechanicians know. Those
exercises should afterwards be performed with tho fingers lying

flat upon the table. At first, each hand should be worked for a

short time only, and the period gradually increased. For evenness
in the down-stroke of the fingers, the pupil may use tho digitor-

inm for a short time, and only overcoming key resistance. The
following, which I oxtract from Carl Tausig's 'Daily Studios,

'

(Book 2, Ko. 26,) should then bo played on tho piano, softly

throughout, and with fingers raised after striking the keys

:
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You will observe there are four harmonic combinations in

each key, commencing in C, and rising chromatically till C ia

reached an octave higher. Each hand to be used separately, as

fingers moving in the same order strengthen the sympathy it is

onr object to destroy. This eiorcise is very good for bringing

the greatest number of muscles into action, and once playing will

be found quite enongb at a time.

These exercises for raising the fingers will be found most use-

ful also to violinists, and players upon snch wind instruments as

the flnto, clarinet, etc. In the early stages of progress, the diffi-

culty of lifting the fingers independently is much greater than
that of pressing them down, especially in the practice of shakes.

The nest scries of exercises I submit are for more effectually

destroying ' sympathy,' and acquiring individual action.

First place the hand (fingers straight) flat upon the table,

then, taking the second finger as a central lino, remove the first,

fourth, and third fingers as far as possible from it, finally moving
the second finger right and left. The fingers should glide along
the surface of the tablo, and not be raised. Then reverse the
process, and draw the fingers in order toward the centre. This
should bo done several times by each hand separately. After-
wards, it may bo practised with the hand raised

;
and it will not

be found quite so easy to accomplish.

Next, for individual action in thoflexor and extensor muscles.
Here it is impossible to act on a single muscle ; but ' sympathy

'

may be reduced to the least degree. Extend thofingers laterally,

and try to move the third joint only of any one. This is so diffi-

cult, that its performance is regarded as something wonderful.
The principal difficulty lies in the antagonistic action of the two
sets of muscles, and the strong 'sympathy ' between theflexors
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of the second and third joints. Thin sympathy must nt first bo
overcome by force. Wedges, such us these, roust bo placed to

beep the lower joints in position whilo the upper joint is bent and
straightened ; then two joints together are to be moved

;
and,

finally, the whole finger, which must bo kept straight. Then the

exercises may be tried with the hand free. The first of these

may seem of little moment, as we never play with a single joint;

hat I submit that the neglect of this joint is an oversight, and its

weakness censes a yielding at the instant of contact, which in

many cases materially lessons the tone it was intended to produce.
There is snfficient yielding afforded by tho elastic cushion of the
finger-tip, which is further supplemented by the loose wrist. To
violinists, the strength and power of bending in the third joint is

most important
;
for, if not bent before the secondjoint, the flexo-

tendon, imprisoned in the angle, cannot act, and the top joint is

rendered powerless. The thnrub and wrist are sufficiently pro-

vided for in Mr. Jackson's work
; bnt ' imaginary ' octaves,

sixths, and thirds

—

staccato— may, with advantage, be practised

on the table, in order to render the wrist flexible and graceful in

movement. If you draw the thumb away from the hand, nnd
then across the palm as far as possible, yon exercise nearly all tho

muscles, and prepare it for scale practice.

Just a word about tho loft hand. Wo all know that it is

weaker and less capable of exertion than the right ; but few go
to ranch tronble to ascertain tho cause. Sir Charles Bell says ;

' Tho universal consent to give the preference to tho right hand
over tho loft, cannot be a conventional agreement : it must have
a natural source. It is not the result of habit, bnt a natural

provision, for a very obvions purpose : promptness of action,

whero hesitation would bo dangerous. Moreover, the whole left

side of the body is weaker than the right.' Such being the case,

there is much force and common sense in the ' petition ' of the

left hand for equal education with the right which is found in

ihe writings of Dr. Franklin. In tho physical training of the

loft hand, great caro is necessary, on account of its comparative
weakness.

We must remember that exertion, whether of mind or body,
consumes vital force

;
consequently, when severe and long-con-

tinued, instead of giving strength it produces exhaustion. Jly
aim in training the hand is less for gaining strength than for

acquiring control. Excessivo key-board practice is, in my
opinion, very injurious, and for delicate young pupils absolutely

dangerous. They are frequently called upon to exert themselves

to the utmost of their strength, and when that is tho case, there

is no capability of mental effort. Fingers working without mind
reduce art to the level of conjuring. Moreover, this excessive

practice is destructive of all enthusiasm, without which, as Schu-
mann tmly says, nothing genuine is accomplished in art. Every,

thing at the key-board—even scales and exercises—should be
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made artistic : the severance of the purely physical from tho

artistic is, therefore, not an unreasonable proposal.

This hand training not. being in itself intellectual, the time it

occupies may be profitably employed by the student in mental
culture. Musicians are often reproached for their lack of other
than musical knowledge, and sometimes for want of that too;
pianists are considered inferior in musical feeling—I honestly
boliei'e, where this is the case, it is owing to their being literal

slaves of the key-board, and stupefied with excessive toil—to

musicians generally : anything that will enable them to become
better informed and truer artists is therefore worthy of serioua

attention.

The exorcises I have suggested for young Btudenta, with
moderate daily nse of Mr. Jackson's ' Gymnastics,' will, I feel

cnm-iiia'd, amply suffice for physical training. The student will

find his key-board work what it should be, art-work. HandB
trained and obedient will enable him with one act of volition to

reflect, as it were, upon the keys the impressions received from
written notes, or mental conceptions.

This subject has long occupied my attention, and the convic-

tion of its value is my only motive in bringing it forward.
Should I have failed in making my argument clear, I beg yon
will accept intention for performance. This Association, which
I hope will one day become the parliament of musicians, is most
fitted to determine the merit of any question of musical educa-

tion. The views I have expressed, and the cause advocated, I

submit, with all deference, to your consideration.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Saulman said that very difficult music had been com-
posed for the harpsichord and its precursors, the clavichord,

vicinal, iuiH spbici, which nipi irorl for its correct execution a
very admirable medm n is:n, fur which the fingers required

as much exercise as in playing the pianoforte. Although feeble

in tone, tin; harpsichord v.-iis ch'iir, crisp, and effective, and it

was considered far superior to ihe pianoforte in its infancy and
indeed long after its invention. The harpsichord players of
!( i !ni'i- tbys, being organists, touched the harpsichord as they did
the organ. They were not aware of the nxpn-ssive and sustained

tones which could be drawn forth from the Old instrument by
the cultivated touch of the finger, a tonch essential for the
pianoforte not having then been dreamed of. The harpsichord

owned by Mr. Slratton might possibly be in a bad condition, as
most harpsichords now were, in which case he could not possibly

judge of the real merits of the instrument. Mr. Salaman's
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harpsichord had two rows of keys, and whs therefore called a
donhle harpsichord ; it was made by * Old Jacobus ' Kirkman in

1768, and had never been allowed to get outof order, h'rom this

instrument sustained and eipressivo toneB may be pressed or

gqueezed out, so to spenk, which usually surprise those to whom
the character of the ancient instrument was previously unknown.
To avoid the tediooBness of practising pianoforte passages necos-

sary bnt wearisome, Mr. Stratton recommends students to place

before them a paper or book, which they may read, in order to

engage their attention while occupied in a purely mechanical
exercise. Mr. Salaman agreed with Mr. Stratton in that plan of
study, and he had always offered similar advice to bis pupils,

especially for the practice of the shake and doable shake, which
he considered one of the most dreary and monotonous operations

conceivable. Mr. Salaman regarded Mr. Stratton's paper as one
ofconsiderable musical interest and importance, and its publication

would, he was sura, bo looked forward to with groat pleasure by
the members who hod not had the advantage of hearing it read.

Mr. Chables B. Stephens agreed with what Mr. Stratton had
said in the early part of his address as to the important part which
the mental faculties have to play in musical performances. In
playing the pianoforto, for instance, the mind had as much to do as

the finger; it was not the brute force or brute strength of tho finger

which gave the tone, hut tho action of the mind on tho finger.

With regard to the Digitorinm, the nso of which Mr. Stratton, to

some extent, favoured, lie (the speaker) was open to confess that

he entirely disapproved of its nsc, and he always recommended
his pupils to avoid using it, his opinion being that unless the

mind was brought to bear on the finger, tho end desired could
not be accomplished.

Dr. Campbell Pope had had something to do with the pre-

paration of tho paper which had been read by Mr. Stratton, having
gone through some dissections by means of which Mr. Stratton

had illustrated his theories, and ho was personally gratified with
the lucid manner in which that gentleman had put forward his

arguments. Ha (Dr. Pope) thought that the training of the

fingers was most essential for everyone, and a great many useful

hints as to the methods of training might be takon from the obser-

vations which had been made, and tho nrgumonts brought forward

to support them. One great mistake which hod hitherto been mado
by thoso who had paid attention to this subject, was that almost

eiclnsivo attention had been paid to the training of the muscles on
the front instead of on tho bock of the arm. As Mr. Stratton had
pointed out, tho most difficult thing was to raise tho third finger.

Wo had, of course, always the faculty of gratpmg things, hut when
we eamo to raising the fingers, and more especially raising them
independently, then wo found some difficulty, especially with the

third finger ; even thoso who had for somo special purpose prac-

tised the raising of the fingers found some difficulty, but many
persons were incapable of performing tho action at all. And that
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action was much more difficult when the fingers were expanded:
[after illustrating this Dr. Pope proceeded] therefore he recom-

mended, as a supplemental exercise, an exercise in which tbo hand
was suspended in the air with the fingers downwards [illustrated

by the speaker], then curved in towards tho wrist to strengthen

them, and than extended and separated tho one from the other.

This after a little practice could bo done with groat facility. By
this action the small muscles in the palm of the hand, the inter-

ossei and other small muscles which were attached to the flexor

tendons, were greatly strengthened. These muscles were ordi-

narily most neglected, but for pianoforte playing they should be
most strengthened. The practice which ho hod described would
bo most beneficial at first if practised in the air, and if a board
were nsed, as recommended by Mr. Stratton, the value of tho
exeroiso would bo lessened. After a very short practice, the con-

trol which would be acquired over the hand muscles wonld be
discovered and appreciated. Then he was of opinion that in

time these actions would be carried on naturally and without
any effort of the will. Thia he termed reflex action. The eye,

the brain, and the band must all be stimulated into action before
a note could bo struck, When learning to play, these operations

were performed slowly and after mental effort, but by long con-
tinued practice they became reflex and independent of the notion
of the will. He thought the exercise with corks between the
fingers, as recommended by Mr. Stratton, to be very beneficial,

especially when the corks wore used for the purpose of strength-

ening the third joints of tho fingers.

Mr. Ellis observed that some years ago he found his hand
so much strained by the gentle exercise of writing, as not to ho
ablo to write for more than an half an hour at a time, and he
could only then use the pen by moving the whole arm. He could
•livrvljr.: I'.i'.v ;miK'[V-i'id thut t:<:n;::niivH pmctico on tho piano
wunhl induce great fatipno and render desirable Home xpccial
f\<-v.\i>-x f.,r 'in- srrfM.'.-i ._ ..i tl . : m.li 5 of the hand.

Mr. Shut: UN ivJ, wh:lo cunsortu;^ to tin remarks of Mr.
Salaman, with respect to expression on the harpsichord, ho did
1.0'. ir.tur.d innHical fxpr*WJ'on 10 form part nf hirf snhjoct ; all he
meant tn Hay was, that wbun ynn press the key of the harpsi-
chord dowD, yon Law iluvi: :,\ \ tin: *urk 'l:u' is m-n 'sary, whereas
on (he piano all the work was additional ; for every increase of
tone you have to add force, consequently the fatigue to the player
on the piano was greater than on the harpsichord. With regard
to grace of expression, there was much to be done on the harpsi-
chord as well as on the piano. Referring to Mr. Salaman's
remark about practising the ' shako ' on the piano, tho only ob-
jection which ho (Mr. Stratton) had, was that one ought, when
playing, to listen at the same time. At the key-board, everything
should ho done with reference to effect, and tone was every-
thing in piano playing. Ho preferred rendering the action auto-
matic, away from the key-board, because, if he added it at the
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key-board, ho lost in the process of tendering it the power of
listening, and that was a very great fault in pianoforte players.

Of course that remark applied to Mr. Stephens's observation.

Every one would agree with Mr. Stephens that the mind ought
to he at work the whole of the time : the work at the key-board
should be mental. If they eould get their hand so under control

that the movement of the hand should not cause effort, then the

mind wonld be free ; but if the mind was engaged in what the

hand was doing they conld not listen, and that destroyed the fine

feeling which every musician should have. For himself he might
say, that the leSB he had played for a time, the more he enjoyed

it when be returned to the instrument, and he accounted for that

because his consciousness or feeling was not deadened by t- \ivssivi'

work. The action of hearing and of the finger could not go on
simultaneously without making the one reflex. He had spoken
of the statement made by Professor Bain respecting the watch-
maker who did not hear the clocks ticking around him, but
when they slopped then he noticed it; so, if a person played for

six hours at a stretch he could not listen, and when a player

eould not listen, then he wonld advise him to leave off. With
regard to the remarks of Dr. Pope as to the action of the fingers

being useful to everybody, he would observe that they should be
made useful, for it was better to have a trained than an untrained

servant. We had no reason to find fanlt with the hand, for if

trained, persons who learnt music late in life had no difficulty

in fingering, whereas those who learnt the theory of music, bnt
whose hands had not been trained, were unable to execute when
they came to the key-board. In playing, the hand mnst execute

and the ear correct.

The Chairman said he thought they laid a little too much
stress upon certain ehance words which philosophers let. fall about

it being only possible for the mind to entertain one idea at a time.

He believed it was the experience of musicians that philosophers

had still a great deal to learn, for skilled musicians knew that

thny conld carry three or four melodies in (heir minds simulta-

neously. This would require seme consideration before accepting

the dicta of philosophers as sufficient proof.
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PttOFESBOB W. H. MONK IN THE ChAIE.

ON TEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AS A LANGUAGE
FOB MUSIC.

By Charles Kensington Salaman, Esq., Hon. Mem. Acad.
St. Cecilin, Rome.

An impression has long prevailed in the minds of Englishmen,
no less than of foreigners, that our language ut unfitted for music.

This, I maintain, is a fallacy, originally accepted without due
reflection, and since upheld, because no person, as it would appear,

has deemed it his duty to subject to careful examination the

foundation upon which it rests.

Intimately connected as this subject is with the vocal art, and
more particularly with English vocal music and English singing,

the Musical Association -will doubtless welcome it as one of

sufficient musical and national importance to claim attentive con-

sideration. Shonld, aa I hope, a discussion follow my Paper, I

believe that ideas will be thrown out which cannot but prove of

advantage to our poets, our musicians, and our singers. Opinions
emanating from an association such aa this should have weight
and importance in all musical circles.

It is probable that the prejudice which still obtains against

the English language as a language for song commenced with
the introduction of the Italian opera into this country; for it is

difficult to conceive that it could havo had existence while the
illustrious Henry Purccll flourished; ho who, in every page
of his vocal music, whether for the Church or for the stage,

afforded irrefragable proof of the fitness of the English language
for English music. ' Purcell,' says a contemporary writer, ' was
particularly admired for his vocal music, having a peculiar genius
to express the energy of English words, whereby ho moved the
passions as well as caused admiration in all his auditors.' With
what perfection Purcell has married his immortal music to im-
mortal verso need not be told to tho privileged minority who
have dolighted in making acquaintance with his compositions.
When Italian operas were first imported into England, and Eng-
lish translations of the Italian text were called for, it was
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discovered that onr language would not amalgamate with the

music of Italy ; and as it had already become the fashion to con-

sider that nothing was worthy to be designated 'mnaio' whioh
was not of Italian origin, the notion that the English was not a

musical language was then sown, it took root, and widely spread.
.' I have more than enough discouragement to drop the pursuit of

obliging my country,' wrote old Henry Playford, when publish-

ing, in 1702, the second part of the ' Orpheus Britaunicus,'
' since foreigners meet with a reception that is inconsistent with
the interest of ouo that has the honour to bo a native. But let

them under-soll me as long as they please, and transplant thoir

foreign musick into these climates, the judicious will bo of my
side when they make an estimate of Mr. Pnrcell's works, which
are equal to those of the best masters of Italy.' It does not seem
to have occurred to those who then raved about Italian music, to

the disparagement of their own, that every language should

engender its own vocal music, and that as the Italian language

had created Italian vocal music, so in liko manner should the

English language gonemte English vocal music. ' The only fault

I find in our present practice,' wrote Addison, in 1711, in allusion

to the introduction of recitative into English opera, 'is the

making nsc of Italian recitative with English words. The recita-

tive musick in every language should bo as diffcront as the tone

or accent of each language ; for otherwise what may properly

eipress a passion in one language will not do it in another.

Everyone who has beeu long in Italy knows very woll that the

cadences in the recitative bear a remote affinity to the tone of

their voices in ordinary conversation, or, to speak more properly,

are only the accents of their language made more musical and
tuneful. Thus the notes of interrogation, or admiration, in the

Italian musick (if one may so call them) which resemble their

accents in discourse on such occasions, are not unlike the

ordinary tones of an English voice when we are angry ; insomuch
that I have often seen our audiences extremely mistaken as to

what has been doing on the stage, and expecting to see the hero
knock down his messenger when he has been only asking him a
question, or fanoy that he quarrels with his friend when ha only

bids him "good morrow." For this reason the Italian artists

cannot agree with our English musicians in admiring Pnrcell's

compositions, and thinking his tones so wonderfully adapted to

his words, because both nations do not always express the same
passion by the same words.'

I do not claim for the English language that it is the hest for

song; but I contend that it is at least as good a language for

English men and women to sing as any other, and that, after all,

is what we have chiefly to consider in this inquiry.

The successful alliance of native poetry and music, which is

not sufficiently appreciated by our own countrymen, cannot be
expected to appeal to the comprehension of foreigners, who find

our language difficult to pronounce in speech, and yet more
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difficult to articulate in song. The suitableness or unsuitableness

of the English language for music, and the difficulties of its pro-
nunciation by foreigners, are distinct questions, which must be
argued separately. All rdiic-iicd Kriflisli men and women are

presumed to be capable of enunciating their native language with
ease, fluency, clearness, and correctness in song as in speech.

That this ' consummation, devoutly to be wished,' is rarely

roalisod is patent to all. Wo hear mispronunciation on the

stage, in the opera house, the concert room, the senate, at the
bar, and in the ohureh. The last time I attended a provincial

cathedral service the precentor, while intoning the Litany, per-
severed in repeating ' miserufci'iii sinners.' Many of our best

reputed vocalists frequently mispronounce and indistinctly arti-

culate their native language to such an extent, indeed, that an
almost painful degree of attention is requisite in order to discover
in what langnage they are singing. 1 Bid me iuspair,' and ' I'll

oitupair,' is frequently noticeable when Hatton's fine song, ' To
Anthea,' is sung. Too much aspiration and the want of it is

as often observable. In a song called ' Good bye, a long good
bye,' I have beard, instead of

'Hssaid 'twas hope, T only saw "goodbye,"'

A rery common error, committed even by some of our most
eminent singers, is to subdivide monosyllables :

—
' O re-est in the

Lord ' (Elijah) is commonly heard.

Such faults cannot be too strongly censured ; for they tend
to bring not Only English singing, but the English langnage,

into bad repute. As amateur vocalists more frequently imitate

the defects than the perfections of public professional singers,

these errors, widely spread, become chronic, and at length are ac-

cepted as correct. The difficulties of pronunciation by foreigners

are certainly very great, and, in some cases, are insurmount-
able. They cannot pronounce the th. With them ' brotliers

'

are 'hrazzurs,' or ' brttrlhers.' The irregularities, uncertainties,

inconsistencies, and eccentricities in our pronunciation are indeed
bewildering. I leave to grammarians and orthoepists to assign a
reason why h-e-a-r-d is pronounced Iterd; h-e-a-r-t, hart; and
b-e-a-r-d, be-erd; why t-h-e-r-o is thare, andh-e-r-e, here; b-e-a-r

is bare, and t-e-a-r, (ere. These eccentricities can no doubt be
accounted for by tracing to foreign sources the origin of some
of our words, but these and many other difficulties to foreigners

in singing onr langnage should not be regarded as such by our
own countrymen.

Referring to the abundance of monosyllables in ourlanguage,
which 'gives us an opportunity of delivering our thoughts in few
sounds,' Addison remarks, 'This, indeed, takes off the elegance

of our tongue, but, at the same time, expresses our ideas in the

readiest manner, and, consequently, answers the first design of
speech better than the multitude of syllables which make the

words of other languages more tunefnl and sonorous. The sounds
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of our English words are commonly tike those of siring music,

short and transient, that rise and perish npon a single touch
;

those of other languages are like the notes of wind instruments,

sweet and swelling and lengthened out into varieties of modula-
tion.' Words of one or more syllables difficult to pronounce
should be slowly, firmly, and repeatedly uttered aloud, carefully

dividing the syllables ; and they should in this manner be as

assiduously practised as a difficult passage upon a musical

instrument.

I do not presume to discourse with authority upon this topic

;

but, having been occupied, in pursuance of mv vocation, in com-
posing music to English verse for more than forty years, I

venture to think that, as the result of so long an experience, I

may sncoeed in advancing some satisfactory data to prove that

our language is in fact not i&suited to masic. I aver with
confidence, that when the English language fails to fulfil the

requirements of voeality, tliu fuult will lie, not with tho language,

but with those who misuse it. It may bo tho poet who has not
well chosen his words and arranged them for lyrical use with
judgment and discretion ; it may be the musician, who, perhaps,

wanting in genius, experience, and good taste, and not having
regard to the character and prosody of the language, has unskil-

fully set it to music ; or it may be the singer, who has misinter-

preted tho words of the poet and the aim of the composer ; who
has failed to enunciate correctly, to articulate clearly, to utter

distinctly ; and who has, perhaps, neglected to give due emphasis
to words and syllables, and to impart to both verse and song the

true vocal expression.

While supporting the claim of oar language to be regarded
as one in every way suited to the requirements of English music
and English singers, and to such foreign singers as can correctly

pronounce our language, I shall not shrink from the avowal that
the English vocabulary includes harsh and rongh-sonnding words
in common with many other languages. I admit that it abounds
in consonants, digraphs, gutturals, diphthongs, and sibilants, and
that there are iu it few vowcl-onding words of pure Anglo-Saxon
origin ; but I do not concede that, opon that account, our lan-

guage is not suitable for vocal music. It is suggested that the
singing voice requires a langnage whose verse contains a majority

of words formed of open syllables—free for vocal utterance. It

must be allowed that the minority of words of this class is

amongst the inherent difficulties of our language as a langnage
for music. My experience in the composition of English vocal

music has, however, shown me that every difficulty is capable of

being surmounted, and must be overcome. Whatever defects may
be discoverable in our language in the matter of gutturals, and
consonants, and sibilants, and want of euphony, are amply com-
pensated for by a balance of advantages. Where is there a
language, ancient or modern, more copious in wordB adaptable

to every class of subject, 'grave or gay, lively or Bevere,' and
eapablo of ponrtraying every phase of human passion and express-
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Let it not be forgotten that in nur language roughness is

tempered with smoothness ; that harsh-sounding words are

balanced by those that are euphonious ; that what no lose in

sweetness wo gain in strength.
' Onr language,' says a critic of the last century, ' has been

thought to bo very deficient in harmony of sound ; yet the melody
of its versification, its power of supporting poetical numbers
without the assistance of rhyme, is a sufficient proof that it in faf

from being inharmonious. Even the hissing sound of which it

has been accused obtains less frequently than has been suspected

;

in the final syllables, especially, where the letters is transformed
into a z, which is one of tho sounds on which the ear rests with

pleasure : as in has, these, lava, hears, dec.' In his essay on ' The
Euphony of Language,' Dr. Barney has noticed that we have filed

off 'the Saxon roughness in words in which tho letters gkoccar: as

cough, rough, trough, laugh, pluigh, fhnnght, eight, freight, enough,'

which in early times were pronounced in the Teutonic manner,and
which are still guttural in Scotland and in some parts of England.'

Words such as those shonld not ho used for musical purposes,

if they can be dispensed with ; but if used should be introduced
sparingly, and with judgment and discretion, und not in near
proximity. It is a mistake to imagine that only Boft-sonnding,

open-vowel, and vowel-ending words are required for vocal music.

When energy and force are to bo represented in song—when we
have to express and describe rago, frenzy, revenge, despair, the

natural war of the elements, and the unnatural war of human
beings—we must use expressive words, albeit rough and tongh
and harsh sounding ; wo must set asido considerations of euphony,
and only think of poetical and musical expression, but bestowing,
atthesame time,upon vocal ity nsmuch careful attention as possible.

Exception, on vocal grounds, may perhaps be taken to tho

following spirited anil pathetic linos by the late Rev. George Croly

;

but 1 have long considered them admirably adapted for music :

—

It comes on the swell

Of the stormy ocean wave.
'Tis no earthly sound,
But a toll profound

From the mariner's deep sea grave.

When tho billows dash,
And the signals Hash,

And (lie thunder is on tho gale;
And the ocean is while
In itB own wild light.

Dually, ami dismal, and pole;

When the lightning's Mate

And the sea mils in fin: and in foam
And tho surges' roar
Shakes Ihe rocky shore.

Wo hoar the sea knoll come.
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In flu- fiiiTi'fihi;;, tho poet, us a writer of ljric poetry, hns fill-

filled all its requirements. Shoald the corapoHor bo equally atten-

tive to the exigencies of musical expression, and observe as care-

fully the rules of vocality, there will bo nothing left to desire

either in the poetry or tho music.

I will turn for a moment to tho language of Italy, which
Dryden considered to have been invented for tho sake of poetry
and music, and which Metastasio designated ' La mnsica stcssa.'

' The vowels,' says Dryden, ' are Bo abounding, and the pronun-
ciations so manly and so sonorous, that their very speaking has

more of music than German poetry and song.' And yet Salvoni

has calculated that out of forty thousand words in the Italian

vocabulary, six thousand only can bo used for the Italian opera

seria. 'The others,' he says, 'are deficient in dignity and soft-

ness, qualities which are essential for vocal expression.' Despite

tho natural advantages which tho Italian fcongne is known to

possess, its exquisite melody, its remarkable pliancy and elegance,

and its aptitude for vocal display, yet the old composers of Italian

song deemed it necessary for the perfection of the vocal art to

Hnbject every word of this mellifluous tongno to a severe scrutiny

before setting it to music. The Count Algarotti, an Italian writer

of the past centnry, referring, in his ' Essay upon tho Italian

opera,' to Jacopo Peri, the reputed inventor of recitative, and tho
composer of Euridice— 1 La prima opera in musica'—says :

—
' He

carefully observed the Italian words which are capable of intona-

tion or consonance, and those which are not. He was exact in

minuting down onr several modes of pronunciation, as well as the
different accents of grief, of joy, and of all the alTeotions incident

to the human frame.' . . . .
' So nicely scrupulous was he

in his coarse of vocal experiments, that he scrutinised intimately

the very genius of the Italian language.'

Of Tommaso Bai, tho composer of tho Miserere (1713), snug
in the Oapella Sistina at Rome during Passion week, Dr. Burney
says :

' He is much commended for his attention to prosody, or

the accentuation of words, in which his notation is generally so

exact, that the proportion of long and short syllables is as

strictly preserved, in singing this psalm, as it could be in reading

it.'

' What,' you may perhaps inquire, 'has this to do with Eng-
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lish verse?' Much. Had all oar composers of vocal music
studied their language as attentively as they studied their music,
and had submitted it hi as careful an examination as the Italians

did their native tongue, ours, no doubt, would have been spared
much unjust condemnation.

Onr pliant language is susceptible of the utmost refinement
and the highest polish, and can naturally, and as it were affec-

tionately, lend itself to every kind of musical expression. We
have snch a wealth of words at onr disposal that, when found
necessary, on the score of euphony and variety, to substitnte one
word for another, we can do so to almost any extent with ease,

and without the sacrifice of either sense or strength. My friend

the late Sir Henry Bishop informed me in 1843 that when he
and Thomas Moore were conjointly engaged upon the National
Melodies, which he harmonised and adapted to Moore's original

poetry, the poet, in order to ensure the most musically sounding
words, so often substituted one word for another that in the end,

after three years of revision, scarcely one word was retained that
had appeared in the original manuscript.

The English language is confessedly wanting in some of tho

essential vocal qualities for which the Italian, above all others,

is distinguished. It is not a less noticeable fact that we have in

our vocabulary words almost as serviceable as vowel-ending
words, and which may be used as equivalents with an almost
equal effect if articulated, and sung with refinement, fluency, and
grace ; I refer to such words as heart, part, fair, tear, know, care,

calm, charm, despair, depart, and others of a similar character, of

which we possess a superfluity. I will read two stanzas from
Swinburne's lovely poem, 1 A leave-taking,' which I have lately

set to music, in illustration of my meaning. You will find here
a collection of final words of remarkable sweetness, and as useful

for vocality as if they had been vowel-ending. Observe the last

word of each line, how soft and musical it isl

—

' Let no go hence, my songs ; she will not hear.

Let. us j<o licMcf Imnillitr, wilbout fear;

Koop siloncc now, fi r »i!:£;lriL--iimi; ].-= i>vi;.-.

And over all old :iu!i;:.-. iui'1 idl ihings dear,

She loves not you nor mo ns all wo love hor.

Yea, though ivi! sun;; us iiiijruls in her oar,

She would not hear.

' Lot us rise up and part ; she will not know.
Lot us go seawards as the great winds go,

full of blown sand and foam ; what help in here J

There is no help, for all these things are so,

And all the world is bitter as n tear.

And how thesa tilings are, tho' ye strove to show,
She would not know.'

Tho entire poem is of equal beauty. Can any lines more har-

monious be desired in lyric poetry ? Need any words be softer

for musical expression?

It may be objected to those lines that the word ' singing ' is
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half n sibilant and half nasal, and that it closes the throat; that
' silence ' begins and cihIm with ;i liisHiii^ sonnd

; that ' up' closes

the lips; that 'past,' although it opens the mouth, immediately

after presses the tongue against the teeth ; that ' foam,' and ' help
'

and 'world,' after the final consonants have been sounded, engender

an added sound, a kind of literal echo. I cannot but admit—to

borrow a line from Swinburne—that ' All these things are bo ';

but I ompliatically deny that they are objectionable, or that they
present any obstacles to free vocality.

Alliterations, which are regarded as ornaments in poetry in-

tended to be read, should, as ranch as possible, be avoided in

poetry intended to be sung. The following ill-chosen words are

to bo found in Balfe'a Bohemian Girl

;

—
' Whan the fair land of Poland was plongh'd by the hoof.'

It has been remarked that the word ' song ' is unsuited to be
sung : because it commences with a sibilant and terminates with

a nasal sound. I mnst confess that I do not participate in this

objection. The alliteration of sibilants is objected to. They
abound in Shelley's famous serenade, 1 1 arise fromdreaina of thee.'

When, in 1836, 1 set these exquisite lines to music, I was fully

alive to the defects which might arise in consequence of the

sibilants, and was determined to avoid their ill effects by separa-

ting them as far as possible. Observe the sibilants and allitera.

'I arise from dreams of thee

Id the first sweet sleep of night,
When the winds ate breathing low,
And (he stars are burning liri;;:;L :

I ariso from dreams of thee,

And a spirit in my feet

Hath led me—who knows how I

To thy chamber window, Sweot 1

'

Sibilants when slowly and carefully uttered in singing may
be made to produce a soft and pleasing offect ; a rapid enunciation

of them results in hissings. Like every other difficulty in the

English as a Binging language, the iil effects of sibilants

must be avoided.

As an example of the misuse of our language, I would point
to a comic air in Balfe's first English Opera, The Siege of Bochelle,

in which English words intended to bo rapidly sung are sot to

music whioh may have been intended for the Italian language.
The English is unfitted for such uses

;
rapidity of utterance is in-

consistent with its character.

Trav'-lcrs nil, of 8v - 'ry ata - - tion. Trav'- lets
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na-tion. No-thing but ci - ng - ge - fa - - tion, No-thing

but exaggeration ofthe climeawhere they h ave been, wheretheyhav e been.

This song, extremely clever aa music, continues in the flame

manner tirongb. many pages. And upon such evidence the- Bngliali

langnage ia held up to censure aa an unmusical language. It ia cer-

tainly unfitted for Italian Roulades. In PurcelTs and Handel's
music, however, we find, in the fashion of the period, upon
monosyl lahles, effective musical pannages of two ormore bars' dura-

tion. The introduction to ' On, ruddier than the cherry !
' may

he cited as an instance.

The rolling passages of scales in the allegro of the samo song
upon tho divided word mer-ry is as effectively vocal as it would
Wvo boon npon any Italian vowel-word :

—

The music Handel has set to

' Tot harfl to tame, aa raging flame,

And fierce as storms-that bluster,'

is in entire conformity with the sentiment sought to be conveyed
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bj the test. Words and music entire]; agree, and leave nothing
to be desired on tho score of vocality :

—

Translations ofItalian operas into Englisharerarelysatisfactory.

The best I have met with are those by Mdme. Natalie Macfarrcn,

as regards the successful application to brilliant vocal passages of

words whose Bounds resemble, as nearly as possible, the original

Italian test. To place upon the same notes and phrases not only

similar sounds, but meanings identical with the original text, would
seem to be beyond the power of the most experienced translator.

The following example, from tho first tenor aria, ' licco ridente

in cielo,' in Rossini's II Burbiere di Sitiylia, will illustrate my
theory. It is as good an English version, or translation, as may
be found ; but the alliance, after all, is unnatural and to some
extent unsuitable :

—

Dawn with her ro - BJ msn - - - - tin
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in.'. ... OA do!- a con- ten

chants. . . . Uo - til I him told

' Oh. dolce contento, cho egual non ha,' for the sake of vocality,

is anglicised thus:
—'Until I have told her, my heart sho enchants.'

The words * my heart ' nad * enchants ' serve very woll for the
brilliant passages composed to tho Italian words, 'egual ' and
*non ha '; bnt, at the best, it is an unsatisfactory combination of

both words and music, and is an additional proof of the nnfitness

of the English language for Italian munic.

The lyric poetry of Shaltspeare, Milton, Dryden, Horricb,
Shelley, Byron, Thomas lloore, Campbell, Proctor, Hemans,
Longfellow, Tennyson, and tho more recent poets, Swinburne,
RoBBetti, and O'Shaughnessy, has been sot by many of onr most
eminent native composers, who have enbanced tho special beauties

of each poet hy their music. Such ivorkij. it i;i hoped, willondure
as favourable specimens of the successful alliance of English vorso

with English music.

While Handel was yet engaged upon the composition of

Italian opera, and before he had entered upon the Via Sacra of
Oratorio, whose, sublimity has placed upon his brow the wreath
of immortality, Addison penned the following lines in the Spen-

Ltj.i ziyl b/ Gi
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taior (June 14th, 1712): ' I oonld heartily wish that there was
the same application and endeavours to cultivate and improve our
Church music as have been lately bestowed on that of the stage.

Our composers have one very grvat incitement lo it. They are

sure to meet with excellent words, and, at the same time, a

wonderful variety of them. There is no passion that is not

finely expressed in those parts of the Inspired Writings which
are proper for Divine songs and anthems.' ' Our language,' con-

tinues Addison, ' lias received iimumeiiihlc ch^mcies mid improve-

ments from that infusion of Hehrai/ms which an; denied to it out
of the poetical passages in Holy Writ. Tbey give a force and
energy to our expressions, warm and animate our language, and
convey oar thoughts in more ardent and intense phrases than
any that are to be mot with in our own tongue. There is some-

thing so pathetic in this kind of diction that it often Sets the

mind in a flame, and makes onr hearts hnrn within us.'
1 Since wo have, therefore, such a treasury of words, so beau-

tiful in themselves, and so proper for the airs of musick, I cannot
but wonder that persons of distinction should give so little atten-

tion and encouragement to that kind of musick, which would have
its foundation in reason, and which would improve our virtue in

proportion aa it raised our delight.' ... 1 Musick, when thus

applied, raises noble hints in the mind of the hearer, and fills it with

great conceptions. It strengthens devotion and advances praise

into rapture.'

Handel knew and appreciated well the language of his

adopted country. ' Comfort ye My people,' ' He was despised,'
' I know that my Redeemer liveth,' ' Total eclipse,' ' Deeper and
deeper still,' and other sacred works by tho same illustrious

master, will live everlastingly to testify to the aptitude of our
Scriptural language for our snhlime music, and to prove irre-

futably that pathos, tender expression, energy, and force can

more than compensate an Knglishmnn for the want of vowel-end-

ing words, and for the presence of words replete with consonants,

sibilants, and every other objectionable quality which may be

discoverable in onr rich and noble language.

My auditors who hold views different from my own will no
doubt express them, and thus give to the Musical Association tho

benefit of their experiences. Should my opinions be shared by

others, I hope that they will supplement any points which I may
have omitted, in order to add force to the arguments which I

have this day ventured to bring forward in vindication of our

language as a language for music.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. A. J. Bins, F.R.S., said : Tho question of spoken sounds
in relation to singing had engaged his attention for some years
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past, not with regard to the English language especially, but with
regard to language as a medium for the expression of music. It

was a very difficult thing to understand what in fact made a
language good for singing. If it were merely, as iu a great part

of Mr. Salaman's paper seemed to be assumed, the power of

expressing good and noble thoughts, or all kinds of feelings and
passions, such hh would niii.nrji.Uy lead a musician to compose
music in accurda>ic« with lliern, one might almost say that every
European language was good for singing ; but when one examined
the sounds of a language as adapted for the expression of musical
sounds, considerable distinctions mush be drawn, and each person

would probably consider his own language the beat adapted for

ilic purpose, lie was fold, for example, that the Hottentots or

K a Eli is whit (isl i-1'ini.-ly ib:ul of iniisic, iuul [hat Hie sound of their

language in singing was really beantifnl, notwithstanding the
ini.iTnipt.Hin* formed by the 'clicks,' which were, of course, im-
possible to sing upon. In the English language there were a
great number of so nods wliii-h would not lend themselves to music
at all. Mr. Salaman spoke of singing the > softly and gently,

but hi (Mr. E.) must own he was totally unable to conceive an «

being sung at all ; it was an interruption of music, jnst as much
as the wind which escaped over the embouchure of a flute was an
interruption to the passage the flute-player was producing. The
mute consonants, j), (, and k, could not be sung upon at all, and
b, d, and g could only be snng npon for a very short time. Last
year he had an opportunity in a class of thirty persons of trying
experiments on this matter. He tried to make thorn sing merely
on b, d, and g, but they were soon stopped altogether by the con.
densation of air inside the month. F, th, and sk, again, were quite

unvocal. He was amused at Mr. Salaman thinking the s a rather
nice sound for singing, and he illustrated it by some word such
as has, in which he showed the unnatural unvocality of such a
buzzing sound by dropping his voice before he finished it, ending
it with an s, as was commonly the practice j and he was sorry to

say that in much choral singing the final «, instead of being lightly

touched, became very marked, so that words ending with a real z

became words ending with a very disagreeable s. If you pro-
nounced the i alone, without running into the s, the buzzing of
it was about as musical as that celebrated instrument, a piece of
paper over a comb. He had had a i^as-i sing passages in z, in d/i,

in zh, and so on, and the effect was enough to show them, at all

ovents, that they mnst not allow any strong enunciation of such
sounds if they wished to sing pleasantly. The only consonants
which could really bo sung wore r, I, m, 11, and ng. With regard
to m, n, and mj, m was tiic least disagreeable ; n was much more so,

and ng was about as bad as conld bo; and he remembered an
especial instance of this many years ago in the singing of
' The Sea, the Sea, the open Sea,' by Mr. Phillips, who insisted
upon pronouncing the word 'open,' without any perceptible vowel
between the p and n. The 1 was tho most vocal of all consonants,
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the t being disagreeable because it was founded upon a beat, and
was therefore like the beating stops which were sometimes heard
on barrel organs and instruments of greater pretension. Tho
vowels were, of course, all vocal, and were the sounds relied npon
for producing musical effects; but there were vowels and vowels,

and on submitting them to a strict examination you found there

was only^ one real musical vowel, namely, ah, and this was very
deficient indeed in the English language. It was frequent enough
in Italian, and with a slight modification in French, Gorman,
Spanish, and most languages. That it wbb the one which lent

itself most naturally to singing was shown by the singer's habit of

lah-laing passages, the I being the most vocal consonant, and the

ah the most vocal vowel. A vowel was an original quality of

tone produced in the larynx, which was afterwards modified in

the resonance chambers above, between that and the lips. Those
resonance chambers were more or less well or ill—generally ill

—

adapted to the expression of musical sounds, because they were
not adapted to reinforce those partial tones of which the musical
tones were composed, and which added greatly to their richness.

The vowel ee was abont the most abominable to sing upon, as

might be proved by singing it near the middle register of the

voice, and then running down upon it as low as possible, when
the vowel became scarcely recognisable, and a harsh, disagreeable,

rsedy sound resulted This, of course, applied to the Italian i

quite as much as to the English ee, The a sound was not so bad,
and when broadened it became a pleasant musical sound. The
peculiar English short sound of a, which replaced the short ah of

other languages, as illustrated in the words ' that black cat,' was
most horrible, and required very great judgment in the singer to

produce it. For vocal purposes lie recommended a slight alteration

of it into the finest possible French a. The French a at present
current in Prance was very mnch finer than the German a or the

long a as the French used to be, and it was often heard even in

'

England from the finest speakers, in such words as 'ask,' 'pass,'

and so on. He would not go further into detail en this subject,

bnt he had found it necessary to advise that almost all English
vowels should he slightly altered by the singers in order to render
them more easy to sing upon at different pitches than tho true

spoken vowels. There was an inherent difference between speech
and singing, which whs a matter of great importance. In speech
the pitch did not vary very considerably, generally about a fifth,

and rarely more than an octave
;
and. ngnin, in speech the same

pitch was not held for any length of time. In singing, however,
it was totally different. Again, in spoken language we were
bound to certain stiens ni

:

sylkblr; ;iml rerun: (liiVi-ivnve df rnjiiiiity

in vowels, but composers very frequently set that at naught. Ho
had heard passages very similar to that from Balfe which Mr, Sala-

man had pnt before them, in burlesque opora.s from the French, the

effect produced being perfectly ridiculous
;
you heard very little

of the music, and a great deal of hissing. Those were inherent
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difficulties, not iu t!ie English language alone, because, if you
exiimisied languages separately to find which were the most vocal

Bounds they contained, yon might arrive at very curious results,

which, perhaps, would not be very valuable. The fact was, a
singer brought out a musical expression, but ho did so in words
which were not always audible to those who did not know them
previously, or had not a book of the words, but which sufficiently

adumbrated those words for the audience to follow the meaning
and expression. They were, however, often hampered by the

uiivociil sounds put before them. This might be readily noticed

in the case of a long ballad or hymn in church where the same
music was repeated to different words, a very different effect being

produced on the qualities of tone according to the vowels pro-

nounced. In order to show that upon a somewhat exaggerated

scale, he had upon one occasion taken a Bimple air, ' Sec the

Conquering Hero comes, 1 and got a chorus to sing eight bars of

it, first to lee, then to lah, and then k> liio, and the effect was like

that of three different instruments. He thought with Mr. Sala-

mau, that too mueh v. as said against the unvocality of the English

langnsgo ; an Englishman might r-pvak, perhaps, as strongly

Hgiiinr-t (ii'i-iimn a.i itn Italian could against English. He recol-

lected the first time he heard Polish spoken it seemed to him
nothing hut a serins of hisses, yet an educated Polo told him he

had been to 8co ' Hamlet ' performed, and he described the sound
of the English language much in the same way. That simply

arose from nou-aeqnaintaneo with it. Ono of the lines quoted by
Mr. Sal&nian

—

» The heart that once sfombers there "—

ho thought very ill-adapted for singing, on account of the con-

currence of s hisses in * once slumbers.' The Germans had a
simibir difficulty with their guttural cli, which they had to cot
and chip in a way which sometimes rendorod it scarcely intel-

ligible
;
jet he most say, for his own part, he preferred Gorman

as a vehicle of music to t'higlish, and to show the different effects

produced by different speakers, he might say that he had never
heard any language spoken more softly and pleasantly than
German, or more harshly and unpleasantly than Italian, and he
had had opportunities of hearing both from a great number of

people in their own countries. The conclusion he camo to was,
that the national language any person used was, for that person,
tiie liusl lim^iuiL'e for s,ii]j:m<.'.

Mr. G. A. Osborne thought, if the English language was not
considered a good one for music it was mainly attributable to

two causes. In the first place, to the musicians who composed
music for English words—many of whom were not singers, and
consequently did not sufficiently study the requirements of the

vocalist. An interesting instance of this came under his notice

on one occasion in Paris, where thoro was a young English lady
who was a thoroughly good musician and an eicollent reader.
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A composer had written a song and said In; should like to hear
it sang. The young vocalist offered to sing it, and her brother

accompanied her on the piano. After the symphony she opened
•her month to (ring, and suddenly pot her hand to her throat as

if attacked by a spasm. The symphony was recommenced, but
with the same- result, and it then appeared that the cause of
this curious effect was, that she had to commence the song
with the word ' music ' on a very high note, and of course the

m had to be pronounced with the lips closed. If the song had
commenced on a low note probably there would have been no
difficulty. For the other cause we were greatly indebted to

foreigners, who came here in such large numbers. We were
glad to see them, and they were glad to come, and often

liked to remain here. But they thought it necessary to patronise

ns by singing our language, sometimes without the slightest

understanding of it, trusting to their good ear to catch the

proper sounds. Thus he had heard ' Home, sweet Home ' sung
in a Btyle to make it appear anything but a desirable place.

Mr. W. H. Cttmmings said : He took considerable interest in

this subject, having devoted attention for some years to the

matter of vocal music. He thoroughly agreed with Mr. Salaman
that the English language was equal to any for musical purposes,

but at the same time he differed from Mr. Osborne in thinking

that any word in the English language wan not fit for singing.

He should be pleased to try any word which could be put before

him. Mr. Ellis's experiments, he thought, were on a wrong basis

altogether. He had a class of thirty persons to sing certain

sounds; the question was, were those people educated vocalists?

if not, surely they were not the people to test the English language

:

you could not sing without learning how to do it. Ho also

found fault with consonants, but there were no such things as

pure consonants
;

t, for instance, was a compound of a consonant
and a vowel, and the vowels themselves were nearly all compounds.
He also differed from Mr. Ellis as to the vowel <t being the only

proper one to sing upon, for singers very frequently employed
some other vowel ; and he maintained that vocalists who had given
years to this study would be the persons to decide what were the

best vowel sounds to use in practice. I fo i hnugiir. there was not
a letter or a sound which was not good for music. You might take

the works of two great men, Pureoll nnd Handel, who had set

words of all kinds to music, and always successfully, and you
would not find any difficulty even with Handel's fiorituri, although
sometimes there was want of taste in adapting the character of the

music to the words, Handel not being sufficiently well acquainted

with the language; but in Purcellyou never found any difficulty at

all. Tom D'Urfey, the celebrated writer, once wrote a poem into

which he contrived to put all the most difficult- sounds the Kntrlish.

language was supposed to be capable of, and defied Pureoll to get

them to music ; but he did so, and fortunately the music was in

existence, and was capable of being sung by anyone of moderate
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powers. Mr. Ellis had complained of the vowel e as not being mu-
sical, but he had heard moat excellent strains where the vocalisa-

tion was on e alone. Of course in good vocalisation the consonants
almost disappeared

;
they came fairly at the beginning and ending

of syllables, and a good singer sang principally on the vowels.

There was now a school, fortunately with only one prophetess

and, ho hoped, few pnpils, teaching that vocalists should shut up
the nose and sing on the consonants, bnt he was quite certain that

that would not obtain ; it never had been the custom in England,
at least, since Chaucer's time, and he trusted never wonld be.

Mr. Str*tton agreed with some of Mr. Ellis's remarks. He
was, no doubt, a great master of tile constituents of language, but
it apjKnrud on the whole that the English was about as good as

any other. Thei-e was no doubt we ought to study our own lan-

guage more. He should also like to draw attention to a work
which was not very generally known, ' The Music of Nature,' by
Wm. Gardiner. He said the French spoke in the nose, the

Germans in the throat, and tho English through their teeth ; also

that there was no more beautiful English spoken than by ladies,

whidi lu: attributed partly to their knowledge of Italian ; whilst

in another place he said they spoke better than men from tho

superior shape of their tongues. Another thing was, that if they
wished to speak properly they must study how to speak. He
also gave the quality of different languages, and suggested that

in southern climates speech was softer, and riper, and more flute-

like, while in the northern climes, through people having to keep
their mouth shut, they were more accustomed to speak in the
throat. He gave a high character to the English language, as

being most copious, though not rich in short words. He thought
that every true musician was also naturally a poet, and if he
would only master the mechanical difficulties of the language,

would be able to write his own words, and in that way many of
the anomalies they heard of would be removed. Wagner was an
example of what might be done in that way. There wero 10,000
words in the English language beginning or ending with s or el,

and you sometimes found words in a song such as 'ask'st,'

which, of course it was almost impossible to sing.

Major McCreaqu remarkod that a foreign writer had said

that tho English was tho language of snakes, and tho German
that of horses. No doubt there were difficulties in the English
language with somo of the consonan'.s, although they were
necessary. They had been called the cratches for the vowels to

lean npon, and were certainly indispeusable. Perhaps the best

test of a language was its power of being translated for mnsioal
purposes. For instance, tho ' Bohemian Girl,' which was written
in English, had been translated into Italian ; but some of the best
airs in it, as, for instance, ' The heart bowed down,' were not
nearly so effective in that language as in the original. There
were other instances, such as the opera of ' Macbeth," where the
witches' scene was rendered perfectly absurd by its translation.
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One great cause for the preponderance of tho lcttor s in tho
English language might bo mentioned, and that was the change
which had taken place in tho 3rd person singular of the present
tense in ever; verb, which was comparatively recent ; and in addi-

tion, tho plurals of nearly every noun, and tho possessive case, wore
all made to terminate in s. If they were met in solemn conclave

to remodel tbe English language for musical purposes, he should

be inclined to suggest a return to th for the 3rd person singular

;

for though it might be found fault with aa a rather lisping ter-

mination, it would be preferable to tho extraordinary number of

i's. One reason givon for this th boing turned into s was
for the purpose of rhyme, which some writers had found great
fault with, and he thought the jingle at theend of each line might
be compared without much exaggeration to a blow on a drum to

mark each bar. Some people could not distinguish poetry from
prose except from tbe jingling rhyme at the end; but he thought
if wo could go back to the classic times, when poetry wae written

withont any rhyme, it would bo a great improvement, though
' Paradise Lost was originally snuffed ont in popular favour
by Hudibraa mainly on this account. Ho believed that, on the
whole, the English language might compare favourably with
that of any nation, even with regard to smoothness, if the words
were well chosen.

The Ckairsub (Professor W. H. Monk) said he could not help
thinking that many speakers, as was natural under the circum-
stances, bad been a little at fault as to the difference between
language considered per so, and the vocal execution of language,
which, after all, had been tho point at issue. They had been pro-

fessing to Bpeak on the musical performance of language; and in

that there were undoubtedly two component parts, for every syl.

lable of every language contained a vowel, and sometimes one, or

perhaps more than one, consonant; whether it wore guttural, labial,

or otherwise. The singer had to do primarily with tbe vowel,
and the very classification of letters with which all were familiar

into vowels and consonants was into what, could be uttered by
the var, and what could be only uttered by the help of some-
thing else, and was therefore called eontonaut. A singer pro-

duced his vocal effect, long or short, high or low, good or bad,

on the vowel, and should be taught to sing passages of music
on every one of the vowels indifferently. He might venture

to say that if there wore any Englishman who had not been
taught to accomplish this, he stood at a disadvantage com-
pared with a well-educated Italian. He thought also it would
be useful for thooo who had bo much difficulty in singing or

speaking tho English language, to begin by making a catalogue

nf all the English words they could discover in which no vowel
wbi present. A singer could treat tho vowels of the universal

language successfully, whether he were singing English, Gorman,
or Italian. That the latter language enjoyed a rich advantage

over all others in respoctof smoothness would not be denied, and
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the very growth of the language showed that Bach a result muafc

have happened. It was founded mainly on the old Latin ; bnt bo

much had been softened and beautified in pronunciation by the
generations which had passed since it ceased to be a living lan-

guage, that it might almost bo said that the Italians had lived for

their language. Those who had studied the history of the growth
of the Romance languages would see that in many respects the

Italian would be remarkable for this quality. But even this con-

sideration did not touch the main point of the accusation against

the English tongne, because, as it stood, no English syllable was
without a vowel, and lie did not see why a vocalist should be less

successful in his own language than in any other. He agreed

with Mr. Osborne that other causes had been at work, and he
might mention one not alluded to by that gentleman. The culti-

vated foreigner, in singing English, attacked the language from
a different point from the ordinary one at which an Englishman
began. If you asked an English gentleman or lady to sing a

passage, you got for each word, not the thing you should get,

or that you would get from the same person if he or she were
called upon to sing a passage in Italian or German, bnt a certain

Ihriiri/aii.-: pronunciation with which we were accustomed collo-

quially to be satisfied. Now the vocal teacher ought to correct

this universal English fault, and he had often occasion to ask his

pnpils to suppose that they were singing a language of which they
understood not a syllable. In suoh a case they would look at

every word as composed of certain letters, and for each of those
letters they would try somehow or other to produce the vocal

equivalent. But not so with English ; they produced the Bourgeois

word to which they were accustomed, not tho word written.

Looking at language from this point, what was wanted was
not so much a reformation in the art of spelling as in that of pro-

nouncing the letters visible to the eye. He agreed most entirely

with Mr. CummingH with reference to the necessity of leiwning Junv

to sing English. But there was also to be mentioned a prevalent

failing in the immense number or musical composi! in: is, cmiNlitiniy

issuing from the press, the authors of which did not understand
how properly to express their ideas, bnt it must be thought
meant one thing1 and wrote something else ; for he could not

Otherwise account for the frequent extraordinary misplacement
of accent. He might remark that the Italian language had
suffered quite as much as the English when operas written in

another language had been translated into it. For example,
Faust was very poorly rendered into Italian. The consonants

and vowels being tilted against one another led to the English
being called a consonantal language, and the Italian a vocal

language ; but there were many instances to be fonnd in the

writings of the great Italian composers where they had shown
Itn- difference between ivaiti<idi<m and tho treatment of ctnmonaii is,

and tho extremely effective use which could bo made of the latter

in some cases. A most magnificent instance of this might be
remembered in the baritone part in Rossini's Seniiramith.
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Mr. Salaman said that he had very little to add to what he
had already advanced in advocacy of the Kiurli-fi Lirijiiiai'u us a

language in every way suited lo music. He had treated the

subject of his Paper from a musical point of view. He could not
but agree with some of the remarks which Mr. Ellis had made.
All the observations of a man of such celobrity, and such groat

experience as a philologist arid et Imlar. wan: entitled to respectful

attention. At the same time ii musi !« stmed tin it the consonant;

which Mr. Ellis Bays cannot be sang, and the vowels and sibilants

which he considers difficult to sing, are sung by educated English

vocalists, and have always been sung, and without any difficulty.

Mr. Salaman thought that Mr. (Jammings and Professor Monk had
successfully replied to Mr. Ellis's objections. Those gentlemen
are not only practical musicians, but famous and experienced in-

structors in the vocal art, and their opinions, the result of a long

experience, are of the ntmost value in such an inquiry as the

present. It was patent to all that England possesses some of the

best vocal music that 1ms ever been composed, and that nativo

singers capable of singing it have never been found wpnting.

Mr. Salaman believed that to tbo end of time England wonld pro-

duce native musicians who would compose good music to native

verse, and that educated English vocalists of both sexes will be
forthcoming to sing it effectively, with ease and fluency.
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WILLIAM CHAPPELL, Esq., P.S.A. in toe Chair.

ON IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TRUMPET.

By Henkt Bassett, Esq., F.C.S.

The two instruments which I have the pleasure of describing to

the Association are the results of my endeavours to remedy some
of the shortcomings of that ancient and important instrument,

the trumpet.

In its original form its capabilities were of course very limited,

by reason of the small number of notes to be obtained, these being
no more than the natural series of harmonic; intervals, though
something was done to supplement them by the use of the hand
in the bell, as in the case of the French horn.

By the addition of the moveable Blide a great advance was
made, as by this means many other intervals were rendered avail,

able. Still, however, the lower part of the scale remained imper-

fect, as, for various reasons, it was not possible to have a sufficient

length of slide to supply all the notes for a complete scale, as is

done by the trombones, the most important being that, from the

great length of the tube in relation to its pitch, the instrument is

wliat is called 1 tender ' or uncertain, and the use of a long

slide, by altering the diameter or bore of the tnbe for too great an
extent, has a very bad effect on the tone.

By the invention of valves or pistons a so-called complete
hciilt! mis obtkiucii mi all brass instruments, together with great

facility of execution, and the old slide trumpet has been in con-

with three valves : a fact which is, I believe, generally regretted

by those who have a'wen ill I en I ion to tho subject, as these mstru-
mf-nis, besides l)i!i:ifr ,1, i,.

( lly inferior in quality of tone, are

most faulty in intonation. It is m>t difficult to show by calcula-

tion, from the varying lengths of tube brought into action by tho

valves, that many of the iulciviiln resulting from their combina-
tion are not in accordance with either the jnst or tempered scales.

The unfortunate practice of transposing pai ls written in widely
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difi'ercnt keys, bo is to use only iks, greatly

increases tlieso errors, besides sacrificing the benefit of the natural

truu intervals and distinctive qualities of tone of the different

clooks.

My first attempt was to construct a valve trumpet which
should avoid these fanlls of intonation, and I claim for my
' Comma trumpet,' the production of a more corroct scale than is

given by any other valve instrument.

The first and second valves remain as usual r that is to say,

they lower the pitch by the intervals of a major tone and a dia-

tonic semitone respectively. The third valve raises the pitch of

any note produced by the first valvo by the interval of a comma
;

in other words, the first and third valves together lower the pitch

a minor tone. When used with the second valve, or alone, it

gives, of course, other modified intervals.

This system of valves, which is also applicable to the French
horn (formerly called the tenor trumpet) enables the player to

produce a practically perfect diatonic acalo in the tonic, domi-
nant, and snbdominant keys, with tho advantage of having ouly

two valve slides to tnno when changing the crook, the alteration

theoretically required in tho third valvo being so small as to be
inappreciable. This instrument nevertheless did not entirely

satisfy ma, for the following reasons ;

—

In tho first place, though having a better tone than any other

valve trumpet I have mot with, it is distinctly inferior in this

respect to tho slide trumpet.

Secondly, the At> bolow the Btave is wanting ; a note how-
ever which should bo seldom required, as it might be easily

avoided in composition by taking advantage of the facilities

offered by a change of the orook or key of the instrument;

moreover tho lower notes of the trumpet should not be used too

freely, as they are difficult of production, and would be much
better rendered by the alto trombone. Still much military and
dance music can only bo played on the usual three-valve trumpet
or cornet, which latter is really much bettor suited for tho

Thirdly, the advantages in correctness of tune will only bo
fully obtained by a performer having a sufficient theoretical

knowledge of music to be aware of the slight differences in into-

nation, and consequently in the fingering, required by a change
of key, whereas in a slido instrument, the trombone for example,

these difficulties are ovorcomo by tho marvellous instinctive co-

operation of tho ear and tho hand.

These considerations led me to further attempts, and I may
say I have succeeded in attainingmy object in the simplest possible

manner: this second instrument, which I call the Teleopbonic

or perfect-sounding trompet, being nothing more than the ordi-

nary slide trumpet, with tho addition of a singlo valve tuned in

unison with the open D, or harmonic ninth—in other words,
lowering tho pitch a minor tone. This valve is worked by the
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first finger of the left band, the instrument being held exactly

in the nsnal manner, and does not injure in the slightest degree

the pnre tone of the old trumpet, the bore of the tube remaining
perfectly straight.

By the use of this single valve and the slide, separately or

together, it is possible to produce a complete scale, major or

minor, with a perfection of intonation only limited by the skill

of the player, as it is essentially a slide instrument. The valve

not only supplies those notes which are false or entirely wanting
in the ordinary slide trumpet {including even the low A!> and
EC when playing on the higher crooks), bat greatly facilitates

transposition and rapid passages, while comparatively little prac-

tice is required to become familiar with its use.

I may say in conclusion, after some months' practice with the

instrument, that it answers all reasonable requirements iu the

most satisfactory manner, and from the increased facilities which
it offers, I believe that its adoption in the orchestra would have
no inconsiderable effect in rescuing the legitimate trumpet from
the neglect into which it has fallen of late years, with great

advantage to the proper rendering of all classical music.

DISCUSSION.

The Hon. Secretary asked Mr. Bassett if every note in the

scale could be played on his ' Teleophonic trumpet ' ?

Mr. Bassett said that all the chromatic intervals conld be
played, but it was not suitable for very rapid passages, which
indeed were not so well adapted fnr the trumpet, and eould be as

well played on the cornet. For legitimate trumpet music, how-
ever, his instrument was all that could bo desired. In reply to

Mr. Stephens, ho said the instrument acted equally well in all

ordinary keys.

Mr. Stephens asked how low a scale could be played ? He
had seen crooks for A.

Mr. Baseett said it was very undesirable to crook so low as

A, as the tone became very uncertain and ' tender,' and the
notes would be apt to split.

Dr. W. H. Stone said he had asked Mr. Bassett to bring
forward this Paper because he felt very strongly the importance
of applying trno tomporament to the orchestra, where ho believed

there was the greatest chance of its being attained. Jt was
rather singular that this question had always been attacked from
its most difficult side, viz., that of keyed instruments. It was
far moro easy of treatment in the caso of instruments like those
of the orchestra, which had a certain powoi of altering their tone,
modifying the pitch, and bringing the chords into troe interna-
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Hon, There was no doubt thnt this result had long Lieen attained

in the orchestra instinctively, to a certain extent, and this pro-

hftWy explained the superior power and force of the orchestra.

But they ought to rise from rijji-ij to iirttm'ifiii, and every credit

ought to be given to Mr. Biissett for having made the first atop

in this direction. He was not aware of any other instrument
which spoke with true intonation, or in which an attempt had
been made to alter the recalcitrant commas, as in the ' Teleophonic

trumpet,' or to attain the power (if modifying the lnrga intervals

obtained by the slide. Mr. Biissett had mentioned in the course of

his remarks what one seldom heard from players—that the valve

slides required tuning ; he had found the most marvellous igno-

rance prevailing on this subject. A great deal of the falsity of

tone sometimes noticeable arose from the fact that horn players

were not taught to tnne their slides at all. No doubt they

generally found that when crooked to play in such- a low key as

to render the horn almost double in length.it was desirable to

make the valve slides longer, hut, as a rule, the proper tuning of

these slides was an unknown art. Another important remark
was that with respect to the alto trombone. The trumpet was
decidedly out of fashion, but some of the faults chareed upon
it no doubt arose from the fact that its natural neighbour in

the orchestra, the alto trombone, had been removed. Thetrnmpet
led down to the alto trombone, that to the tenor, and that to the

bass, and there you had tho only qoartett of instruments

in the orchestra which was perfect, except the strings, and yet
this tjuartett was sacrificed. He was sorry to say that oven Sir

Michael Costa allowed the qnartett to consist of a trumpet, two
tenor trombones, and a bass, which was destroying one of the

voices (tfwrime) of the orchestra. By restoring the alto trom-
bone, you wonld not only gain tho intrinsic beauty of the instru-

ment itself, but would support the trumpet and strengthen those

notes which the latter could not produce efficiently, if at all.

The principle might be applied to other instruments, and he
had, he believed, succeeded in doing so with the clarionet, though
he was not yet in a position to bring it before the Society. He
had obtained 19 notes in the octave, which gave abundant means
of doing all that was required for true intonation. But there

was one other thing which must be done simultaneously, and
this bore somewhat on the question which, he believed, Mr.
Bosanquet was about to deal with. Tou must tell the unfor-

tunate player which note he was to play in each instance.

Hitherto the necessary accommodation had been effected in a

rough way by the ear, but if this idea were to bo carried out the

scores must be gone through, and tho notes marked which
required to be sharpened or flattened. When this was done, the

requisite perfection in instruments being attained, and the music
properly marked, t.hey might hope that the orchestra, in iclat,

splendour, and brilliancy of tone, would surpass anything which
had yet been heard.
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Mr. B lai kelt said that, as a manufacturer of brass instru-

Bents, lie entirely agreed with what had been said by Dr. Stone
regarding the want of knowledge on the part of players of the

use of the valve slides. It was quiio common to have instruments

returned for repair after being in use for years in military bands,
with the valve slides stuck fast, so that the extent to which they

mast have often been out of tune was far beyond the slight diffe-

rences of a comma. It also appeared to him that there was a
difficulty in the way of tbe player who bad only his 'own part
before him. Unless ho was guided by his ear, he ooald not tell

whether the passage or chord be was playing was in C or F. It

was evident, therefore, that improved instruments would he
useless unless the music were properly written or marked.
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ON SOME POINTS IN TEE HARMONY OF PEEFEOT
CONSONANCES.

By B. H. M. BOBAWJDET, Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., P.C.S., Fellow

of St. John's College, Oxford.

The study of Harmony is the study of the combinations or
chords which are formed from musical notes.

Tho Harmony of Perfect Consonances iB the study of com-
binations or chords formed from notes which have been con-

structed by tuning perfect consonances.

In the last edition of Dr. Stainer's excellent work on Harmony,
he says in the preface that he believes his theory will be found
perfectly applicable to the system of just intonation. This may
bo so, but yet there are many points in the harmony of perfect

consonances which are not covered by the discussions in Dr.

Stainer's book, nor are they dealt with in any other book with
which I am acquainted, except Helmholtz. I propose to call the
attention of the Association to a few of these points, which cer-

tainly will be fundamental in any treatment of the harmony of
perfect consonances that may eventually be undertaken.

As there is great tendency to mix up and confuse the different

portions of the subject of improved intonation, I must point out
the limits of that portion on which wo aro engaged to-day ; and
for this purpose I may usefully refer to tho second reason given

by Dr. Stainer for omitting reference to the Tempered Scale,

which is ' Because the attitude of scientific men to modern chro-

matic music has ceased to be that of hostility, inasmuch as they
see that their system will never be adopted as long as it threatens

the existence of a single masterpiece in musical literature, while,

on tho other hand, it will bo universally accepted when ifc renders
such works capable of more perfect performance.'

I may say, by the way, that I never heard of any scientific

man, practically acquainted with tho subject, who was hostile to

modern chromatic music, or to masterpieces of any kind ; and I

cannot help thinking that it was the quite unfounded notion that

this was tho case, which gave rise to tho feeling that recent

musicians have undoubtedly bad against tho study of the various

methods of tuning.

The division of the subject to which I abovo referred consists

mainly in the distinction betweonthe so-called mean tone system
and systems based on perfect consonances. For the details of the

mean tone system I must refer to my book on Temperament. It

is onongh hero to say that the mean tone system adapts itself to
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existing music : in fact, it was the musical language of Handel and
others of our greatest composers ; and hj the application of my
keyboard its performance has been rendered perfectly easy, bo

that the challenge in the passage from Dr. Stainer is taken np.

But our business to-day will be with an entirely different class

of systems. Though to some extent applicable to existing music,

it is to the future that we must look lor tbe real development of

perfect consonances; and it is partly in hope of endeavouring to

interest rising composers in this new and beautiful material that
I am calling your attention to it to-day.

Almost all recent writers state that whenever harmony has
been practised tho chords have been made up by combining
certain sounds of the scale at that time in use.

As far, however, as my studies have carried mo, there is no
instance until quite recently in which even a theoretical writer

has derived his chords in this way ; nor is there any historical

authority for the statement that they ever were actually so

derived. Crotch and all the older writers derive the scales from
tho chords. It is only necessary to think of the processes by
which instruments are actually tuned, to see that in fact scales

are derived from chords, not chords from scales. In fact, I have
little doubt that scales and modern tonality arose from tho tuning
of the harps or lutes of minstrels by consonances. Tho earliest

ancient musio depended ou tho lyre, whose notes were unques-
tionably determined by tuning consonances.

I come down at once to Crotch. He treats concords as tbe
foundation of everything. He was thoroughly grounded in tbe
knowledge of just intonation. I have had occasion recently to

read his works with some care. My opinion is that ho was
greatly iu advance of his time, and that in many points we
should do well to go back to his careful, accurate, and logical

treatment, as the surest foundation available. The following

table is taken, with very slight modifications, from Crotch's
Elements of Composition ; it is an extremely simple and powerful
mode of exhibiting many of tho rotations to which I shall havo
to call your attention. Itis substantially the same in principle

with, and but little different in detail from, the method recently

published by Mr. Ellis under tho name of ' Duodones ' :—
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I cannot hopo to discuss any large number of chords to-day;

and I propose to devote the time chiefly to chorda formed from
a serioa of thirds. Helmholtz has discussed several cases of

these chords, but he confines himself principally to such forms

as are derived from tbe notes of the scale. I shall consider also

cases in which it is desirable to depart from the Bo-called notes

of the diatonic scale.

Helmholtz enumerates first the different kinds of thirds,

fourths, and fifths ; these are the elements of our chords ; we
may reduce them to a small number of elements, from which the

rest are derived by inversion and combination.

Perfect third c-\e
Pythagorean third (a comma Bharp) . c— e

Perfect fifth o-
Pifth mistuned a comma . . . d—\a

To which we may add, as of occasional occurrence

—

A third two commas sharp . . . c— /c
A depressed minor seventh . . . c—\b

Tho minor thirds, augmented fourths, diminished fifths, and
other intervals are generally determined by combinations of the
above. Theso above enumerated are intervals which nriso more
or less directly from tuning ; and it is to tho tuning of the notes
of a chord that I desire to refer its consideration.

Tor the way in which differences of a comma arise in actual

tuning of fifths and thirds, refer to Crotch's table, and see by
what processes you would pass, say from \A to A.

I proceed to consider the chords formed by a series of thirds

on the dominant.
The common chord of tbe dominant is

—

I call your attention to the following variations of it.

Tho equal temperament chord.

The chord g— 6— d with Pythagorean third.

The chord j— \6— \ii with depressed second of the key
and false fifth.

[These chords were played on an ordinary harmonium, and the

large enharmonic harmonium from Sonth Kensington, with
which tho examples of just intonation were illustrated.]

Tho object of calling attention to these modifications is this:

in subsequent chords wo may be confronted with these as alter-

natives, and it is desirable to know what the effect would be if

we wore to adopt them. Wc conclude that the fifth false by a
comma is quite inadmissible, and the Pythagorean third only less

objectionable than tho false fifth.
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Add the minor seventh*

—

;/
— \b— &—

f

This/ ib derived by tuning two-fifths from g ; it represents

the ordinary minor seventh, and is very rough.

Depress the/ a comma

—

g— \i> — d— \f
This chord ia nearly smooth, it, is approximately the con.

sonanco of tho harmonic seventh.

Baise tho first / a comma

—

<j—\b—d-/f
This is the chord of the seventh according to some of the old

theorists, who made the // a minor third (G : 5) to the d ; it is

disagreeable, as you hear.

Add the ninth to y ;
then, varying the seventh and ninth, we

get the chords

—

(1) g—\b-d-f—\a
(2) g-\b-d-f-a
(3) g -\b-\d—f— \o
(4) g— \b—d-yf— a

(5) y-^-rf-y/-*
(1) Is the chord given by Helmholts ; it follows from selecting

the notes of tho diatonic scab ; that is, tho \a is made the

major third to/.

But if I play this chord it sounds abominable. We perceive

at once that this \n makes a false fifth with d, which is quite

intolerable. Wo will now raise tho \o to a, so as to make tho

fifth with d perfect, at the cost of the Pythagorean third /

—

a.

(2) Is thus obtained ; it is still roogh ; we trace the rough-
ness to tho seventh g—f, and tho sharp third/—a.

(3) Here we try depressing tho d to \d, which forms a fifth

with the \a, but wo introduce tho falso fifth g—\d,
which is inadmissible.

(4) Here we raise the it, so that the fifths are both perfect,

and raise tho/ to //, so that it makes a perfect third with
a. The bad seventh is the only dissonance, but it is very
bad.

(5) Here wo still have both fifths porfect, and givo the
seventh its smoothest position \f, sacrificing the third,

which is now two commas sharp. This is to my car by far

the most tolerablo position of the chord, indeed the only

one that is at all tolerable.

Hehnholtz treats the employment of the fifth d-— \a in

these cases as correct ; I can only say that if each combinations
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are to bo used I had rather stick to equal temperament, which
involves nothing so bad.

It is not necessarily the caao that inversions or derivatives of

a chord aro best taken in the same way as the chord itself ; it

frequently happens that the relative importance of the different

notes is entirely changed, so far as the preservation of hatmo-
niousness is concerned. For instance, in the dominant seventh, if

the seventh is in the base,

f—g—\l —d
No appreciable increase of smoothness is obtained by depressing
the/ to y.

Some theorists say, what is the nso of seeking for the

smoothest forms of combinations F The oar likes dissonances.

I say that if we are to nse these chords, their smoothness or

roughness is their principal characteristic, and deserves to be

examined.
The statement that the ear likes dissonances I meet in this

way. I do not holiovo that any healthy ear likes suoh disso-

nances as aro produced by mistnning any consonance one or

more commas. The dissonances in ordinary nse, which deviate

from consonances by not less than a semitone, are of quite a
different character, and have nothing of the horrible sharpness

of consonances mistuned by one or two commas. These last

dissonances aro audible through any quantity of the others, and
I lay it down as a practical rule, that forms are to be preferred

in which dissonances of mistnning, as I call them, aro leaBt

offensive.

I will now consider one or two cases in which freedom is

gained by the omission of a link of the chain of notes which
constitutes the complete chord of the ninth. We have seen that

the whole chain cannot bo put together without the occurrence of

dissonances.

Omission of the Fundamental g.

This permits na to depress the second of the key, so as

to form a fifth with the sixth, \d— \a. The chord then
becomes

\b—Xd—f—\a
The combination \i— \d—/still possesses some rough-

ness. "We have nassed over the study of the forms of the dis-

sonant triad, which should preeedo that of these chords, and
does precede them in Helmholtz ; but we can admit that

\b— d~\f,
part of the complete chord of the harmonic seventh, is the

smoothest form, and
b—d—f,

which is most like the chord in ordinary nse, is of medium
quality.
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In a passage like the following,

we have the first form above mentioned, i.e. that derived from
the scale; it cannot here be modified in any nay, since the first

chord determines the / and \ a, and the \ d in the second chord
is determined by the suspended \ a.

Where tho chord is struck without suspension any form not
dissonant of itself may bo used.

We 'have above an example of the constraining effect of

suspension ; consider now a succession similar to the above, with
introduction of the complete chord of the ninth on the dominant

;

the difficulties thus arising are nearly as great as in any case I

If wo try to introduce the second of the key in the second
chord, it forms a chain of fifths between the dominant and sixth

of tho key ; tho one requires it to bo d, tho other \ d ; it is

therefore impossible to introduce tho eomploto chord of tho

ninth on the dominant when the ninth is suspended as the sixth

of the diatonic scale.

Consider next the chord formerly called the ' added sixth,'

now usually derived as a chord of the seventh on the supertonic.

d—f— \a— e

The above would be this chord according to the notes of the

diatonic scale, but this is inadmissible on account of the false

fifth d— \o. It has been usual to avoid this by depressing the

second of the key thus,

\d—f—\a—c
or, considering the chord in the position which gave rise to tho

name ' added sixth,'

f—\a—c-\d
in this form the chord presents itself as an agglomeration of

consonances, containing only the mild dissonance of the whole
tone. Its resolution in this form, with suspension of the second
of the key, presents, however, almost insuperable difficulties.
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This is the only strict way of effecting the resolution. But
it involves a drop of the whole pitch hy a comma, which has
generally a very disagreeable effect. No resolution depending
on a false fifth can, in my opinion, be tolerated, though I am
bound to say that Helmlioltz takes a different view. He would
write the passage,

As before, I say that I would rather stick to equal temperament
than face such sounds as these.

If it is really required to employ such passages in connection

with perfect consonances, it. is in my opinion generally best to

sacrifice the thirds, i.e. in the above passage the third /—\a
would bo changed into the Pythagorean third /

—

a. Bnt
nothing is gained by the employment of perfect consonances
where such expedients have to be resorted to.

I have endeavoured so far to point out some of the principal

difficulties in the harmony of perfect consonances. The best

way for the composer to deal with those points will be to avoid

Successions of minor thirds admit of easy treatment; the

minor third is not an interval susceptible of accurate tuning, and
chords containing minor thirds may be arranged in almost any
manner ; the following are usual forms :

—

The use of this by the older composers, especially Mozart, is

so effective in just intonation that I am unable to believe that

this was not within their view.

Referring to Crotch's Table, we easily see that the augmented
sixth / AS'— Ft? may be represented as an octave loss two
diatonic semitones (corner to corner, acruss the dotted lines, is

a diatonic semitone or a major seventh).

In ratios, two diatonic semitones make (
J
=

"ooe

an octave less two diatonic semitones is 2 ~= . But

=1

Augmented Sixth.

the ratio
7 Whence—
4
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The augmented sisth differs from the harmonic seventh only

by the small interval ggg- or about ^ of a comma.

This accounts for the fact that the augmented sixth of just

intonation is a very smooth combination.

The Enharmonic Harmonium exhibited on
the original one which I constructed first. It is not tuned pre-

cisely by perfect consonance*, but by a rule which approaches so

nearly u> the toning of perfect consonances, that thn ileviatiom

of tbe tuning from eiaiti.oss arc loss i:i amount than (bo Casual

errors wbioh must occur in every instrument in course of time.

An 1 bare given a complete account of the tuning in former
pa|Hjrn, and in my book on Temperament, I do not propose lc>

i ii-.fr here into the matter

No discussion arose on the Paper. A nu
ivcro performed on the ' tuharmonic Organ.

ibcr of illustrations
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